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PREFACE 

 

The gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ the Messiah emerged 

from a religiously pluralistic society over nineteen 

centuries ago. Today the same gospel—the good news of 

God’s salvific endeavor for human flourishing—finds 

itself once again in a pluralistic world that is much more 

complex than the Roman Empire in which it was first 

proclaimed. It was under threat then. It is still under threat 

today. The Book of Acts (as well as it companion volume 

which bears the narrator’s name) represents a First- 

Century physician’s response to questions concerning the 

efficacy of this Gospel to adequately address the human 

condition. 

There were rumours of serious and dangerous 

endeavors to overturn the work of the Spirit of God in the 

lives of those who had embraced the new movement that 

later became the Way. HOW viable was this movement? 

And if the rumours about its struggles are true, how can it 

help the hapless? Luke’s second volume gives clear and 

confident answers to these and other queries. So we are 

grateful to the Almighty for having preserved for us the 

Book of Acts which charts the progress of Christianity in 

the First Century.  
Three other books have inspired the writing of this 

commentary: The Spreading Flame by F.F Bruce (who 

started from where Acts closed off and landed us in  

Twentieth Century Britain), and Dr Lloyd Cooke’s The 

Story of Jamaican Missions, with the revealing subtitle 

How the Gospel Went from Jamaica to the World. If Dr 

Cooke traces the fire of God’s purifying grace to the 

present century, the following essay returns to the First. 



 

 
 

The other book bears the ambitious title, The Book of Acts: 

A Concise Caribbean Commentary. The least said about it 

the better.  

Today, fifty percent of my countrymen claim to have a 

personal relationship with God through His Son Christ 

Jesus. What is regrettable is that very few (it appears) 

churches in the Caribbean have caught  the Lukan vision 

of planting new churches that are self governing, self 

supporting, self theologizing, and self propagating, cross 

culturally. There are no easy answers to this dilemma. A 

big part of the problem, it seems to me, is that too many 

Christians are waiting for a divine call instead of 

responding to the Great Commission.  
After all, a missionary (or apostle) is a child of God 

who gives a positive response to the divine mandate for 

world evangelization (Luke 24; Acts 1).  With billions 

around the world who have not heard the Lukan gospel, 

we should once again petition the Lord of the harvest to 

send forth labourers into the vineyard ripe and ready to 

harvest (Acts). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Caribbean Theology and Lukan  

Historiography 

 

 

 

 

This commentary pursues the thesis that the Lukan con-

cept of Bio-Narratives1  as a way of attempting to write a 

piece of history could serve as a useful tool to aid in the 

repositioning and rebranding of the project of Caribbean 

Theology. The Gospel of Luke, the longest book in the 

New Testament, has been long since recognised as the 

Gospel of the poor, the disenfranchised, and the marginal-

ised —themes which resonate with the theological 

objectives of Majority World theologians, particularly 

those from the Caribbean whose forebears were numbered 

amongst the enslaved.  

Although the precise nature of Luke’s two-volume 

work is still being debated, few can question his purpose in 

producing a Gospel and its sequel as his contribution to the 

thrust of social re-engineering at a time when slavery was 

an accepted norm.  If as Gordon points out that Luke and 
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“quite a number of biblical texts are autobiographical 

while ironically pointing beyond the authors through the 

uniqueness of biblical textual intent . . . [and] read as mo-

ments of divine intervention,”2 the writer of the Third 

Gospel must have composed his work with the intention 

and anticipation of the kind of divine intervention that was 

familiar to him in his reading of the Hebrew Bible (e.g. 

Exodus 1-12). 

And if the stories of liberators such as Moses and the 

Messiah were familiar to him, Luke drew his greatest in-

spiration from the latter whose exploits he researched 

diligently and whose manifesto and mission he published 

confidently. Perhaps if the practitioners of Caribbean The-

ology follow the Lukan paradigm as one way to express 

their concern over the ills of the region, further progress 

may come about. The type of reflection envisaged will al-

so allow said practitioners to highlight the contribution of 

seminal thinkers like Hyacinth Boothe, Idris Hamid et. al. 

The proposal is not entirely new. What is being attempted 

here is an effort to ground the proposal in the putative 

writing strategy of the Third Evangelist. 

Luke: Theologian and Historian 

 

What these aforementioned scholars have attempted on a 

more modest scale was eminently achieved by Luke when 

he shaped the Jesus tradition handed down to him to meet 

the needs of a Theophilus, and, subsequently, provided a 

sequel with a universalising literary format with no less 

persuasive rhetoric. Luke, of course, has been approached 
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by many with a hermeneutic of suspicion because “one of 

the curious features of the Third Gospel is that, having 

been anointed to proclaim good news to the poor (4:18), 

Jesus is found, repeatedly, frequenting the homes of the 

wealthy (e.g. 5:29; 7:36; 14:1; 19:5). . . .Indeed, one 

searches Luke’s Gospel in vain for any narration of Jesus’ 

preaching good news to the poor”.3 Also, the extent to 

which Luke is seen to be a reliable historian is still hotly 

debated today. 

These perceived weaknesses notwithstanding, we find 

Luke’s historiographical strategy attractive because he 

wrote not just to theologise and inform but to subvert the 

worst features of Empire. Accordingly, Dormeyer’s4 re-

cent work locates the Third Gospel among “the genre of 

Hellenistic biography . . . [and sees Luke making] his 

composition something of an antibiography, using the bio-

graphical form to oppose the claims of the emperor.”5  

Although Caribbean Theology is for the most part post-

colonial, its potential as a tool to ensure that the Lukan 

corpora of the poor and the marginalised permeate every 

stratum of the society is yet to be fully realised. Like the 

majority of the peoples making up the region, Luke, we 

believe, was a Gentile. He also saw quite clearly the power 

of storytelling (with a focus on bios) as a way to effect 

meaningful cultural change. Writing the only Gentile Gos-

pel treatise then (Luke-Acts) in the First Century, one can 

discern efforts of excellence in his work.  

Minority status can be a motivating factor in this re-

gard. While this may explain the quality of his work, the 

anxiety to outdo himself could be an explanation for the 
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quantity of his output (cf. the following: of the 7, 947 

verses found in the New Testament, the Gospel of John 

accounts for 1407; Paul’s epistles, 2032; and Luke-Acts, 

2157, over 25 percent of the New Testament).6 Luke has 

shown keen interest in Gentile conversions and congrega-

tions (Acts 9-28). He also appears to epitomise and 

illustrate the dictum that all our theology must become bi-

ography, that is, a lived-experience of faith within 

community. But, this, to some extent, was an emphasis of 

the other Evangelists. Where Luke differs from them was 

to highlight the Messiah’s interest in the plight of widows in par-

ticular (7:11-17; 18:1-5) and women in general (Luke 7: 36-50; 8: 1-3; 

10: 38-42; 13: 10-17; 21: 1-4).   

There are two other Lukan emphases that we need to 

examine. In the Third Gospel, one finds quite a number of 

references to prayer. What is very revealing is that a sig-

nificant number of these references surround the prayer 

life of the Messianic Figure. This Figure not only prayed 

regularly; he is also portrayed by the Third Evangelist as 

one who allowed the Spirit of God to control and guide 

him, and this is precisely how he becomes an ideal role-

model.  In the sequel of Lukan Gospel which has come 

down to us as the Book of Acts, the writer appears eager to 

show that the early followers of the Messianic Figure not 

only sought to understand their world, but engaged it by 

the power of the Messianic Spirit in an effort to introduce 

other-worldly life transforming values. In other words, the 

theological relevance in terms of a radical social ethic that 

some insist should become a part of God-Talk in the re-

gion was already a Lukan burden shared with Theophilus 
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and company. The conviction here is that the Lukan plot is 

no mere narrative, but a story which invites us to share its 

world, the commitment of its leading characters, and its 

enthusiasm for life.7  

The Model of Lukan Historiography 

 

Luke, then, I believe, has paved the way for all who would 

seek to do theology in their own context by underscoring, 

first and foremost, the value of bios and narrative for such 

an enterprise, since a “narrative communicates meaning 

through the mimesis of human life”.8 In fact, he invites to 

us to write a counter-narrative to the prevailing hegemonic 

spirit that has dominated the lives of Caribbean peoples for 

centuries. In his first volume, the central figure is, un-

doubtedly, whom we are calling the Messianic ‘I’: the 

embodiment of truth and announcer of the end-of-the-age 

Jubilee, unprecedented and unparalleled (Lk. 4). In Luke’s 

second volume, though the Messianic ‘I’ is not as noticea-

ble, the influence is even stronger with Paul taking much 

of the spotlight, demonstrating beyond the shadow of a 

doubt, the observation that “when God sets people free, He 

doesn’t set them free for their own ends and their own 

means; it doesn’t become self-indulgence, it’s a ‘giving 

awayness.’”9 Now what is proposed here regarding the 

employment of the Lukan Bio-Narrative genre as one ef-

fective way to carry forward the worthwhile enterprise of 

Caribbean Theology should not be thought of as writing 

mere eulogies or hagiographies of the ances-

tors/practitioners of our faith.  
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What we mean by this is that whatever is written should 

be realistic enough and faithful enough to the lives that are 

chosen for scrutiny and paradigmatic value. When Luke, 

for instance, recorded the strong disagreement between 

Barnabas and Paul, we see a type of boldness in his liter-

ary endeavour that reminds us that theology concerns our 

lived-experience and the human condition of which we are 

a part.10 The creative author of Luke-Acts has recorded for 

us some of the best lyrics of all time; for instance, Mary’s 

magnificat and the nunc dimitis both found in the Third 

Gospel.1112 What is not well celebrated—at least in the 

Caribbean—is the way how Dr Luke has appropriated the 

songs of Israel in his sequel to his Gospel, in order to en-

rich the redemptive story he tells. We will look at some of 

these in due course. For our author, then, singing is at its 

best when it is the expression of redeemed hearts (Acts 

16).  

Therefore, the inclusion of Isaiah’s most famous Serv-

ant Song is certainly not fortuitous. Luke was also well 

aware of the matriarchs and patriarchs who provided the 

necessary biblical role-modelling for his day and whose 

lives were handled in such a way as to highlight certain 

episodes which would serve as encouragement for people 

of faith. We have in mind here people like Sarah and 

Abraham. Fitzmyer for instance, comments on how Paul in 

Romans 4 “passes over the fact that Abraham was con-

vulsed in laughter at the thought that he might beget a 

son.”13    

In fact, both Abraham (Gen. 17:17) and Sarah (Gen. 

18:12) appear to have gained some measure of comic relief 
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from the promise, and not at their own expense.  So both 

incidents are, to use Fitzmyer’s language, “passed over” in 

what may be called paschal silence. This literary phenom-

enon is not limited to Paul. We see it, for example, in 2 

Chronicles where another man (David) to whom right-

eousness is credited and eulogised not because he was 

perfect but because he was justified. Here then, we see 

‘that historical memory is highly selective and interpre-

tive.’   

The popular tradition of Israel, conveniently forgetting 

the barbarity and disreputable incidents of David’s reign, 

focused upon those elements which appealed to the politi-

cal and religious aspirations of each succeeding age.  

John’s Gospel (cf. 1:29 with 13:10-11; 17:6) as well as 

Priscilla’s homily (Heb 11:3-40) will employ the same lit-

erary strategy. This literary strategy of paschal silence 

stands out in bold relief against the following backdrop.  

The holy books of no other religion depict their follow-

ers so negatively as the Bible does the Jews and the 

Christians. Scripture describes very graphically the doc-

trine that Jews and Christians are also sinners and capable 

of the most dreadful sins, and denounces not only the 

atrocities carried out by the Gentiles, but also those of the 

supposed (or true) people of God. This pitiless self-

criticism is integral to Judaism and Christianity, in contrast 

to other religions.  No other faith criticizes itself so severe-

ly as Old Testament Judaism or New Testament 

Christianity.  Scripture exposes the errors of the leaders 

very clearly, and God often employs outsiders to recall His 

people to obedience.14  
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One, however, should not overstate the potential of any 

strategy to effect long and lasting change within a society, 

within a region. This caveat notwithstanding, we are opti-

mistic that what has been suggested allows us to echo, “I 

have a dream” (Martin Luther King) that a “change is go-

ing to come” (Sam Cooke): a change in doing Caribbean 

theology as a just and justifiable response to regional reali-

ty, including the painful experience of dysfunctional 

family structures, the challenges of violent crime, gender 

struggle, issues of regional governance and mimicry, pov-

erty, and the like. 

 
1 The literary genre of both Lukan volumes. See Martin Hengel, 

The Four Gospel and the One Gospel of Jesus Christ (Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania, 2000), 2. 
2 L Gordon, “The Problem of Biography.” Small Axe 4 (1998): 49. 
3 J. B. Green, “Good news to whom? Jesus and the Poor in the 

Gospel of Luke, in Jesus of Nazareth, Lord and Christ: Essays on the 

Historical Jesus and New Testament Christology (Carlisle, UK: Pater-

noster, 1994), 59. One answer to Dr Green’s dilemma comes from Dr 

David Cheung: “If you want to help the poor, you must disciple the 

rich. If you want to help the rich, you must understand their poverty.” 

Cited in Bethel Journal of Christian Theology and Ministry vol. 2 

(February 2012), p. 5. 
4 Dormeyer’s 2011 
5E. Boring, http://www.bookreviews.org/pdf/8360_9143.pdf. 
6D.  Bock, A Theology of Luke and Acts. (Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan, 2012), 27. 
7. D V Palmer, ‘Lukan Historiography and Caribbean Theology’ in 

Contending Voices in Caribbean Theology, eds. Judith Soares and 

Oral Thomas (Kingston: Jugaro, 2019), 14. 
8 B. Waltke, OT Theology (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2007), 93. 
9 J. Edwards, The Jamaican Diaspora (Kingston: Morgan Minis-

tries International, 1998), 18. 
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10 (Acts 15: 39: Paal an Baanabas kech op [Gk. paroxysmos] an 

tingz get so bad dat dem kudn sekl it). The same treatment is given to 

Peter (Acts 10: 14: "Uu mi? No Laad, ou mi fi du dat?).  
11 
12 See, e.g., see a couple of them (Appendix) brilliantly done in 

Jamaican (opera –style Patwa cantata!) on December 2, 2018 at the 

UWI chapel; Appendix 10, and http://jamaica-

gleaner.com/article/entertainment/20181206/standing-ovation-patois-

cantata-jiizas-go-

baan?fbclid=IwAR3CkXEfvzRcakadNZR_axYT3eWVlHnroX3yQ3e

sZASxpbPUUdRZ3kqvH_g#.XAl9vVcG-wI.facebook. 
13 Romans  (NY: Anchor, 1993), 387. 
14 Schirrmacker, 43.  
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Caribbean Theology and the NT:  

An Update 

 

Over the years Caribbean theologians have shown more 

than a passing interest in the NT.15 If they insist that their 

starting point for doing theology is their lived-experience 

in the shadow of Empire, this must never be understood to 

mean they have devalued the NT as a source and point of 

departure for theological reflection. For example, Dr Hor-

ace Russell expounds both the Lord’s Prayer and the 

Beatitudes from the First Gospel for wider church circles, 

and a former colleague, Craig Keener, documents the fol-

lowing about his early ministry:  

Dr Horace Russell, former president of the United The-

ological College of the West Indies and for many years 

one of my senior colleagues at the Palmer Theological 

Seminary shared with me some of his experiences. He not-

ed that experiences that believers would construe as 

miracles are common in Jamaica where he began his min-

istry . . . He noted that they are nevertheless not limited to 

believers. An agnostic professor at the University of the 

West Indies in Kingston was dying of cancer; though she 

did not believe, she allowed him to pray for her. The next 

day she recovered and has remained well, though she has 

chosen to remain an agnostic.16 

Dr Chisholm, former academic dean of the Caribbean 

Graduate School of Theology, has also done much re-

search on Matthew chapters 5 and 19 on the question of 

divorce and remarriage. He has also done detailed exegesis 
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on Matthew 24 regarding the coming of Christ.17 Wedder-

burn and Roper have intriguing pieces on Mark 5. The 

latter compares the biblical account of Legion with certain 

regional realities. “Caribbean Theology,” he insists, “must 

therefore pursue the triple task of exorcism, iconoclasm 

and holism through the congregational life and the pro-

phetic witness of the church in the public square.”18 Drs 

Spencer, Miller, Vassel, González, and David Pearson 

have sought to provide interesting readings of the Third 

Gospel by exploring feminist and socio-political con-

cerns.19 

A worthwhile contribution has also come from former 

UTCWI president William Watty on the Fourth Gospel 

along the lines of a creative biographical sketch; John, he 

observes: 

 

makes use of anonymity as a response to a pastoral situa-

tion which seems to have necessitated a corrective to a 

developing Petrine tradition. ‘Peter’ stands for a negative 

strain in the gospel.  The name focuses and highlights 

precisely what the evangelist wishes to correct.  He goes 

out of his way to present a ‘Peter of history’ with warts 

and all, because, presumably, the name bestowed by Jesus 

was assuming an inordinate importance. Between the ‘Pe-

ters’ and the ‘not Peters’ an invidious distinction was 

being encouraged which augured ill.  Names given by Je-

sus were becoming a stumbling-block, for ‘Peter’ 

identified not merely a person but a category of disciple-

ship, a tradition and a generation.  Included in that name 

were the first disciples who were the companions of Jesus 

and saw the Word made flesh.  Their ‘names’ therefore 
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created an unhealthy distinction between them and the 

‘others’ who laboured but who were never disciples and 

therefore could never be ‘named.’ To correct this un-

healthy situation which the mere fact of proximity to 

Jesus precipitated, names are withheld, even the disciple 

whom Jesus loved is unnamed and ‘Peter’ gradually but 

steadily peters out. 

 

Also making a contribution to the study of John’s Gos-

pel is Professor Denise Riley who seeks to demonstrate 

that the Johannine commission is not only theocentric but 

Christo- centric to the core, “and is equivalent to the Old 

Testament Semitic law of delegation.” Her work also seeks 

to show the relevance of the great commission to “the pre-

sent contemporary age with its emphasis on religious 

pluralism.”20 Segovia’s commentary on the Fourth Gospel 

fits squarely in the postcolonial tradition.21    

Regarding Luke’s second volume, Roper examined the 

spread of the Messianic Community in light of the sedi-

tious charges brought against it, while Murrell skilfully 

applies subversive hermeneutical elements to preaching in 

the region. Jacobs on the other hand did a careful study on 

the issue of tongues-speaking in the first thirty years of the 

church. Padilla breaks new ground in his analysis of the 

speeches of Gamaliel, Gallio, Demetrious, Lysias, Tertul-

lus, and Fetus. He concludes that these discourses from 

‘outsiders’ reinforce the special status of the people of God 

in the First Century through the divine authority exercised 

over the religio-political milieu.22  
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Recently Linton challenges the traditional reading of 

the book of Romans which presents humanity as sinners 

first and foremost instead of focusing attention on the val-

ue of the human person. Dennis’s contribution begins with 

an exposition of Romans 12:5, the first one-another pas-

sage in the letter. Later he treats verse 10 of the same 

chapter before looking at several other passages of similar 

character. He is probably the first Caribbean theologian to 

incorporate an indigenous translation in his work.23 

In her reading of the famous NT love chapter Spencer-

Miller24 set herself the following objectives: “to indicate a 

hermeneutic and methodology for doing Caribbean bibli-

cal exegesis and Caribbean theology . . . [and] to arrive at 

an understanding of ‘LOVE’ that is both biblical and Car-

ibbean.” Her approach which is both descriptive and 

investigative yields the following chiastic structure:   

 

A Exhortation (1 Cor. 12: 31b) 

B Comparison (1 Cor. 13: 1-3) 

    C Characteristics (1 Cor. 13: 4-7) 

B, Comparison (1 Cor. 13: 8-13) 

A, Exhortation (1 Cor. 14: 1a) 

 

A few Caribbean nationals have treated the letter to the 

Ephesians in one way or the other. We have, for example,  

Fritzner Dunois’s Pauline theology of marriage and Gos-

nell Yorke’s post-colonial exposition, Dameon Black’s 

church growth assessment in light of the ascension and 

subsequent distribution of gifts, Napoleon Black’s similar 

study from a significantly different angle, Garnett Roper’s 
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exposition of chapter 4, and Yorke’s post-colonial treat-

ment. Last but by no means least; Winedt published an 

insightful piece on certain implications regarding the trans-

lation of Eph. 6:2 in a Caribbean setting.25 

Dr Donovan Thomas’s series on Philippians in the Dai-

ly Gleaner26 has become a model of biblical and public 

engagement, and Silva has left his mark on the same 

book27 which elicits the following comments from the Ex-

pository Times: “An attractive exegesis of the letter with 

the minimum of distractions.” Earlmont Williams high-

lights the missio Dei (the divine mission) in First 

Thessalonians,28 and Thompson, in his massive study of 

Second Thessalonians, focused his attention on the apoca-

lyptic vision of chapter one.29 Both Noelliste30 and 

Thompson make full use of the Pastoral and Johannine 

epistles in their concern to highlight the imperative of 

sound theology. It is Taylor and Thomas31 who have shed 

much light upon the situation of Onesimus, especially 

against the background of Roman imperialism.  

Arguably, C. Adrian Thomas has written the best trea-

tise on the warning passages in the book of Hebrews and 

Maynard-Reid’s classic is enjoying a new lease on life.32  

HoSang has championed the cause of Peter’s primitive 

Christian perspective on the inauguration and termination 

of the New Age as the primary key to interpreting his first 

epistle, and Joseph its literary structure.33 In more recent 

times Baldwin34 published his dissertation on the textual 

criticism of the Catholic Epistles. Pastor Teddy Jones’ ex-

position of the Epistles of John is quite sobering to say the 

least.35 Taylor’s work,36 part of his doctoral thesis, ex-
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plores the significance of the letters to the seven churches 

in Revelation chapters 2-3 in a pastorally sensitive manner. 

Williams on the other hand focuses his attention on the 

“seven heavenly spirits” mentioned in the book,37  while 

Dr Garnett Roper grounds his argument for public justice 

in relation to the Jamaican work-force by citing a most un-

fortunate characteristic of Empire: 

 

The New Testament book of Revelation, the 18th chapter, 

discusses the fall of Babylon. It depicts the collapse of the 

Roman metropolitan centre which was then the locus im-

perium. It disguises it by appearing to speak about the 

ancient city of Babylon. In a telling paragraph, it betrays 

the reason for the collapse of Babylon that it says 'sank 

like a millstone to the bottom of the sea'. It puts a lament 

on the lips of merchants and traders who weep for the loss 

of markets and trading opportunity and in so doing, lists 

the products they traded in descending order of im-

portance.  

They said: “The merchants of the earth will weep and 

mourn over her because no one buys their cargo anymore 

-12 cargos of gold, silver, precious stones and pearls; fine 

linen, purple, silk and scarlet cloth; every sort of citron 

wood, and articles of every kind made of ivory, costly 

wood, bronze, iron and marble; 13 cargoes of cinnamon 

and spice, of incense, myrrh and frankincense, of wine 

and olive oil, of fine flour and wheat; cattle and sheep; 

horses and carriages; and human beings sold as slaves.”  

In the view of the biblical writer, Babylon sank be-

cause people/workers became the least of its priorities. 

The future of the economy without the worker at its centre 

and without the improvement of people's quality of life as 
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its ultimate goal is to hit rock bottom. However spectacu-

lar its physical infrastructure and its service efficiency, it 

will be like an empty lot if people are not the central ben-

eficiary.38 

 

Other works provide significant background material 

for a NTT of the Caribbean.39  

Methodology 

 

What, then, is the best approach to the study of the book of 

Acts? First we have to learn as much as possible about the 

type of literature (literary genre) with which we are deal-

ing, for: 

A literary genre is like a map, a map made of words.   

There are different kinds of maps—maps of roads, of geo-

logical characteristics, of historical incidents, of the 

stars—each with its own ‘scale’, that is, its own peculiar 

relation to reality. Knowing the scale makes a difference if 

one is on foot: does an inch equal one mile or one hun-

dred? Establishing a text’s genre is perhaps the most 

important interpretive move one can make. Only when we 

know what kind of whole we have before us, will we be 

able to understand the individual parts.  

Many misunderstandings of the Bible stem from a fail-

ure to appreciate its genre. When this happens, we make a 

category mistake; we read a text as if it were one thing 

when actually it is something quite different. Consider the 

Bible, then, as a collection of verbal maps—a ‘word’ atlas. 

Christians plot their location in history not by the stars but 
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by means of biblical texts. ‘You are here’—living between 

the times, between the first and second coming of Christ, 

just as Paul was. The Bible tells us not only where we are, 

but where we should be. We can locate ourselves on a 

moral map; we can determine whether we are in or out of 

God’s will.40 

We will also focus attention on the few occurrences of 

the sometimes theologically pregnant egō (“I”),41 bearing 

in mind that:  

 

though all people on planet earth, as far as we can verify, 

use the word “I” and its equivalents, the meanings invest-

ed in that word in the various social systems of the world 

are often radically different. . . The way people deal with 

the self can be plotted on a line whose extreme axes are 

individualism (awareness of a unique and totally inde-

pendent “I”) on the one hand, and collectivism (awareness 

of an “I” that has nearly everything in common with the 

kinship group and its spin-offs.42 

 

The pronominal language of Luke, like that of Paul, 

generally speaking, tends to be self-effacing and quite out 

of character with the Graeco-Roman world. In fact, in the 

book of Acts Luke prefers to write about “we” rather than 

“I”. But he does include the I-statements of his friend, 

Paul, and that of a few others.  

This partially explains Luke and Paul’s choice of the 

lifeless and life-eclipsing cross as a symbol of power. In 

this regard, Paul himself could say with all seriousness: 

“But God forbid that I should boast except in the cross of 
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our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world has been cruci-

fied to me, and I to the world;” (Gal. 6:14). 

And as to his self-deprecatory statements we read:  

“For I am the least of the apostles, who am not worthy 

to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the church of 

God” (1 Cor 15:9).  

“To me, who am less than the least of all the saints, this 

grace was given, that I should preach among the Gentiles 

the unsearchable riches of Christ” (Eph. 3:8).  

“This is a faithful saying and worthy of all acceptance, 

that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners, of 

whom I am chief” (I Tim.1:15).  

All this is a part of their weakness43 language that ena-

bles the Pauline circle to communicate to people their own 

philosophy of life summed up in texts like Luke 19:10, 

Acts 4:12, 2 Corinthians 12:9 and 1 Cor. 15:10, within 

their contexts.       

Whereas grammarians are uncertain as to whether egō 

is invariably emphatic, a survey of the Lukan and Pauline 

writings reveals a variety of functions not unlike the prom-

inent pronominal in RastafarI lexicon.44 First, the pronoun 

sometimes serves as an autobiographical index (Acts 11; 

26).  Other times it is used to highlight apostolic authority 

(Gal 1:12) or to underscore an interpretative situation 

which may be connected somehow to apostolic authority 

(Acts 20:25; Gal. 2:19-20).  B. Dodd has also ably demon-

strated that the Pauline ‘I’ functions in various contexts in 

a paradigmatic sense:“In places Paul’s self-references en-

gage the pastoral situation faced, while in other places his 

self-characterizations may have more to do with generally 
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held social requirements surrounding self-discussion. He 

often uses paradigmatic ‘I’ expressions as punch lines, 

summarizing and providing a transition to the next phase 

of his letters, and at other times his self-exemplification 

and personal example is at the heart of his argument.”45 

Luke wrote much (especially in Acts 19-20) about a re-

gion where the most famous I-statements in the ancient 

world were uttered: Vini, Vide, Vici (I came, I saw, I con-

quered).46 The words are attributed to Julius Caesar, who 

died long before Paul47 became a Roman citizen and Luke, 

an ambassador for the Messiah. The words are perhaps 

better suited on the lips of the Messiah who is coming 

again, still sees, still conquers, and whose victory cry 

(“Finished!”) was followed by the final I-statement (“I 

thirst”), before his triumphant resurrection.  In his sum-

mary of the OT data, Stauffer48 informs us that the ‘I-style’ 

became characteristic “of the self-revealing God of Israel’. 

This is perhaps best exemplified by . . .   Ex. 3:14 (I am 

what I am) and the introductory . . . I  Am YHWH  of the 

Decalogue (Ex. 20:2ff; cf. Dt. 32:39ff)”.  According to 

Stauffer, God is presented as the ‘ultimate Subject’ in Isai-

ah 40-45--the first and final Word, the omnipotent Will 

and exclusive Source of “revealing and reconciling grace 

[on which] we are totally dependent.”   Therefore, similar 

predications of kings or gods are considered arrogant and 

blasphemous (Ezek. 28).49 Stauffer continues:  

 

The NT maintains the belief that God is absolute 

Subject, but offers few I-declarations on God’s part 

except in quotations, e.g., Is. 45:23 in Rom 14:11, 
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Deut. 32:35 in Rom 12:19, Ps. 2:7 in Acts 13:33; 

Heb. 5:5, and Ex. 3:14 in expanded form in Rev. 

1:8. . . . The rabbis avoid this style, fighting against 

the real or apparent pretension of I-sayings in the 

name of monotheism (cf. Gamaliel’s caution in 

Acts 5:36-37). 

 

It is against this background—the reticence of the Rab-

bis to use first person pronouns in the singular, the 

infrequency of the divine ‘I’ in the NT, and the shared 

conviction of the NT writers that God is the ultimate Sub-

ject—that the dominical ‘I’ and that of Paul in Acts (and 

elsewhere) stand out in bold relief. 

A Sketch of Luke’s Language 

 

The Greek language has enriched English in many ways. 

The former Greek scholar and principal of Jamaica Bible 

College (now Regent College of the Caribbean), Ted Ed-

wards, for instance, has sought to show how heavily 

indebted the lexicon of the Queen’s English is to Koine 

Greek, the language of the marginalized, which, in some 

cases, supplanted, the official tongue (Latin) of the ancient 

Romans.  

The following examples of Greek words that have made 

their way into the English vocabulary50 are given by Ed-

wards: catharsis, asthma, dysentery, dogma, drama, echo, 

idea, criterion, horizon, basis, character, panacea, angel, 

paralysis, thorax, rheumatism, autonomy, biology, ortho-

doxy, energy, therapeutic, mathematics, just to name a 
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few! My two favourite are names of the greatest man who 

ever lived: Alpha and Omega. 

If the language of Jesus was primarily Semitic,51 Luke’s 

was definitely Greek.52 His works have come down to us 

in this language, and that of the best Koine variety. At the 

time of Luke it was the lingua franca of the Mediterranean 

world, legacy of the great Alexander of Macedonia; and 

while Jesus must have been fluent in Hebrew and especial-

ly Aramaic, Greek must have been known to him as well.53 

Once thought to be a combination of the Classical and He-

brew by some scholars, we have come to realize that the 

language of Luke (et al.) was indeed the language of the 

common wo/man. This knowledge has been vouchsafed 

through the discoveries of the various papyri in Africa.54 

The Greek language in general has over 3000 years of 

history, from the sixteenth century BCE to the present. The 

Koine, the language of the NT, flourished between BCE 

300-300 CE. In comparison to the forms which preceded 

it, the Koine was characterized by simplicity of syntax, 

form, and vocabulary amenable and useful for merchants, 

travellers, soldiers and statesmen alike. This is well attest-

ed by the thousands of Papyri found in North Africa, 

preserving “for us the actual life of the day and includ[ing] 

letters of all sorts . . . contracts, receipts, proclamations, 

anything, everything.”55 

Accepting the overall contribution of the masses of 

Greek papyri on our understanding of the NT, Nigel 

Turner56 feels however that their value has been overstated 

to the neglect of other important features, such the influ-

ence of the LXX (strong in Acts) and, what the REB calls, 
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the Jewish languages. In other words, not all important 

terms in the Greek New Testament can be elucidated by 

invoking the papyri. There are many words that are best 

understood against a Semitic background, and even where 

the papyri shed light on some terms, a more complete col-

ouring can be seen from the perspective of the Aramaic or 

Hebrew. So, with this caveat in mind, there is a wealth of 

knowledge to be gained by carefully weighing the vocabu-

lary of Luke in the light emanating from the ancient 

Orient. Writing on “the more or less popular” appeal of 

the NT writers, particularly that of Luke’s companion, De-

issmann remarks: “St. Paul too can command the terse 

pithiness of the homely gospel speech, especially in his 

ethical exhortations as pastor. These take shape naturally 

in clear-cut maxims such as the people themselves use and 

treasure up.”  

But even where St. Paul is arguing to himself and takes 

more to the language of the middle class, even where he is 

carried away by priestly fervour of the liturgist [cf. Rom 

15] and the enthusiasm of the psalmist, his Greek never 

becomes literary. . . . thickly studded with the rugged, 

forceful words taken from the popular idiom [like that of  

Jamaican], it is perhaps the most brilliant example of the 

artless though not inartistic colloquial prose of a travelled 

city resident of the Roman Empire, its wonderful flexibil-

ity making it just the Greek for use in a mission to all the 

world.57 Since Deissmann wrote, not a few studies have 

demonstrated that both Luke and Paul are much better lit-

erary artists than was first imagined.58  
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Bruce adds, 

 

Whatever truth there may be . . . that Luke was [also] a 

painter, he certainly was an   artist in words. Many will 

endorse the verdict ... that his Gospel ‘is the most beauti-

ful book there is.’ How immensely poorer we should be 

without his description of the herald angels with their 

Gloria in excelsis, the parables of the Good Samaritan and 

the Prodigal Son, the story of the Emmaus Road!  

 

Bruce continues: 

 

It is the same artist who in his second book depicts for us 

in vivid, unforgettable words the scene where Peter stands 

and knocks at Mary’s door, the earthquake at Phillipi, the 

uproar in the Ephesian theatre, the riot in Jerusalem when 

Paul was arrested, the appearance of Paul before Agrippa, 

the storm and shipwreck on the voyage to Rome, the fire 

of sticks and the viper of Malta. Renan also said of Lk. 

that it was ‘the most literary of the Gospels’.  We may ex-

tend this judgement to [Acts] and call the combined work 

the most literary part of the NT. We [consequently] find 

more really Classical Greek in Luke’s writing than any-

where else in the NT....59  

 

However, where proniminal “I” is concerned, there 

does not seem to be any great deal of difference between 

the Koine usage and its classical counterpart. The only 

possible exceptions to this are to be found in what we are 

calling the Bio-Narratives (Gospels and Acts), where the 

influence of Hebraism appears substantial.60 The few pub-

lished examples from the papyri seem to support this.61 
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More recent studies of the language of the NT have re-

turned to an emphasis which was that of early Greek 

grammarians, that is, on the verb.62 In fact the modern 

study is enriched by the study of linguistics, particularly 

the investigation into the nature of the verbal system. 

Sometime ago two scholars, namely, Fanning63 and Por-

ter,64 published revisions of their doctoral theses in the 

area of aspectual theory. The latter, for instance, defines 

verbal aspect as a semantic (meaning) category by which a 

speaker or writer grammaticalizes (i.e. represents a mean-

ing by choice of a word-form) a perspective on action by 

selection of a particular tense-form in the verbal system.65 

This understanding of aspect, then, links the form of the 

verb (morphology) with its function. Although the concept 

of aspect is closely tied to the tense forms, Porter feels 

strongly that the verbs qua verbs have nothing to do with 

temporal matters. These can only be inferred from the con-

text. For Porter, there are three verbal aspects that were 

available in Luke’s day. This therefore means that in the 

writing of Acts, for example, one may very well find 1) the 

aspect complete in which “the action is conceived of . . . as 

complete and undifferentiated process’ 2), the aspect con-

tinuous in which the language depicts an action on 

progress, or 3) the aspect as complex, in which ‘the state 

of action is conceived of by the language user as reflecting 

a given . . . state of affairs”.66 Certain verbs, however, par-

ticularly “I am” (eimi), found regularly on the lips of the 

Jesus of the Gospels (and a few in Acts), may not carry 

any aspectual feature whatever, and so as a consequence 

may have very little exegetical significance.67 Of course, 
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an affirmation like  “I am carnal” (ego eimi sarkinos; Rom 

7: 14) will have exegetical significance in their respective 

contexts that would be determined not by the aspectually 

challenged linking verb, but perhaps by the prominent 

nominative and the contextual force of the discourse.68 

In essential agreement with Porter, at least at the level 

of definition, is Buist Fanning.69 His conviction is that 

“verbal aspect is too dependent on other features of the 

context for it alone [his emphasis] to be determinative in 

interpretation. However, [aspect] in combination with oth-

er features . . . is a significant linguistic element to be 

weighed in interpreting a number of texts in the NT.”70 

Porter would agree with Fanning’s distinction between ak-

tionsart, an early twentieth-century description of the 

fundamental function of the verb, and aspect. Whereas ak-

tionsart is said to describe how an action actually occurs, 

aspect, on the other hand, “involves a way of viewing the 

action; [it] reflects the subjective conception or portrayal 

by the speaker; focuses the speaker’s representation of the 

action.”71 

But despite their general agreement on the importance 

of  the subject, Porter and Fanning, it has been observed, 

have some serious differences in the way they perceive 

how this promising approach to the study of the Greek 

verbal system apply to the Pauline and other NT corpora. 

For instance, Porter believes that the high incidence of 

present subjunctives in 1 Thessalonians may have been 

chosen by the writer to express urgency, while Fanning 

gives a similar emphasis to corresponding aorists. Since 

aspectology is such a young and complex discipline, and 
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since its serious application to the NT has barely begun, it 

is definitely too early to determine its full contribution to 

the understanding of Luke’s usage of the language, partic-

ularly in the book of Acts. Notwithstanding this reality, the 

work of Porter or Fanning in this regard should be con-

sulted for any light it may shed on even familiar passages, 

along with that of Caragounis,72 which provides important 

checks and correctives.73 

Another work that is useful in this regard is that of 

Timothy Brookins, who summarizes the findings as we 

have outlined them above but has gone beyond the grow-

ing consensus by positing the following:  

According to this new perspective, Greek verbs gram-

maticalized not time but rather the semantic values of 

“aspect” and “space.” . . . I accept the emphasis of recent 

studies that Greek verbs grammaticalize aspect (and in 

some sense also space). On the basis of the cognitive-

linguistic theories of “viewpoint,” “mental space,” and 

“conceptual blending,” however, I argue that time also re-

mained a grammaticalized, or semantic, feature of 

indicative verb forms, I [also] demonstrate that particular 

tense forms correspond invariably with particular times, 

relative to projected mental space: the imperfect, aorist, 

perfect, and pluperfect with anterior time; the present with 

contemporaneous time; and the future with posterior time. 

In short, Greek indicative verbs grammaticalize aspect as 

well as time and (in the cases of the perfect and pluperfect) 

distinctive configurations of mental spaces.74  
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The character of the Greek of Luke (which reminds us 

so much of the JNT) and the other NT writers may best be 

summarized in the words of a twentieth-century translator: 

I must, in common justice, confess here that for many 

years I had viewed the Greek of the New Testament with a 

rather snobbish disdain. I had read the best of Classical 

Greek both at school and Cambridge for over ten years. To 

come down to the Koine of the first century A.D. seemed, 

I have sometimes remarked rather uncharitably, like read-

ing Shakespeare for some years and turning to the Vicar’s 

letter in the Parish Magazine! But I think now that I was 

wrong: I can see that the expression of the Word of God in 

ordinary workaday language is all a piece with God’s in-

credible humility in becoming Man in Jesus Christ. And, 

further, the language itself is not as pedestrian as I had at 

first supposed.75  

We turn now to some of Luke’s pedagogical emphases. 

A Sketch of Luke’s Theology 

 

Our chief aim in this section is to map out some of the 

writer’s contribution, with the aid of a creedal document76 

framed in the last century.  

The Word of God 

 

Many books on Systematic Theology are heavily indebted 

to Luke’s friend for his statement to young Timothy on the 

trustworthiness of the Hebrew Bible (2 Tim 3:16). The 

statement outlines the usefulness of Scripture in terms of 
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its doctrinal, practical, and spiritual benefits.  The term 

“inspired” literally means to “breathe out.” That is what 

we do when we speak, and this action provides a suitable 

image of how God’s Word comes to us. Inspiration, then, 

is the result of God “breathing” out his word to his people. 

In Acts chapters 2, 7, 13, and 15 (see especially 20:32), 

Luke demonstrates just how reliant he was on these Scrip-

tures to craft his work, which was also informed as well by 

the Jesus tradition77 (e.g., 20:35 and the Third Gospel).  In 

the book of Acts in particular Dr Luke shows how the Word 

of God proclaimed is the driving force behind the growth 

and multiplication of the people of God. Pao, for instance, 

observes that: 

 

The frequency of the appearance of the term λόγος [logos, 

word] in Acts is itself noteworthy. In Acts the phrase ho 

logos theou [the word of God] appears eleven times, 

while the phrase ho logos kuriou [the word of the Lord] 

appears ten times. Other phrases that should be consid-

ered include ὁ λόγος τῆς σωτηρίας [the word of salvation] 

(Acts 13:26), τῷ λόγῳ τῆς χάριτος αὐτοῦ [the word of his 

grace] (14:3; 20;32), and τὸν λόγον τοῦ εὐαγγελίου [the 

word of the gospel] (15:7). In addition, the absolute use of 

the term λόγος can be found throughout the first twenty 

chapters of Acts.78 

 

God 

 

In all of Acts the unity, sovereignty,79 sufficiency, and glo-

ry of the Supreme Being are all highlighted (14:15-17; 
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17:24-25). Acts also (like Luke 3:21; John 14:15-16) laid 

the groundwork for the understanding of God as a Triune 

Being80 (Acts 1:4-5; 20:28; cf. Gal. 4:4-6; I Cor. 8:6; Phil 

2:5, 6; Col. 2:9; cf. Matt. 28:19). This is one of the most 

difficult doctrines to grasp. It is important for the Christian 

not to reject it because s/he cannot understand it. The doc-

trine states that there is only one Supreme Being whom we 

call God. This Being uniquely exists in three persons iden-

tified in the New Testament as Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit (Matt 28:19).81Mysteriously, both the Spirit (Rom. 

8:26-27) and the Son (Rom. 8:34) are praying for believ-

ers. It is the Father who answers the prayers. “The 

relationship of all three members of the Godhead is harmo-

nious and simultaneous in operations yet in the provision of 

man’s salvation each makes a distinctive contribution. (Eph. 

2:18)”82 The thrust of this statement is to demonstrate the 

perfect co-operation among the Spirit, Son, and Father as 

they seek to accomplish especially the divine scheme of re-

demption. This is beautifully brought out in Eph 1, where 

the “distinctive contribution” of the Father (vv. 3-7), Son 

(vv. 7-12), and Spirit (vv.13-14) are itemised and celebrated 

(Nota Bene, “To the praise of His glory;” vv. 6, 12, 14, con-

nected to each Person). A similar passage is I Cor. 12:4-6, 

where spiritual gifts are in focus. 

Jesus the Messiah  

 

In Acts Jesus is presented as Lord (1:6; 10:36) and sole 

Saviour (4:12). Luke’s co-worker, the apostle to the Gen-

tiles evidently believed in the deity of Christ (Rom. 9:5; cf. 
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Acts 2:21; 20:34).83 This is of paramount importance. Re-

jection of this truth means dishonouring the Father (cf. 

John 5:22-23; Heb1:5-8).  He affirmed the full humanity 

and sinlessness of Christ, who is uniquely divine and hu-

man at the same time (Phil. 2:5-8; cf. John 20:28). 

Scholars call this the theanthropic union. Here an interest-

ing comparison can be made with the doctrine of the 

Trinity, which states that God is one being but three per-

sons. In the theanthropic union we have one person but 

two beings (human and divine). Paul also affirmed the re-

storative work of the Messiah relative to Adam’s loss.  

The fact is that His redemptive work (i.e., Messiah’s 

death and bodily84 resurrection) accomplished far more 

than what Adam lost (Eph. 1:3-14; Rom. 5:12-21; Rom. 

4:24, 25, 8:34). The chief function of our Lord’s priestly 

office right now appears to be that of advocacy (Rom. 

8:34; cf. Heb. 4:14-16; 7:25; I John 2:1). Along with this 

vital ministry, he is preparing a place for the redeemed 

(John14:1-4), sanctifying believers (Eph. 5:28-29), distrib-

uting spiritual gifts (Eph. 4:7-11), and empowering his 

people to bear fruit (John 15:1-10). 

Holy Spirit 

 

Perhaps the greatest activity in which the Spirit played a 

significant role was the founding of the Church, the body 

of Christ (Acts 2; cf. I Cor. 12:13).  The Spirit continues to 

minister to the members of the Messianic community in a 

number of ways including:  
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1. Direction. He provides divine guidance (Acts 8:29; 

cf. Rom. 8:13-14) 
 

2. Empowerment. He enables believers (Acts 1:6-8; 

cf. Gal. 5:16; Eph. 5:18) 
 

3. Worship and Witness. He provides help in these ar-

eas (Acts 2:1-24) 
 

4. Equipping.  He provides gifts for service (Acts 

21:8-9; cf. Rom. 12:1-8; I Cor. 12:7-8)  

Angels 

 

Our word “angel” comes from a similar sounding Greek 

word that means, “messenger.” This meaning pretty much 

sums up the chief function of these creatures. In Acts, there 

are several references to these created beings (e.g., 8:26; 

10:3; 12:7; 27:23; cf. Gal. 1:8; Col. 1:16; Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor. 

4:9; 6:3; 1 Tim. 3:16; Eph. 2:2). Although angels are said 

to be of a “higher rank and possess greater power”85 than 

humankind, it was never said that they bear the image of 

God (cf. the AV and NRSV renditions of Ps. 8:5). In addi-

tion, only human beings benefit from God’s plan of 

salvation, not angelic spirits. The spirits that have re-

mained faithful to God are the elect angels of I Tim 5:21.  

In respect of the “already but not yet” doctrinal tension in 

the NT, Colossians 2:15 affirms the fact that the forces of 

darkness (evil spirits)86 have already been defeated in the 

first century; but the promise of Romans 16:20 is still 

awaits fulfilment in the twenty-first.  
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Humanity  

 

The book of Acts assumes the following tenets spelled out 

in the rest of the NT: that humans were created by God as 

special beings composed of spirit/soul and body, uniquely 

bearing the image of God and in having moral responsibil-

ity and accountability  (Acts 17:16-34; 1 Cor. 11:7; 15:49; 

cf. Gen. 1:26; 1 Thess. 5:23).  This basically means that 

every human being resembles God in some sense. The im-

age of God seems to exist in mankind’s spiritual (John 4:24), 

moral (Rom 2:15), social (Gen. 1:27), rational (Isa 1:18), 

aesthetic (Gen 1:31), creative (Gen. 2:19; 3:7), linguistic 

(Gen. 3:9, 10, 13), and governmental (Gen. 1:28) endow-

ments. “Originally the creature man (male and female) was 

without sin, and lived in a perfect spiritual relationship 

with God, in a perfect physical environment . . . but in 

course of time the first human pair, Adam and Eve, fell 

prey to the wiles of the devil and by their disobedience to 

God, brought condemnation to the human race. (Rom. 

3:23; 5:12).”87 In the Genesis 3 account mankind’s con-

demnation was brought about by (1) human 

experimentation/rebellion and (2) satanic deception. The en-

emy’s intentions were to:  

 

▪ Mislead God’s crown-creation (v.1) 

▪ Misrepresent God’s counsel (vv. 2-4) 

▪ Malign God’s character (v. 5; cf. 2 Cor. 11:2-3) 
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Although we still bear the divine image which gives us 

our fundamental dignity, as children of Adam we also bear 

the “scar” of his fall. This accounts for our depravity. This 

model of humanity (a creature of dignity and depravity) is 

vital to bear in mind as we evaluate its achievements in 

terms of technology and culture (dignity), as well as ob-

serve its genocidal and vandalising tendency (depravity). 

The former renders man saveable, while the latter points 

up the need for such. 

Liberation  

 

It was also Luke’s conviction that: “Salvation is God’s pro-

vision for the redemption of condemned humanity from 

the awful consequences of sin: past, present and future, 

through the exercise of personal faith in Christ and His 

finished work on the Cross (Luke 19:10; Acts 4:12; 8:26-

39).”88 Condemnation or curse is just one of the awful con-

sequences of sin (Gal. 3:10, 13; John 3:18). Others include 

man’s ruin (he is not serving his purpose; 2 Cor. 4:3), blind-

ness (being unable to perceive his purpose; 2 Cor. 4:4), 

depravity (he is unable to serve his purpose; Eph. 2:1), and 

slavery (he serves the purpose of another; Eph. 2:2). The 

liberation that God provides nullifies all the above and, as 

stated already, embraces the past (salvation from sin’s penal-

ty), present (salvation from sin’s power), and future 

(salvation from sin’s presence). One of the benefits of salva-

tion is forgiveness, which may be defined as the removal of 

punitive action (Rom 8:1). Another is Sanctification, a sepa-

ration unto God. Its goal is Christlikeness (Rom. 8:29-30; I 
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Cor. 1:30). Cleansing from sin is a means to that end.  Sanc-

tification is also progressive, since in it the child of God 

progresses in holiness. The full co-operation of the believer 

in this regard is highlighted in 2 Pet 1:3-10 (see also Gal. 

5:16-24; Phil. 2:12, 13).  This means every effort should be 

made to live a holy life as Rom 8:12-14 says. The other side 

of the coin is emphasized in terms of yieldedness and con-

stant submission to the gracious ministry of the Holy Spirit. 

This is what the Spirit-filled life is all about (Eph. 5:18). 

This is what it means to “walk in the Spirit” (Gal. 5:16). 

Church 

 

Interestingly our English word ‘church’ comes from a 

Scottish term kirk which in turn is a rough transliteration 

of the Greek lexeme kuriakon (belonging to the Lord). The 

announcement of this new constitution of the people of 

God was first made in Matthew 16 and brought into exist-

ence in Acts 2, through the baptism of the Spirit (Acts 

1:5). The churches (Gal 1:1-2) or Church, according to 

Paul, is Corpus Christi, the body of Christ (I Cor. 12:12-

14; Eph 1:22, 23; 2:14-16, 19-22; 3:2-11).  “Body” is one 

of several metaphors used of the Church in the New Tes-

tament. It underscores the vitality of God’s community of 

believers with Christ as head. The church therefore is not 

just a worldwide organisation. It is an organism of global, 

even universal proportion.  Other metaphors of the Church 

include “bride” (implied in 2 Cor. 11:2; Eph 5:31-32) and 

“building” (1 Cor. 3:9). 
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The local expression of the church, many people find, is 

difficult to define. For example, do we have a church 

where two or three are gathered in the Lord’s name (e.g., 

Matt 18:20)? Is it possible to have a local church without 

leadership (Elders, Pastors, and Deacons/Deaconesses? 

Notice in Acts 14:23 that the various groups of believers 

were churches before the official appointment of elders 

(who must have served as interim leaders before their or-

dination.)  In light of the above, then, we would suggest 

that an assembly or local church is a group of believers 

who meet regularly to do God’s will as it is set out in a 

passage like Acts 2:42. The New Testament suggests that 

the regularity of meetings should be at least once a week in 

a permanent location (1 Cor. 1:1, 16:1-2), with a clear fo-

cus on the church’s objectives in terms of exaltation 

(worship), edification (welfare), exhibition (works), and 

evangelisation (witness).  

Paul also refers to the two ordinances of the church: 

baptism and the Lord’s Supper. Some have made the dis-

tinction between real baptism (i.e., incorporation, I Cor. 

12:13; cf. Acts 2:38) and ritual baptism (immersion; 1 

Cor. 1:16-17; Acts 2:41). The former is an integral part of 

the salvation event, whilst the latter symbolically repre-

sents the former. A text which brings together both senses 

of the word is Acts 1:5, “John, as you know, baptized with 

water [ritual] but within the next few days you will be bap-

tized with the Spirit [real baptism].”89 With regard to the 

Lord’s Supper, the early believers evidently broke bread 

every day (Acts 2:42, 46), but settled later into a pattern of 

commemorating it on the Lord’s Day (1 Cor. 11:20; cf. 
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Rev. 1:10). The focus, of course, was never on a day but 

on the Messiah who died and was vivified. Thus, Paul can 

say: “God forbid that I should glory . . .” (Gal. 6:14); cf. 1 

Cor. 5:8, “let us keep the festival . . .” (NIV). Believers 

need to assess themselves spiritually to effectively and 

meaningfully partake of the Lord’s Supper, Paul says (1 

Cor. 11:27-34). Paul also points to a final assessment or 

judgement at the end of the day. The three main passages 

which discuss this judgement of believers are Rom 14:10-

12; 1 Cor. 3:11-15, and 2 Cor. 5:10. According to 1 Cor. 

3:15, some Christians will not be rewarded. However, 

even these same Christians, apparently, will receive some 

commendation (1 Cor. 4:5).  

Future Events 

 

Acts 3:21 is a powerful reminder of what God has in mind 

for the universe (cf.17:31). Paul has written a great deal 

concerning future events in passages like Galatians 5:19-

21; 6:15; 1 Thess. 4:13-17 and 1 Cor. 15:51-56. First Co-

rinthians 15, for example, emphasizes the marvellous 

transformation that the Lord will bring about in the believ-

er’s body (cf. Phil 3:20- 21; 1 John 3:2-3).  

The fact that all believers will be raptured at this time 

and every Christian “shall have praise of God” (I Cor. 

4:5), underscores once again the amazing grace of our 

Lord Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 5:10; 1 Cor. 3:13-15, 4:5; Rom 

14:10). Another event high on God’s agenda, according to 

Paul, is the judgment of unbelievers. In Romans 2, for in-

stance, the apostle outlines the principles of that judgment. 
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Structure of Acts 

 

Schnabel is certainly correct when he affirms that “[t]he 

biographical focus90 of many passages in Acts suggests 

that Luke intends his readers to emulate the deeds of  . . . 

Peter, Phillip, Barnabas, James and Paul, and women like 

Lydia and Priscilla . . . [precisely because Acts is] the sto-

ry of the life and missionary work of the early church.”91 

Although the lives of the aforementioned individuals 

are definitely paradigmatic (see e.g., 1 Cor. 11:1; Phil 4:9), 

the main focus of Acts is still that of God, his exalted Son, 

and the Spirit of promise—Ultimate Reality ultimately 

paradigmatic.92 This commentary proposes that one way to 

benefit from Luke’s Bio-Narrative93 in terms of his central 

focus outlined above is to appreciate his rhetorical skill94 

throughout as well as his artistic structuring95of the scroll. 

A perusal of the Art of Rhetoric96 reveals no discourse 

on chiasmus, putatively a part of Luke’s artistic structur-

ing. Longenecker informs us that Aristotle’s Greco-Roman 

successors were equally silent on the matter.97 What 

Longe-necker detected in the arrangement of Luke’s sec-

ond volume is a chain-link composition.  

This enables the author to make a significant connec-

tion between his content and style. “From that structure 

emerges a theology intent on bolstering confidence in the 

God whose power Luke depicts as promoting the inevita-

ble advance of the Christian movement."98 

Like many before and after him, Longenecker is aware 

of the important suggestions regarding the structure of 

Acts and believes that his chain-link proposal may hold the 
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key in this regard. Based on this, Longenecker opts for a 

four-fold outline that looks like this: 

 

▪ Acts 1:1-8:3 —Early Christianity in Jerusalem 
 

▪ Acts 8:4-12:25 —Persecution and Consequent 

Spread (with the transition beginning at 8:1b) 
 

▪ Acts 13:1-19:41 —The Spread of Christianity 

through the Ministry of Paul (with transition be-

ginning at 11:27) 
 

▪ Acts 20: 1-28:31—The Spread of Christianity 

through Events that Take Paul from Jerusalem to 

Rome (with the transition beginning at 19:21)99 

 

The strength of his chain-link proposal appears to be its 

explanatory power to solve crucial exegetical problems by 

showing how Luke makes certain literary transitions 

smoothly through the employment of a fairly well known 

(?) rhetorical device. The proposal is also detailed, cover-

ing the entire book.  

A weakness, it seems, is that it has no centre, or perhaps 

better stated, it ignores what is considered by many the 

fifteenth chapter by lumping it with his “third macro-text 

unit”.100 I hope to demonstrate that by placing a centre in 

the midst of Longenecker’s outline—better—by making 

good use of Luke’s employment of chiasmus with its dis-

cernible central focus, we may be better able to grasp an 

important element of the Lukan plot.  The author’s chias-

mus101 also may enable the reader to see four ways in 

which the willing Deity reached out to peoples of the first-
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century to ensure human flourishing for his own glo-

ry.102So the reader of Acts is not surprised in hearing that 

the book: 

 

Exhibits careful attention to structure at several levels. . . 

Structural organization is apparent also in units of differ-

ent sizes, such as the cycles of persecution in chap. 3-7, 

and individual units such as 19:1-7. Ring composition 

(chiasmus) and inclusion are means of presenting rounded 

sections. Chapters 13-14, for example, are framed by a 

complex inclusion. When travel is involved, the pattern 

follows the time honoured “there and back” formula, as in 

Jerusalem-Samaria-Jerusalem (8:14-28). This pattern con-

tinues with Paul, who repeatedly returns to Jerusalem, but 

is decisively broken off in chaps. 27-28.103 

 

We will now re-examine Luke’s second volume in light 

of a new structure.104 Our proposal underlines the way in 

which the gospel is extended to unbelievers and embraced 

by them and the people of God in an in/voluntary manner.  

 

A. Plan: Messianic Community105 Go Willingly106 

(Acts 1:8). 

 

B. Persecution: The Messianic Community Goes Un-

willingly? (Acts 8:1-4) 

 

C. Protestation: The Messianic Covenanters Come to-

gether Willingly to Discuss the Cruciality of 

Canonical Soteriology for the Purpose of Mission 

(Acts 15:1-33).107 
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B.' Portent: Messianic Communicators Welcome the 

Unwilling108 (Acts 16:25-31).  

A.' Providence: Messianic Communicator Welcomes 

the Willing (Acts 28:30-31).  

 

It also enables one to see more clearly the tension and 

dynamic of human responsibility and divine sovereignty in 

a different light by accenting the willingness of God in 

Lukan soteriology (cf. 2 Peter 3:9; Isa 18:19). Finally, it 

foregrounds the Messianic law as an integral component 

for theological reflection relative to Christian mission. 

Although we will follow the traditional chapter divisions 

in the commentary, the above structure must also be borne 

in mind. 
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I-deology (Kingston, JA: EMI, 2019). The influence of Luke’s com-

panion on this document is immense. 
77Bible students also speak of Christ as the living Word. The Bible 

today is God’s written Word, consisting of 66 books, 39 in the OT and 

27 in the New. According to one Jewish arrangement of the Old Tes-

tament, there are 22 books. This is because certain books were 

combined, (e.g., Judges and Ruth), to make the number of books cor-

respond to the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet and when this 

is added to the number of books in the NT, the new number is the per-

fect multiple of seven. The other important point is that the Bible is a 

closed canon. Evidence of this closure may be seen in the Apostle 

John’s solemn warning in Rev 22:18-19.  
78 David Pao, Acts, 147. 
79 Richards, Godincidences. 
80 See especially B.K. Taylor on the triune God in Dieumeme No-

elliste,and Sung Wook Chung (eds.), Diverse and Creative Voices: 

Theological Essays from the Majority World. Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 

2015.  
81See also John 1:1; 20:28; Heb 1:8; Acts 1:3, 4; Heb 9:14; Is 

48:16; I Cor 12: 4-6; 2 Cor 13:14; Prov 30:4; John 14:7, 17. Practical-
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ly speaking, we must obey the voice of the Father (Matt 17:5); Son 

(John 14:15); and Holy Spirit (Rev 2:7).  
82Anderson, Statement, 14. 
83Contra Eisenbaum, Paul, 172-95. For a Rastafari perspective, see 

Taylor, “Messianic Ideology,” 390-411; see also Selassie, “Building 

an Enduring Tower.” 
84The bodily nature of the resurrection (a body characterised by 

numerical identity, phenomenological materiality, and celestial glory) 

is here emphasized. The Apostle Paul argues strongly for the im-

portance of this tenet in I Cor 15. Without the resurrection, Christian 

faith and ministry is empty (vv. 14, 17);   Christian servants are blas-

phemers (v 15); the Christian doctrine of forgiveness is meaningless (v 

17); and Christian hope is futile (vv 18 - 19). 
85 Anderson, The Statement of Faith, 21.  
86These fallen angels are also called demons or unclean spirits. 

They are very active in the promotion of false teachings (I Tim 4:1). 
87 Keith Anderson, Statement of Faith, 3. 
88Ibid. 
89 “Th[e] revision of McCollough’s London School of Theology 

dissertation [Ritual Water, Ritual Spirit: An Analysis of the Timing, 

Mechanism, and Manifestation of Spirit-Reception in Luke-Acts. Pat-

ernoster Biblical Monographs. Milton Keynes: Paternoster, 2017] 

investigates Luke’s understanding of the timing, mechanism, and man-

ifestation of Spirit-reception by using three primary interpretive tools: 

(1) sequential reading, (2) entity representations (ERs), and (3) narra-

tive focalization. While the first tool proceeds on the assumption that 

any text “encourages one to access it from beginning to end” (45) so 

as to formulate an aggregate understanding of its content, McCollough 

refers to ERs as “the mental constructs developed sequentially through 

the text as the reader … accumulates data” (3). As a tool for marking 

emphasis, the literary phenomenon of focalization represents a writer’s 

attempt to specify what constitutes the ideal reader’s proper object of 

attention in any given passage. “The thing focalized … becomes im-

printed upon the reader’s mind, taking its place in … the reader’s ER 

for some particular topic” (79–80). Hence, sequential reading first 

begets and then develops a reader’s ERs through that reader’s attention 
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to the writer’s textual focalization techniques. By applying these and 

assorted other tools to an array of Spirit reception scenes in the Lukan 

writings, McCollough aims to articulate how Luke-Acts intra-textually 

determines its audience’s understanding of the relationship between 

Spirit-reception and Christian initiation. He finds that Luke indicates 

Spirit-reception (1) happens at conversion and [emphasis mine] (2) in 

conjunction with baptism, prayer, and (if necessary) hand-laying on 

the part of a gifted individual...’ This review was published by RBL 

2019 by the Society of Biblical Literature. 
90 We agree with Eve-Marie Becker, The Birth of Christian Histo-

ry: Memory and Time from Mark to Luke-Acts (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2017, 17) that the “Gospels and Luke-Acts contrib-

ute to an emerging literary memorial culture of Christ-believers”, but 

question her understanding of  Luke-Acts as more historiographcal 

than biographical (76). Why not both (i.e., Bio-Narrative)?  
91Eckhard J. Schnabel, Acts (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2012), 

109.  After all, Luke was writing a Bio-Narrative (diēgēsin (Luke 1:1). 
92 See Burchell Taylor, “The Self-Revealing God and the Human 

Predicament,” in Diverse and Creative Voices (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 

2015), 48-66. 
93On Bio-Narratives, see D V Messianic ‘I’ and Rastafari in NT 

Dialogue (Lanham: UPA, 2010), 13n 7. 
94Drawn primarily from the Greco-Roman milieu? 
95Influenced by the HB/LXX? 
96 Aristotle, Art of Rhetoric (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University 

Press, 1926): Glossary: 472-482.  
97 Bruce W. Longenecker, Rhetoric at the Boundaries: The Art and 

Theology of the New Testament Chain-Link Transition (Waco, Texas, 

2005), 9. 
98Longenecker, Rhetoric, 8. 
99Ibid., 233. If Luke was drawing on Greco-Roman and Semitic 

structural typologies, which I believe was the case, then the two pro-

posals are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
100Ibid. By its very nature, as far as my understanding goes, chain-

link structures seldom if ever display centres; whereas chiasms do not 

have to have centres, they are flexible enough to display such. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tkkgvAPXJyO7R7vlvRnWMzEa-k-b4MHLadkoShLVoE-Hdccc3vZLHmjbS4ueIoJ3cdlCg1H05XHBSh1lGRNWSQqVQsBj6AeH3a4p5tUxr057Eh7X7Q7FgRi1N4B417dFiHzi5HPwGcLCkEl9B0hnvtBAkXBqvpS8jEUdCZvkilif2qfVzUKIZWtBVfmmJiYB&c=ar-l4O-X8P_8-EJMNg2qrRs9KeQfOAI_8BDeUsmAppD9--JFeav_yQ==&ch=xYCtvSKIJEpWWPjHDzsGM-3vqD4eOFbP---BK-57X46hCMvogvCGJA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001tkkgvAPXJyO7R7vlvRnWMzEa-k-b4MHLadkoShLVoE-Hdccc3vZLHmjbS4ueIoJ3cdlCg1H05XHBSh1lGRNWSQqVQsBj6AeH3a4p5tUxr057Eh7X7Q7FgRi1N4B417dFiHzi5HPwGcLCkEl9B0hnvtBAkXBqvpS8jEUdCZvkilif2qfVzUKIZWtBVfmmJiYB&c=ar-l4O-X8P_8-EJMNg2qrRs9KeQfOAI_8BDeUsmAppD9--JFeav_yQ==&ch=xYCtvSKIJEpWWPjHDzsGM-3vqD4eOFbP---BK-57X46hCMvogvCGJA==
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101The device may be defined thus: an “inverted sequence or cross-

over of parallel words . . . sentence, or larger unit.” Richard N. Soulen, 

Handbook of Biblical Criticism (Atlanta: John Knox, 19--), 40. On the 

following page, Soulen describes N. W. Lund’s ground breaking work, 

Chiasmus in the New Testament (Chapel Hill: University of North 

Carolina, 1942), as “overzealous”; yet it has no proposal for the book 

of Acts. Chiasmus belongs to an author’s surface structure; therefore, 

as J. P. Louw (Semantics of New Testament Greek [Atlanta: Scholars 

Press, 1982], 77) puts it, “This means that if an author wishes to say 

something (deep structure), he will choose a specific form (surface 

structure) in which to say it.” 
102 On page 176 (Rhetoric), Longenecker also discusses a chiastic 

proposal by W. Schmithals, which he rejects. Richard Pervo (Acts: A 

Commentary [Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008], 20), in his useful discus-

sion on the Lukan structure, mentions chiasmus without any 

elaboration. 
103 Richard I. Pervo, Acts, 20; Luke Timothy Johnson (The Writ-

ings of the New Testament: An Interpretation, Revised Edition 

[Minneapolis: Fortress, 1999], 220) adds the following: “[E]vents in 

Acts clearly parallel those of the Gospel. . . The cyclical patterns in 

Luke-Acts are placed within a story that is essentially and intentionally 

linear.”  It seems clear then that the writer drew on OT (LXX?) pat-

terns and techniques; cf. W. G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: 

A Guide to its Techniques. Sheffield: JSOT, 1986.  
104Divine plan ‘A’ and ‘B’: A-chapter 1; B-chapter 8; B'-chapter 

16; A'-chapter 28. 
 According to C.K. Lehmann (Biblical Theology, vol. 2: New Tes-

tament [Scottsdale, Pennsylvania: Herald, 1974], 255), “Not until the 

incident of Ananias and Sapphira did Luke introduce the word church 

(Acts 5:11).” 
 This is the intention of the command, i.e., willing obedience, e.g., 

9:19-22; 13:1-3. 
“It is not by chance that the Apostolic Council occupies the middle 

of the book” (Hans Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles [Philadelphia: 

Fortress, 1987], 115). We concur. Fitzmyer (The Acts of the Apostles 

[New York: Doubleday, 1998], 538) supports the centrality of the pe-

ricope by pointing out that both the sections that precede and succeed 

chapter 15 have approximately 1,200 words. 
 Cf. Acts 17:16-24. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

  

1 —‘THEOPHILUS’APPEARS HERE and in the Gos-

pel. Not much is known of him. The two books in which 

he is mentioned are the longest within the New Testament 

(NT) canon, with the Third Gospel bearing the name of its 

author and being the longer of the two. The fus buk (JNT) 

or as the NIV translates it, “my former book,” refers to the 

Gospel of Luke. Traditionally, Luke’s Gospel is closely 

associated with Matthew and Mark (all three are known as 

the Synoptic Gospels) because of their striking similarities. 

Interestingly the canonical arrangement of the Gospels ap-

pears to have a chiastic shape with the two apostolic 

writers flanking the two apostolic associates: 

 

A  Matthew 

B  Mark 

B1 Luke 

A1 John 

Their theological emphases may be outlined as follows: 
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▪ Matthew: The revelatory discourse of the Sov-

ereign (Incarnate Royalty). 

 

▪ Mark: The revelatory discourse of the Servant 

(Incarnate Ministry). 

 

▪ Luke: The revelatory discourse of the Son (Ide-

al Humanity). 

 

▪ John: The revelatory discourse of the Sheki-

nah109 (Incarnate Deity). 

 

The book of Acts then110 gives us a dramatic account of 

how the Ideal Human Being, now glorified, went about 

creating the new humanity (2 Cor. 5:17; Gal. 6:15; Ephe-

sians 2:14-22). 

2-4   These verses complete the thought expressed in 

verse 1.111 They (like verses 5-12) draw attention to the 

last days of Jesus on earth; particularly they highlight the 

ascension, Messianic unction and injunctions, as well as 

select missionaries (a missionary is a person who gives a 

positive response to the great commission). Verse 3 in par-

ticular ends with a focus on the kingdom of God112 that 

was inaugurated with the ministry of the Lamb (John 

1:29), and will be consummated with the magisterial role 

of the Lion (Rev. 5). Verse 4113 re-introduces the promise 

of Luke 24:49. It also informs us (along with 10:41; Luke 

24:42-43; John 21?) that Jesus ate in the presence of his 

disciples (NIV). The term used for eating in v. 4 (suna-

lizō)114 is pregnant, especially against the following 
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background: just about everything we partake of has to die 

so that we may live and not starve to death. An exception 

is salt (a mineral). So “Christ is the ‘staple’ of all spiritual 

life, and he achieves this by his death.” (John 6:51)115 Giv-

en the thought of John 12:24—an agricultural metaphor 

pointing to the necessity of our Lord’s dying and rising—

could it be that the narrator of Acts deliberately chose this 

rare word to underscore the never-ending fellowship be-

tween the risen Lord and his people?116  

 

5-7 For   John baptized with water, but you will be bap-

tized with the Holy Spirit not many days from now.” 

 So when they had gathered together, they began to ask 

him, Lord, is this the time when you are restoring the 

kingdom to Israel?”  He told them, “you are not permitted 

to know the times or periods that the Father has set by his 

own authority (NET)  

 

The baptism of the Spirit is first mentioned in Matthew 

3:11 on the lips of John the Baptizer. It appears in Mark, 

Luke, and John in slightly different forms. In each case the 

Greek baptizō is transliterated as in Acts 1:5. Verse 5 can 

also be rendered thus: “For John immersed [people] in wa-

ter, but you117  will be identified with the Holy Spirit not 

many days from now.”  The “not many days” is about 

ten.118  

During the forty days of meeting with his disciples the 

risen Lord spoke about the kingdom of God (v. 3). Now 

they want to know about the status of that kingdom in light 

of the resurrection. Given their keen interest in this topic, 
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the apostles must have been somewhat disappointed with 

his initial response (vv 6-7). But better things await 

them—as well as the world to which they were called to 

bless.  

Verse 8 introduces the programme of blessing: "But 

you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come 

upon you; and you shall be witnesses to Me in Jerusalem, 

and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth." 

The form of the imperative (“you shall be witnesses to 

Me”), I think, should be carefully noted.119 It is the same 

form of that found in Deuteronomy, and there is a possibil-

ity that Luke wants his hearer (Theophilus and any other 

‘lover of God’) to make the link; only the love of God can 

truly motivate the people of God to carry out this mandate 

(cf. Luke 10:25-37 that segues into the Good Samaritan 

story, and is preceded by the mission of the 70, too, and its 

sequel [17-24]). The mission of Luke 10 is definitely a lo-

calized one, but the one in Acts 1:8 is global in scope.120  

Any discussion of the purpose of Acts must factor this 

in. And however we understand the baptism of the Spirit 

(1:5-8 vis-à-vis Acts 2:1-3, 38 [?]; and chapters 10 and 

11), what is unmistakeable is that the boldness and em-

powerment for the mission is tied to it. This is ably 

demonstrated by Luke’s catalogue of power-encounters 

throughout.121 If chapter 1 verse 8 mandates witnessing, 

then the first act of witnessing is to be seen in chapter 2 

which we will examine later.  Acts 1:8 is an integral part 

of the so-called Great Commission which envisions 

Christ’s disciples witnessing to the ends of the earth.  Ac-

cording to Peter Ben-Smit: 
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the expression ‘to the end of the earth’…, while not refer-

ring to one specific geographical location, as has often been 

argued in contemporary scholarship on Acts, is best under-

stood as a way of (re)ordering the world geographically and, 

therefore, ideologically. Drawing on Greco-Roman geo-

graphical and literary conventions, the author of Acts 

invites the work’s readers to look at the world in a new way, 

with Jerusalem and the gospel emanating from it as its cen-

tre – and the rest, including Rome, as its ideological (and 

therefore geographical) periphery. In this way, Acts pro-

ceeds to renegotiate the ‘world-view’ of its readers in an 

intercultural and subversive way.122 

 

That Luke intended “to renegotiate the ‘world-view’ of 

[his] readers in an intercultural and subversive way” can-

not be doubted; this is the intention of the Messianic 

mandate or commission rightly understood. The Commis-

sion emphasizes the activity of evangelization—the church 

being commissioned to proclaim the facts of the death, 

burial and resurrection of God’s anointed (1 Cor. 15:1–3). 

This Commission does not appear in only one of the Gos-

pels but in all four. In John’s account we have the Lord 

saying to the disciples, “if you forgive anyone his sins, 

they are forgiven; if you do not forgive them, they are not 

forgiven” (John 20:23 NIV).  

Concerning this verse, Reinecker states, “The Church, 

not the apostles, is now the authority to declare that ...  sins 

are forgiven ... sins are retained.”123 This is true because 

the two appearances of the word forgiven are in a tense 

that may indicate prior action. As Ryrie suggests, “Heav-
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en, not the apostles, initiate all . . . while the apostles an-

nounce these things.”124 It is the duty of all who preach the 

Gospel to declare forgiven the sins of those who trust the 

Saviour. Before this happens, though, repentance and for-

giveness must be preached in his name (Luke 24:27).  

The same word for “preach” in this passage is used in 

Mark’s account of the Commission; it means to proclaim 

authoritatively and without apology (Mark 16:15). Mark 

states clearly the content of such proclamation: the good 

news itself. Matthew records the outdoor version of the 

Commission and gives added insight as to what the messi-

anic community should be doing. This account highlights 

three activities: making disciples, baptizing these disciples, 

and teaching (Matt. 28:16–20).  

What the writer of Acts and the others underscore is 

that leading a person to the Messiah is not the end; it is just 

the beginning of our obedience to this mandate. One notic-

es as well Luke’s overall understanding of witnessing is 

not limited to evangelism in its strictest sense as in Acts 8 

with the Ethiopian eunuch, but includes works of right-

eousness, welfare engagements and worship. This kind of 

vigorous witnessing resulted in trials and persecutions, 

which culminated in the murder of the first Christian mar-

tyr. 9-11 These verses highlight the events of the 

Messiah’s last day on earth, his return to heaven (with a 

few fortunate family members beholding the incomparable 

Astro-cosmonaut!)125, and the angelic announcement of 

the second advent.  The phrase “This same Jesus” suggests 

that Jesus did not abandon his corporeality at the ascension 

(cf. Phil 3:20-21; 1 Tim 2:5; 1John 3:1-3), and the ques-
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tion in the first part of verse 11 highly suggests that Chris-

tianity is not a spectator religion: there is a time to look up 

(in prayer, praise and watchfulness) and there is a time to 

look out and around (cf. 1:8; 2:1-14). 

12-14 In his Gospel Luke focuses a great deal of his at-

tention on the theme and practise of prayer, for example, 

11:1-13 and 18:1-14, and here in Acts 1:14. It was in this 

atmosphere of prayer that a replacement of Judas was 

made (vv 15-26).126 It is instructive to note that the prayer 

theme is continued but not the casting of lots. Pentecost 

marks a brand new era of the Spirit and the interpretation 

of Scripture that makes the employment of lots superflu-

ous. From now on God’s people have much better things 

to do; thus, the question:  

“Why do you stand looking up toward heaven?” That’s 

the question two men robed in white pose to the apostles 

after Jesus ascends into heaven (Acts 1:11). . . So then, at 

[the] crucial moments in the life of Jesus—his ascension, 

resurrection, and transfiguration—what is it that God 

wants Jesus’ followers to know? I actually think it is less 

about what God wants the apostles to know and more 

about what God wants them (and us!) to do. In each in-

stance, Jesus’ followers seem to have frozen in the past.  

Staring up into the sky, staring down into the tomb, or of-

fering to build dwellings on the mountaintop so that 

nobody ever has to leave (Luke 9:33) ... Unlike the secre-

tive tone of the encounter at the transfiguration, the 

messengers at the empty tomb sent the women to tell all 

the other disciples about this miracle (Mark 16:7).  
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Now, on Mount Olivet, Jesus has commissioned his 

apostles to “be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and 

Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8). In both 

cases, the message that they’re asked to carry—the person 

they’re commissioned to witness to—is the very person 

the Roman government just put to death as a political 

criminal. It is not only difficult to believe (that Jesus was 

raised from the dead and ascended into heaven!) but it is a 

dangerous message (that Jesus will come again, perhaps 

this time to overthrow the Roman government). Given the 

circumstances, I can understand why Jesus’ followers 

seem often to be found staring into space at key moments 

in their call to ministry. In the present world, Christianity 

has become a more politically acceptable religion in most 

countries. The danger of proclaiming that Jesus has risen 

from the dead and ascended into heaven has gone away. In 

some places in our world it may even be safer to proclaim 

these once dangerous words than their opposite. However, 

this doesn’t mean that practicing Christianity has become 

safe.127 

 

 

 

 

 

 
109 all the gospels carry these significant themes of sagacity, son-

ship, servanthood and sovereignty; what is delineated above is what 

may be considered major motifs in the respective Bio-Narrative.  
110 Immediately after the first verse, it also provides the briefest 

summary of the Third Gospel—“all that Jesus began to do and to 
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teach”) (NIV). The order is significant (to do and to teach), because 

when all is said and done, there is more said than done. 
111 For a diagrammatical analysis of verses 1-5, see D.S Huffman, 

New Testament Greek: Grammar, Syntax, and Diagramming (Grand 

Rapids: Kregel, 2012), 104-105. 
112 For an erudite study on this theme, see A.J. Thompson, Acts. 
113 Part of the verse switches from indirect speech to direct; the di-

rect speech is completed in the following verse.   
114 Literally, “eating salt with”. See the other lexical options, in 

BAG, 791, LN, 250, GAGNT349, and the notes of NET 

(https://netbible.org/bible/Acts+1). 
115 D A Carson, The Gagging of God (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 

1996), 121. 
116 Jamaican educator Dr Simon Clarke once pointed out at Swal-

lowfield that salt is made up of sodium and chlorine; both are 

poisonous substances, but as the compound salt (NaCL) it is useful to 

ingest under the right circumstances. Together, we are the salt of the 

earth until ‘thy kingdom come’ (Matt 5:13)!  Cf. D Whittle, “Mission-

ary Attrition” CJET 3 (1999): 68-83. 

https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/cjet/03_68.pdf.  
117 Unu (JT). 
118 J. Dunn, Acts (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2016).  
119 On this C.F.D. Moule (An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek 

[Cambridge: CUP, 1959], 178) notes, “This is a normal Hebrew con-

struction [i.e., commands expressed by the future indicative], and is 

familiar to readers of the N.T. because of quotations from the LXX 

such as Luke iv. 8.” 
120Cf. the following from the Psalms of Solomon: “[God] brought 

someone from the end of the earth . . . one who attacked in strength; 

he declared war against Jerusalem, and her land.” The Old Testament 

Pseudepigrapha, vol. 1 (New York: Doubleday, 1983), 659, ed. J.H. 

Charlesworth.  Yorke suggests that the last section of Acts 1:8, to wit, 

καὶ  ἓως ἐσχάτου τῆς γῆς , is primarily a reference not to Rome or 

even Spain way out West but to Africa, the outermost reaches of the 

Roman Empire and beyond, way down South, and must, therefore, be 

taken as a geographical cue and clue as to the direction in which the 

earliest expansion of the Christian faith was being contemplated as 

well. “To the Ends of the Earth: An Afro-missiological Take on Acts 
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1:8”:  Paper Presented at the 69th General Meeting of SNTS, Szeged, 

Hungary, Seminar 6 “The Mission and Expansion of Earliest Christi-

anity,” Thursday, August 7, 2014; also CJET 17 (2018): 1-15. 

May be it is best to see, like Padilla (Acts of the Apostles, 99), καὶ 

ἓως ἐσχάτου τῆς γῆς as a proleptic statement pointing to the mission to 

the Gentiles; Luke’s locating Paul, then, in Rome (the centre of  Gen-

tile power) supports this interpretation nicely. 
121On some of these, then and now, see Craig Keener(Miracles: 

The Credibility of New Testament Accounts,2 vols.[Grand Rapids: 

Baker, 2011]); on 1:30 he observes, for example: “Luke does not de-

scribe miracles in Corinth, [but] Paul reports them as a dramatic and 

observable part of his ministry there (2 Cor 12:12). Whereas Luke 

mentions miracles merely in several locations, Paul seems to believe 

that they occurred virtually whenever he preached (Rom 15:18-19).” 
122 ‘Negotiating a New World View in Acts 1.8? A Note on the 

Expression ἕως ἐσχάτου τῆς γῆς’, NTS 63 (2017): 1. 
123Reinecker, Linguistic Key, 17. 
124 Ryrie Study Bible. 
125“Following his resurrection, Jesus literally defied gravity – He 

left earth. Christians refer to this experience as the ascension of Jesus. 

Five times New Testament writers employ the Greek 

term analambano (to take up) of Jesus’ ascension. Each time the verb 

is in the passive voice, He “was taken up.” The passive voice repre-

sents the subject of the verb as being acted upon. Thus, in this 

instance, indicating that the taking up was empowered from above.” 

David Corbin, Monday Morning Minister, April 9, 2018. 
126 The pastor of a church decides that God is calling the church to 

a new vision of what it is to be and do. So at the elders meeting, he 

presents the new vision with as much energy, conviction and passion 

as he can muster. When he had finished and sat down, the senior elder 

called for a vote. All 12 elders voted against the new vision, with only 

the clergyman voting for it. "Well, pastor, it looks like you will have 

to think again," says the senior elder. "Would you like to close the 

meeting in prayer?" So the priest stands up, raises his hand to heaven, 

and prays, "LOOOOOOORD!...will you not show these people that 

this is not MY vision but it is YOUR vision!" At that moment, the 

clouds darken, the thunder rolls, and a streak of lightning bursts 
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through the window and strikes in two the table at which they are sit-

ting, throwing the pastor and all the elders to the ground. After a 

moment's silence, as they all get up and dust themselves off, the senior 

elder speaks again. "Well, that's twelve votes to two then." Author 

unknown 
127Amy Allen, “Don’t Just Stand There!—Acts 1:1-11” 

https://politicaltheology.com/dont-just-stand-there-acts-11-11/.   

https://politicaltheology.com/author/amy-allen/
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1-13   CHAPTER TWO INTRODUCES that which the 

disciples of chapter 1:13-14128 were waiting over a ten-day 

period—the day of Pentecost (‘fiftieth’). When African 

Jews made the first translation (the Septuagint/LXX) of 

the entire Hebrew Bible in and around the third century 

BC, the Feast of Weeks was first associated with the term 

Pentecost and its cognates. If the Feast of Weeks or Pente-

cost “celebrated the end of the grain harvest” 129 prior to 

this point, the present one (v 1) anticipates and celebrates a 

harvest of a different sort (v 41). It arrives with three 

signs: a sound like that of hurricane that filled the house (v 

2), tongues of ‘fire’ on each of the 120 (v 3), and a strange, 

Spirit-inspired speech in different languages that befud-

dled the Jewish pilgrims (vv 4-13).130  

The significance of verse 7-12 in terms of the divine 

purpose to save the world must not be missed, especially 

in light of a prior purpose to scatter the inhabitants of the 

then known world (Gen 11) of Hamites, Shemites, 

Japethites (Gen 10). A careful study of these Genesis 

chapters may very well reveal that the topographical notice 
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of Acts 2: 9-11 correlates nicely with the first book of the 

Bible. Perhaps what is more noteworthy is the way in 

which ‘tongues’ ministered to the Diaspora Jews in their 

respective heart language.131  If the first significance of the 

Pentecostal phenomenon is soteriological, that is, to bring 

all Noah’s children under the banner of the gospel of the 

exalted Christ, the second is ecclesiastical. What is meant 

here is that Pentecost, through the baptism of the Spirit 

predicted in chapter 1:8, is the birth of the new people of 

God, who will later on be called the church. Earlier, 

Luke’s companion in ministry defined the baptism of the 

Spirit as the work of God whereby regenerated people be-

come members of the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:13). Many 

emphasize that the Spirit’s baptism is also the source of 

power for mission (cf. 1:8). Since this baptism takes place 

only once in a person’s experience and that at the very be-

ginning of the Christian life (Rom 8:9), one should look to 

the continuous/continual infilling or control for power to 

live and serve the Lord Christ (v. 4; cf. Eph 5:18).  

14-21 Notice the Spirit-filled disciples were able to in-

terrupt their ‘praise and worship’ (1 Cor. 14:29-33) in 

order to engage in apologetics (v.15; cf. 1 Peter 3:15), fol-

lowed by Gospel proclamation (vv 16-38). There are 

approximately twenty-eight speeches in Acts; this consti-

tutes a third of the overall Lukan second-volume 

discourse.  

Two of the major characters, Peter and Paul, are re-

sponsible for at least eleven each. We will summarize 

some of these as we carry out our I-deological probe be-

ginning with this chapter. As we saw above, the chapter 
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opens with Luke’s description of an unparalleled and un-

precedented celebration of the Day of Pentecost. Verses 1-

3, with their strange signs and sound, signal the fulfilment 

of that which was promised. Tens of thousands of Diaspo-

ra Jews heard their own languages spoken flawlessly by 

Galileans—a group of Palestinian Jews that was least like-

ly to demonstrate such linguistic finesse. But not all were 

impressed. They were some who were sceptical, even 

judgemental. It was their misunderstanding, the misunder-

standing of the sceptics, which elicited the first apologetic 

discourse (2:13-15).132  

Peter’s boldness and seemingly well thought out apolo-

getic give clear testimony to the arrival of the mighty 

Spirit, which is also evidenced by his handling of Scrip-

ture, logic of presentation, and strength of conviction.133 

The first OT134 citation in this programmatic discourse is 

from the prophet Joel. The quotation functions in the fol-

lowing manner: 1) to show that the Day of the Lord is at 

hand (14-20); 2) that Jesus is the Lord on whom to call for 

salvation (21-36); and 3) that calling upon the name of Je-

sus involves repentance, identification (real baptism) and 

ritual baptism (37-41).  

We have made the distinction between real and ritual 

baptism because words like apostle, prophet, and baptize 

(baptizō) are actually transliterations135 and are seldom 

translated. We further suggest, therefore, that baptizō in 

verse 38 means something like ‘be identified with’,136 and 

in verse 41, immersed. This is in keeping with the first oc-

currence of the verb in the NT (Matt 3:11—a powerful 

pun), and everywhere else in the gospels, and finally, in 
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Acts 1:5, on the lips of John bar Zechariah’s cousin. Un-

derstood in this way, we are in hearty agreement with 

Peterson’s note, to the effect that verse 38 is theologically 

normative.137 But our interest in this speech lies elsewhere; 

Peter’s speech contains the first significant pronominal ‘I’. 

In fact, there are three of them: verses 17, 18,138 and 19—

all from the citation from Joel 2. Verse 17 reads:  

 

And in the last days   it will be,’ God says, 

‘that I will pour out139 my Spirit on all people, 

and your sons and your daughters will prophesy, 

140and your young men will see visions, 

and your old men will dream dreams. (NET) 

 

The verse is best understood against the background 

that mainly leaders were endowed with the Spirit under the 

previous covenant; and these, for the most part, were men. 

The “all flesh,” is an “all” without distinction—especially 

gender distinction.  

If the priests entered there apprenticeship at age 25 and 

retired about 35 years later, at which time the Spirit that 

‘gave them unction to function’ was withdrawn, Joel’s 

prophecy141 concerning  the Spirit promises a baptism for 

young and old in perpetuity (John 14:15-16). Verse 18 

(Even on my servants, both men and women, I will pour 

out my spirit in those days, and they will prophesy (NET) 

basically repeats the thought of the previous verse, with 

the significant addition of the beneficiaries (male and fe-

male) of the gift of the Spirit being called slaves of the 

Lord (cf. Phil 2:5-9; Moses et al.).  
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The following verses142 (19-20) read:  

 

And I will perform wonders in the sky above 

and miraculous signs   on the earth below, 

blood and fire and clouds of smoke. 

The sun will be changed to darkness 

and the moon to blood before the great and 

glorious day of the Lord comes.  (NET) 

 

Verses 19 and 20 are couched in apocalyptic language, 

and the initial verb (“I will show” NIV) underscores the 

divine authority that stands behind the prediction. Every-

thing seems to point to the dawning of a new day—the day 

of the Lord—a day of divine revelation, judgement and 

salvation (v.21: Whoever shall call upon the name of the 

Lord will be delivered/An hevribadi we kaal pan di niem a 

Jehovah143 gweehn get siev JNT). Peter’s sermon has two 

more citations, both from the Psalms. Having reminded the 

celebrants of the salvific promise from the book of Joel, he 

then, in verses 22-24, introduces a Christocentric focus 

with an emphasis on the ministry, death and resurrection 

of Jesus. He finds justification for the latter in Psalm 16: 

“For David,” Peter affirms, “speaks about him in this 

manner:” 

 

I see the Jehovah all the time in front of me. Because I am 

at his side I shall not be shaken; as a result, my entire be-

ing is full of joy, and my physical structure will rest in 

hope, because you will not abandon my soul in Hades nor 

permit your holy one to experience corruption. Having 
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made known to me the paths of life, you will further 

overwhelm me with joy in your presence (DVP). 

 

Verse 25b begins with an important I-statement144 (I 

see Jehovah/Proorōmēn ton kurion145). Conceptually, 

it is loosely linked to the first word or commandment of 

Deut. 5:7 which prohibits idolatry (“no other gods be-

fore/beside me”). In a positive way, David affirms his 

commitment to Yahweh, knowing full well that only this 

posture guarantees stability. The above citation from 

Psalm 16 is then applied to the First Century Messiah (vv 

29-32).  Under divine inspiration Peter continues    to drive 

home the point that the resurrection of the crucified Jesus 

is the basis of his subsequent exaltation and outpouring of 

the Spirit—the very phenomenon that makes this Pentecost 

unprecedented (33-36). 

37-38 “Having heard this,” Luke informs us, “they 

came under deep conviction”146 and said to Peter and the 

rest of the apostles, “men, brothers what should we do?” (v 

37). We translate verse 38 this way: “Peter responded, 

‘Each of you repent and be identified with the name of Je-

sus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins, and all of you 

will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit,’ According to one 

authority:147 

There is debate over the meaning of εἰς [eis] in the 

prepositional phrase εἰς ἄφεσιν τῶν ἁμαρτιῶν 

ὑμῶν (…“for/because of/with reference to the forgiveness 

of your sins”). Although a causal sense has been argued, it 
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is difficult to maintain here.  . . . [There are] at least four 

other ways of dealing with the passage:  

(1) The baptism referred to here is physical only, 

and εἰς has the meaning of “for” or “unto.” Such a view 

suggests that salvation is based on works – an idea that 

runs counter to the theology of Acts, namely: (a) repent-

ance often precedes baptism (cf. Acts 3:19; 26:20), and (b) 

salvation is entirely a gift of God, not procured via water 

baptism (Acts 10:43 [cf. v. 47]; 13:38-39, 48; 15:11; 

16:30-31; 20:21; 26:18);  

(2) The baptism referred to here is spiritual only. Alt-

hough such a view fits well with the theology of Acts, it 

does not fit well with the obvious meaning of “baptism” in 

Acts – especially in this text (cf. 2:41); (3) The text should 

be re-punctuated in light of the shift from second person 

plural to third person singular back to second person plural 

again.  

The idea then would be, “Repent for/with reference to 

your sins, and let each one of you be baptized…” Such a 

view is an acceptable way of handling εἰς, but its subtlety 

and awkwardness count against it; (4) Finally, it is possi-

ble that to a first-century Jewish audience (as well as to 

Peter), the idea of baptism might incorporate both the spir-

itual reality and the physical symbol.  

Although (4) is attractive, we have opted for view (2)148 

because, as we already noted, the verb baptizō is seldom if 

ever translated; what we have in most English versions is a 

rough representation of the Greek letters. The same thing 

is true (as we have said above) of words like angel, proph-

et, and apostle, which mean respectively, messenger (spirit 
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or human), divine spokesperson, and missionary or envoy. 

If we accept that baptizō has at least two senses (immer-

sion, the literal meaning, and identification, the 

figurative149 understanding), then we need to ask ourselves 

which sense is intended or yields better sense in contexts 

like 1 Cor. 10:1-2; 12:13; Mark 10:39; 1 Peter 3:21. 

39-42 After the question of verse 37 is definitively an-

swered, Peter provides some final words of encouragement 

for Jewish progeny and Jews present (vv 39, 40). But what 

does he mean by “those who are distant”? Is the phrase a 

reference to diaspora Jews or Gentiles? Possibly both. 

Verse 41 joyfully informs us of how about 3, 000 people 

received the Spirit, had their sins forgiven, and were im-

mersed to seal their testimony with the new creation 

community. This verse, then, is a record of ritual baptism, 

whereas verse 38 points to the possibility of real baptism. 

The next verse (42) is a kind of paradigm of the basic 

types150 of experience a local church must go through to 

remain viable as an institution of social transformation and 

human flourishing (shalom). The fear mentioned here is 

answer to the first request of the Lord’s Prayer (Luke 

11:2a); where there is reverential respect for God, God’s 

will on earth is done as it is in heaven (43b-47). At this 

juncture a question arises: If the activities of verse 42 are 

indeed paradigmatic, what about those delineated in the 

rest of the chapter?   

Verse 43, for example, highlights the miracles of the 

apostles. Were these miracles the sole prerogative of the 

leaders, and do these miracles continue today? These are 

important queries, and none of them can be answered sat-
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isfactorily in a brief work like this.151 A study of church 

history, however, is very instructive in this matter and 

warns us not to rush too quickly in dismissing the possibil-

ity of God working through our leaders in similar fashion.  

Keener suggests the following chiastic structure for Pe-

ter’s speech: 

 

A  This one . . . you crucified and killed (Acts 2:23) 

B  But God raised him up . . . (2:24) 

C David says + Psalm 16 quote involving right hand (2:25-

28) 

D  The patriarch David died . . . (2:29) 

E   Being therefore a prophet, and knowing (2:30) 

F   That God has sworn and oath to him (2:30) 

G   That he would set one of his descendants on his throne  

     (2:30) 

H   He foresaw and spoke (2:31) 

I    Of the resurrection (2:31) 

          

          J   That he was not abandoned to Hades (2:31) 

          J’   Nor did his flesh see corruption (2:31) 

 

I’   This Jesus God raised up (2:32)  

H’  Of that we are all witnesses (2:32) 

G’  Being therefore exalted at the right hand of God   

      (2:33)   

F’  the Holy Spirit (2:33) 

E’   and hear (2:33) 

D’ For David did not ascend into the heavens (2:34) 

C’ For he himself says + Psalm 110 quote involving   

     right hand (2:33-35) 

B’  That God has made him Lord and Christ (2:36) 
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A’  This Jesus whom you crucified (2:36)152 

 

The centre of the structure is JJ’, but it is artistry gone 

awry if the body of Jesus was never buried, as suggested 

by Martin.153 In an earlier work154 Keener also offered the 

following proposal that encompasses the final verses of the 

chapter. 

 

A People turning to Christ (through proclamation 2:41) 

B Shared worship meals (2:42) 

 

      C Shared possessions (2:44-45) 

 

B’ Shared worship meals (2:46) 

A’ People turning to Christ (through believers’ behaviour, 

2:47). 

 

The BCB sections are quite stunning, considering the 

fact that neither the noun nor the verb for love appears in 

the book.155  

 
128 The term “brothers” in 1:14 is better rendered siblings. 
129According to the Baker’s Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical 

Theological (Grand Rapids: Baker, “The Feast of Weeks occurred 

seven full weeks after the wave offering of the First fruits at Passover 

( Lev 23:15 ; Deut 16:9 ). It celebrated the end of the grain harvest. 

Because of the fifty-day interval (in the inclusive method of reckon-

ing), it is also known by the Greek name Pentecost’.” ἀριθμήσετε 

πεντήκοντα [pentekonta] ἡμέρας [number fifty days …] Lev 23:16 

LXX. See also Appendices 7 and 8. 
130 Some Jewish tradition also connects Pentecost with the giving 

of the Sinaitic covenant. 

http://www.biblestudytools.com/leviticus/23-15.html
http://www.biblestudytools.com/deuteronomy/16-9.html
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131 Garnett Roper, ACTS 2 (Grace Hour, 15.4. 18, RJR); see  

https://youtu.be/hYlECJ35Wos?t=29. 
 Was Paul, Luke’s travel companion, aware of this story? His con-

struction of Eph 5:18 seems to suggest such awareness. 
“Two significant elements are usually identified by narrative critics 

in assessing a literary work such as Acts: the creative arrangement or 

plot and the artistic techniques used in presenting the plot.” Peterson, 

Acts, 47. These elements are skilfully illustrated, e.g., by the parono-

masia of 1:5 and the chiastic structures discussed below.  
 

135 Louw & Nida, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament 

(NY: UBS, 1988-89), 538.  
136 E. J. Schnabel (‘The Language of Baptism,’ in Understanding 

the Times, ed. E.J. Köstenberger and R. W. Yarbrough ([Wheaton, 

ILL: Crossway, 2011], 240) translates: “Repent, and be cleansed …”; 

italics his. The verb is passive. So also Nicholson, Baptism. 
137 P. 155 n. 89. 
138 This verse is not in Joel; it was presumably added for emphasis. 
139 Italics added; also in v.19. 

 
141 For an application of this text to the Caribbean region, see  Gar-

nett Roper, Thus Says the Lord: Responding to the Resurgence of 

Empire (Kingston: Jugaro, 2018), 147-151.  
142 καὶ δώσω τέρατα ἐν τῷ οὐρανῷ ἄνω καὶ σημεῖα ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς 

κάτω, αἷμα καὶ πῦρ καὶ ἀτμίδα καπνοῦ·  ὁ ἥλιος μεταστραφήσεται εἰς 

σκότος καὶ ἡ σελήνη εἰς αἷμα πρὶν ἢ ἐλθεῖν ἡμέραν κυρίου τὴν 

μεγάλην καὶ ἐπιφανῆ. Emphasis mine. 
143 According to F F Bruce (Acts, 90), “This is one of several plac-

es where words referring to Jehovah in the OT are in the NT applied to 

Jesus”; and we must not forget that Jesus/Yeshua means Jeho-

vah/Yahweh saves (Matt 1:21). 
144 The other Psalm (110) that is cited in vv 34-35 turns up regular-

ly in the NT. Here it is quoted to lend credence to the exaltation of the 

crucified Nazarene. The promise to the κυρίῳ (Heb Adonai) from Da-

vid’s LORD (Heb YHWH) is that the Messiah is to remain enthroned 

until “I subjugate (θῶ) all your enemies.” This and the above I-

statements justify Stauffer’s (1964) insightful observation that “divine 

I-declarations in the NT are extremely rare, being limited for the most 
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part to quotations from the OT.” Stauffer continues: “The NT main-

tains the belief that God is absolute Subject, but offers few I-

declarations on God’s part except in quotations, e.g., Is. 45:23 in Rom. 

14:11, Deut. 32:35 in Rom. 12:19, Ps. 2:7 in Acts 13:33. 
145 Imperfect tense; does it mean, “I habitually kept”? 
146 Gk: κατενύγησαν τὴν καρδίαν. Literally, “Pricked to the heart”. 
147 NET notes 84. https://net.bible.org/#!bible/Acts+2:37. 
148 See our comments on vv 5-7 above. 
149 BAG, 131. 
150 The apostles' teaching that heads the list is emphatic by its posi-

tion; here the Messianic mind is communicated via the messengers of 

the risen Lord. 
151 For more details, see the following note; a concise treatment is 

provided in https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/binah/01_013.pdf. 
152 Keener, Acts, 1:864; italics and ellipses are original. Bold type 

added. 
153 D B Martin, Biblical Truths (New Haven/London: Yale, 2017), 

211; contra Paul et al.; 1 Cor 15:1-4. 
154 C Keener,  The IVP Bible Background Commentary (Downers 

Grove, Ill: IVP, 2014), 325. 
155 Dunn, Acts (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2016, ix), believes Luke's 

second volume is the most exciting book in the NT. Yet agapan (love) 

is nowhere to be found! 

 

https://net.bible.org/#!bible/Acts+2:37
https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/binah/01_013.pdf
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 

THE TWO APOSTLES THAT are featured in this chap-

ter are usually a part of a trio in the Gospels. Christ laid 

much emphasis on the calling and training of men; he con-

centrated his efforts in the area of Galilee, which could be 

considered the ‘ghetto/inner-city’ of Palestine in those 

days. A similar emphasis for women was hardly needed, 

since they routinely came for help (Luke 7:36ff) and readi-

ly understood his mission (John 12:1ff). One of the trio 

was known by the enigmatic phrase, ‘the disciple whom 

Jesus loved.’  

Why was this disciple given this special privilege? Was 

he that special? Was it because his family was wealthy? 

When I first made my probe of these questions, I knew 

from the outset that there was no partiality on the part of 

the Master. So why then was John known as the disciple 

whom Jesus loved?  
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The answer to this question I found revealing. When 

John and his brother James first met the Lord, they were 

nicknamed ‘sons of thunder’. The new name was hardly 

complimentary. It was more descriptive of their fiery and 

misplaced zeal more than anything else.  

In a fairly objective profile of these sons of Zebedee, 

the gentile Gospel writer, Luke, enlightens our darkness in 

chapter 9 of his first volume. In verse 46 we are told of a 

heated discussion among the disciples concerning what be 

considered bragging rights. (It is Matthew’s gospel that 

informs us as to what precipitated the quarrel. The boys’ 

mother had come requesting special privileges for her 

sons. And the other disciples were indignant. Possibly, 

James and John must have openly supported and defended 

mom’s request.) What exactly Jesus perceived in their 

hearts we are not told. But whatever it was warranted a 

mild rebuke (Luke 9:46-48).  

What I find intriguing is that it was John who stood to 

give the vote of thanks in the following verse. Well not 

quite. Verse 49 appears to present John as making some 

attempt to redeem himself. After all, if yu trow stone inna 

pigpen di fus wan whey  bawl out a im get lick! But John 

should have kept his mouth shut. Here comes another re-

buke in verse 50.  

Jesus and his disciples are now on their way to the capi-

tal city. Needing visas to pass through central Palestine, 

messengers were sent to the Samaritan embassy (v. 52). 

The application was promptly turned down. No surprise 

here, for Jews have no dealing with Samaritans (today it is 

the Palestinians!). “And when his disciples James and John 
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saw it, they said, ‘Lord, do you want us to command fire to 

come down from heaven and consume them?”’(v. 54). 

Sons of thunder indeed! 

Needless to say, another rebuke follows (vv 55-56). 

Personally speaking, If I were Jesus John could never be a 

part of my apostolic band in training much more to be 

known as the disciple whom I love dearly! Neither James 

nor Peter who completed the ‘unholy’ trinity. All three 

were from Galilee known in those days for its pugnacious 

and foul-mouthed citizens.  

If Peter’s denial of his Master was accompanied with 

expletives we are not surprised. He was Galilean. If Peter 

was aiming for the head of Malchus, we are not surprised. 

He was brought up in Galilee, and can anything good 

come out of any of its towns (John 1:46)?  

So why then was John so privileged? To reach men in 

general special effort must be made. But to reach really 

bad men like Peter, James and John special effort must be 

doubled. Whenever the Lord went on a special mission, he 

would take three of his students with him (guess which 

three?) for at least two reasons: 1) it was too much risk to 

leave them behind, and 2) because his brand of love is tai-

lor-made for sinners (Rom. 5:8).  James, a member of the 

infamous trio, is conspicuously absent from this chapter. 

Chapter 12 will pick up his story. 

1-11 This chapter provides a concrete example of a 

miracle in the First Century, not unlike the trio featured 

above. It begins with two of them on their way to the tem-

ple. There they met a physically challenged beggar who 

wanted money but received an unexpected miracle instead! 
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His response is (and that of those who recognized him) 

telling (vv 8-10).  

12-20 The miracle of Pentecost needed some clarifica-

tion and interpretation. So is this one in the chapter under 

review. As in chapter 2, the interpreter is the same and the 

focus is of necessity biblical and Christocentric. Like at 

Pentecost Peter pointed out what the miracle is not (v 12), 

then after a brief historical note concerning the living and 

true God, he placed in the spotlight the glorification (i.e., 

the death, resurrection, and exaltation) of Jesus the su-

preme servant of God  whom they had rejected (v 13).   

We are further informed that the person rejected is none 

other than the holy and upright One par excellence (v.14); 

paradoxically, the man they murdered is also the Source of 

life in the universe (v.15; cf. John 1; Col 1; Heb 1; also, 

John 14:6), as well as the Resurrection and the Life (John 

11). It was this mighty warrior and compassionate king 

who wrought such a miracle on the basis of faith (v 16).  

But what does Peter mean by this I-statement? “Broth-

ers, I know you and your leaders acted in ignorance” (v 

17)? Is he now letting them off the hook, or is he saying 

that they are ignorant of the enormity of their crime? Cer-

tainly the latter is in view, as with the case of Acts 2:23. 

They were also culpably ignorant of the fact that their own 

Scriptures foretold these events surrounding the Messiah 

(18). 

Such culpability must be repented of and forgiven (v 

18), so that they could experience eschatological blessings 

of gigantic proportions, based on the work of Jesus 

(v.20)—for “ Heaven must receive him until the time 
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comes for God to restore everything, as he promised long 

ago through his holy prophets” (v 21156). 

22-26 Peter continues to ground his argument about Je-

sus (vv 22-23) by citing yet another OT passage, this time 

from Deuteronomy 18:15-19. Other OT witnesses con-

cerning Jesus are to be found in the prophets (v 24). Peter 

then demonstrates how the covenantal promises have pri-

mary application to Jewish people (vv 25-25). 

 

 
156 The cosmic character of this emancipation is seen especially in 

Rom 8:18-23, and from a comparison of the old and the new creation: 

in the former, the Creator started with the material universe before the 

creation of humanity (Gen 1); in the latter, humanity takes precedence. 

The comparison also reveals the following chiastic macro-structure: 

A-Material Universe (Gen 1:1-25), B-Image-bearers (Gen 1:26-31), 

Bʹ- Image-bearers (2 Cor 5:17), Aʹ- Material Universe (Rev 21-22; cf. 

2 Pet 3). Although Luke-Acts began with this larger Bʹ-panel and 

stops short of Aʹ, the writer was well aware of the cosmic character of 

liberation— from Adam—the first image-bearing son (Luke 3:38) to 

the Apokatastasis—the final immaculate salvation (Acts 3:21). 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

 

1-7   THERE IS A BIBLICAL phenomenon that is en-

capsulated in the dictum ‘No good deed goes 

unpunished’.157 It is seen as early as Abel’s murder, Jo-

seph’s enslavement and wrongful incarceration, the life 

and ministry of the prophets, pre-eminently in the life and 

ministry of the Messiah (cf. John 16:33!)—and now in that 

of his servants. Stay tuned.  

It will continue until the end of Luke’s second volume 

and unto near the end of the Apocalypse (cf. Rev 6). But 

such hardship is worth it (v 4). verses 5-6 set the stage for 

the disciples high profile trial. The opening question by the 

prosecutor (v 7) could not have been better (Peter must 

have muttered to himself: “I’m so glad you asked!”)  

8-22 Peter then proceeds to explain what really hap-

pened on the previous day, and, most importantly, why. 

Aided by the Spirit, he again draws attention to the power 

and presence of Christ Jesus the Nazarene—the one they 

crucified, the One their God resurrected (cf. Rom 6:1-
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4)158—as the source of the man’s shalom, his total sense of 

well-being. In fact, the same Nazarene they rejected (v 11) 

is the same One in whom their health (shalom, their total 

sense of well-being), and that of the entire world, abides (v 

12; cf., John 14:6; 1 Tim 2:5).  

This truth did not dawn on the leaders just yet; what 

was clear to them though is that the dynamic duo did not 

attend any of their accredited and tertiary institutions of 

the Rabbinic variety (13). Little did the leaders know that 

sitting at the feet of Jesus (Luke 10) is the best education 

ever. Both Dr Luke, who has given us two of the longest 

books of the NT, and his companion Paul (with at least 

thirteen letters that are sometimes difficult to comprehend; 

2 Pet 3:16) have come to realise this verity.  

But how do the leaders get around the problem on their 

hand? They cannot; so they simply issue a command to the 

apostles not to go around speaking in the name which is 

above every name! (vv 14-18; cf Philippians 2). The apos-

tles strongly disagreed (v 20). The authorities could not 

care less (v 21a). All in all, God is glorified (vv 21b-22). 

23-32 After Peter and John are released, they related the 

story of their trial by the Jewish officials to their own kind. 

It is noticeable that there is no cursing of the high priests 

and the elders, no attributing of the miscarriage of justice 

to Satan and his minions. They instead, together with the 

rest, drew inspiration from the second Psalm, glorified the 

God of creation, and rightly perceived that their experience 

with the authorities is nothing less than lingering animus 

against the risen Anointed (23- 26).  
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That this is the understanding of the gathering seems to 

be confirmed by the application of verses 27-30 to their 

own context. What is noticeable as well is how their prayer 

takes for granted the intrigue of human responsibility (of 

the culpable variety- v 27) and divine sovereignty (v 28). It 

appears as if they were not only immersed in the Joseph 

story (“What you meant for evil, God meant for good”), 

but in the truthfulness of what Luke’s companion would 

later express in his now famous letter to the Romans: God 

orchestrates all things for good to those who love God 

(Rom. 8:28).  

With this kind of awareness, it comes as no surprise 

that they pray for a fresh anointing of boldness to continue 

the good work of human flourishing through the ministry 

of the word and the wonders of healing and miracle (v 30). 

The initial answer to their prayer was a mild earthquake 

and a much more powerful manifestation of the Spirit’s 

control in spreading the word—the very message they 

were forbidden to share by the religious leaders of the day 

(v 31). 

32-37 According to these verses, the fullness of the 

Spirit is not limited to preaching and healing alone but to 

the thy will be done on earth as it is done in heaven com-

munal experience as well. In every age there are some 

disciples who excel in this type of living and giving (vv 

36-37).159  

 

 
157 E.g., On April 30, 304 “The last and most punishing anti-

Christian edict during Roman Emperor Diocletian's reign is published. 
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The ensuing carnage was so horrific that it was said even the coliseum 

lions got tired. The man behind the edict, Augustus Galerius, finally 

issued an edict of toleration on April 30, 311—just Days before dying 

of a disease known as ‘being eaten with worms.’" 

https://www.christianitytoday.com/history/today/april-30.html. 
158 Elsewhere the Spirit (Rom 1) and the Son (John 2; 10) are cred-

ited with the same act. 
159 The fact that Barnabas is an islander is a great encouragement 

to some of us; he belonged to a tribe that was particularly known for 

their receiving: the Levites. He is pre-eminently known for his giving; 

indeed it is blessed to receive. But it is even better to give (Acts 20). 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

 

 

1-11  AND IN EVERY AGE, there are those among the 

people of God who prefer to feign the godliness of gener-

osity. Such is the case of Ananias and his wife. 

Interestingly, the Peter who figures prominently in the trial 

and judgement of this sad episode so early in the history of 

the Messianic community also lied. His repentance was 

spurred by the crowing of a rooster. He will be tempted 

later on to do the same (Gal 2). The seriousness of lying to 

God and his Spirit (vv 3 4, 9) is underscored both by the 

severity of the judgement (vv 5a, 10) and the signal effect 

on the community (vv 5b, 11). 

12-16 These verses, right after the sobering story out-

lined above, afford us an opportunity to breathe again; 

they provide us with the fresh air of unity (12), sobriety, 

and much cause for rejoicing (13-16). But there are dark 

clouds on the horizon. 

17-41 The religious leaders will not give up; they were 

not invited to the ‘party’ described in verses 12-16, and so, 

moved with envy, they once again moved to crash it (17-

18). Heaven itself responded to their threat and the good 
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work of gospel proclamation and Messianic instruction 

was resumed (17-21a).  

Meanwhile, the Sanhedrin and company are ready to 

conduct another judicial hearing but the accused are no-

where to be found—well, the disciples were not where 

they were supposed to have been, according to the official 

reckoning (21b-26). 

Eventually the re-trial is begun with a probing query 

(Didn’t we demand that you stop teaching in this name? 

And now you have saturated Jerusalem with your doctrine, 

and wish to make us culpable of this man’s death! 27-28).   

But Peter and company are equal to the task:  

We are duty bound to give heed to God rather than 

men! The God of our ancestors raised Jesus, whom you 

murdered by hanging him on the tree160; this same one 

God has promoted to his side as prince and Saviour, in or-

der to make possible for Israel’s repentance and forgive- 

ness of sins. We161 ourselves and the Holy Spirit, whom 

God gives to the obedient, are witnesses of these matters 

(29-32). 

33-41 In an ideal situation one would expect a very pos-

itive response to the solemn words of Peter. On the day of 

Pentecost that was the type of response the apostles re-

ceived (2:37-41). On this occasion the Jewish leaders, it 

would appear, were angry from the very beginning; notice 

how they refer to Jesus as this man (27-28). Luke has a 

similar report of an angry hombre in his gospel (chapter 

15:28-30). Here the leaders are not only enraged; they plot 

murder (33).  
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But we must never assume (as some foolishly do) that 

all Rastas are rascals or that all Germans are like Hitler or 

that all Sadducees were sad-u-see162 or all Pharisees of the 

First Century were equally bad. We must never forget that 

Jesus was buried in the borrowed tomb of Joseph of Ara-

matheia (a short-term loan if ever there was one!).  

Gamaliel (34) demonstrates how dangerous our generalisa-

tions can be. It was he who saved the day with words of 

wisdom: 

 

Men of Israel, consider carefully what you intend to do to 

these men.  Some time ago Theudas appeared, claiming to 

be somebody, and about four hundred men rallied to him. 

He was killed, all his followers were dispersed, and it all 

came to nothing.  After him, Judas the Galilean appeared in 

the days of the census and led a band of people in revolt. He 

too was killed, and all his followers were scat-

tered. Therefore, in the present case I advise you: Leave 

these men alone! Let them go! For if their purpose or activi-

ty is of human origin, it will fail.  But if it is from God, you 

will not be able to stop these men; you will only find your-

selves fighting against God (35-39 NIV). 

 

In the end both the Jewish leaders and the apostles 

stood their ground: the former continued to prohibit the 

spread of the gospel, and the latter, as we shall see later, 

persist in speaking in the Name, after their release (40). 

Verse 41 raises the question as to whether or not the apos-

tles are masochists or mere merry men. They are neither.  

They are in fact exemplary and proud leaders of the fledg-

ling Messianic community, the church, filled with the 
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Spirit of joy, unlike the Jewish authorities who allowed 

envy and jealously to get the better of them. The final 

verse of this chapter ( “Day after day, in the temple courts 

and from house to house, they never stopped teaching and 

proclaiming the good news that Jesus is the Messiah.” 

NIV) not only draws our attention to the conviction and 

determination of the early believers; it also underscores a 

theme introduced in the second chapter. Another chiastic 

framework163 highlights the point: 

 

[A] Temple-house Frame (2.46) 

[B] Public-Temple Tour (3.1-4.22) 

[C] Private House Interlude (4.23-5.11) 

[B’] Public-Temple Tour (5.12-41) 

[A’] Temple-house Frame (5.42) 

 

 
160 Qualitative use of the anarthrous  xylov? 
161 Emphatic pronoun. 
162 Though one would argue that there’s some truth to this, since 

they did not believe in the resurrection. 
163  F.S. Spencer, Acts, 51. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

 

 

 

 

1-7  SOMETIME LATER, AS the number of disciples 

kept growing, there was a quarrel between the Greek-

speaking Jews and the native Jews. The Greek-speaking 

Jews claimed that their widows were being neglected in 

the daily distribution of funds. 2So the twelve apostles 

called the whole group of believers together and said, “It is 

not right for us to neglect the preaching of God’s word in 

order to handle finances. 3So then, brothers and sisters, 

choose seven men among you who are known to be full of 

the Holy Spirit and wisdom, and we will put them in 

charge of this matter. 
4We ourselves, then, will give our full time to prayer 

and the work of preaching.” 5The whole group was pleased 

with the apostles’ proposal, so they chose Stephen, a man 

full of faith and the Holy Spirit, and Philip, Prochorus, 

Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolaus, a Gentile from 

Antioch who had earlier been converted to Judaism. 6The 

group presented them to the apostles, who prayed and 
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placed their hands on them. 7 And so the word of God 

continued to spread. The number of disciples in Jerusalem 

grew larger and larger, and a great number of priests ac-

cepted the faith. (GNB) 

Quarrel in the Messianic community (v 1)? There are 

times when we so idealize the early church that we forget 

that they were human beings just like you and me. We will 

see later the dispute between Barnabas and Paul (chapter 

15); the end of Galatians 2 records yet another dispute.  

These failings remind us how much we need the fruit of 

the Spirit to live in community (Gal 5:22-23). Apart from 

that dawg nyam wi suppa (Gal 5:15)! The problem out-

lined here in verse 1 is that The Greek-speaking Jews 

claimed that their widows were being neglected in the dai-

ly distribution of funds [and food?].  

The response of the apostles is telling; they knew that 

‘the good is the enemy of the best,’ so instead of getting 

directly involved themselves by taking over the distribu-

tion of benefits, they  

 

called the whole group of believers together and said, “It is 

not right for us to neglect the preaching of God’s word in 

order to handle finances. 3So then, brothers and sisters, 

choose seven men among you who are known to be full of 

the Holy Spirit and wisdom, and we will put them in charge 

of this matter. 4We ourselves, then, will give our full time to 

prayer and the work of preaching.  

 

It is important to notice that those who are chosen are 

not only qualified according to stipulated criteria but ap-
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pear to belong to the group with the felt need—to judge by 

their Hellenistic/Greek names (Stephen, a man full of faith 

and the Holy Spirit, and Philip, Prochorus, Nicanor, Ti-

mon, Parmenas, and Nicolaus, a Gentile from Antioch who 

had earlier been converted to Judaism).  

The brilliant—better, the Spirit-filled—counsel of the 

apostles not only had internal success, but external and 

lasting impact as well (6-7). These early leaders, steeped in 

Scripture, must have been guided by the story of Jethro 

and Moses in Exodus 18. 

8-15 If in the previous paragraph we have an account of 

the first set of church deacons, we will learn from the final 

paragraph of this chapter that at least one of them is no 

mere server of tables. Stephen, we are made to understand, 

was an outstanding wonder-worker, speaker, and, as we 

shall see in the next chapter, a fine historian and an apolo-

gist as well. All these attributes qualified him to become a 

faithful witness and exemplar for over nineteen centuries. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

 

 

STEPHEN’S SPEECH, THE LONGEST in the book, 

now occupies our attention. The structure of the mono-

logue is probably best appreciated by observing its bio-

narratival outline: Abraham (vv. 2b-8), Joseph (v. 9-16), 

Moses (vv.17-43), and the [Tabernacle] Temple (44-50).  

The final section is, of course, non-biological (44-50), 

but it appears theologically pregnant in the sense that Ste-

phen’s accusers, among other things, spoke about the 

temple in the previous chapter (6:11-13). The inter-textual 

links are highly suggestive.  

All the evangelists in one way or the other pick up on 

the key term ‘destroy’ or its cognate (Mk 11.15-19; Matt 

.21-12-19; Lk 19. 45-48; Jn. 2.13-22). The last of them, 

John, informs us that at the time of the declaration not 

even the disciples understood the destruction of the temple 

about which their Master spoke. It was only after the resur-

rection that they finally understood that Jesus was talking 

about himself.  
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Stephen’s accusers were conveyors of a literalistic tra-

dition which was now brought to bear on Stephen’s case. 

What they and their leaders did not know or refuse to be-

lieve is that Jesus is the latest and greatest locus of the 

divine-human fellowship, replacing the tabernacle (John 1) 

and temple (John 2). So it is interesting that the biograph-

ical focus of Stephen’s speech referenced above should 

end with the Temple. A few of the final words of the 

speech (48-50), in this regard, are also quite allusive. The 

Jewish leaders, however, did not see it that way (51-54). 

Stephen’s last words (55-56) contain a significant I-

statement.  

Both Stephen (and Paul later on) saw the glory of 

Christ, and both were blinded in the process; the former 

through the process of dying, and the latter on his way to 

life eternal. Both invoked the name of the Lord. Both were 

present at the trial (7:58). Like Peter at Pentecost, Stephen, 

the faithful witness, knew how to expound and apply 

Scripture in such a way as to bring conviction to his audi-

ence, and like Peter (2:14-15), there was also an apologetic 

element to his discourse.  

As Stephen, fully under the Spirit’s control, made his 

way to the portals of heaven, he “saw the Glory of God, 

that is, Jesus standing” at God’s side (v. 55).164 Then he 

shouts, “Look . . . I see heaven open and the Son of Man 

standing at the right hand of God.”(NIV).165 If Boyarin’s 

bold and intriguing thesis is to be accepted that the title 

Son of God, particularly in the Gospel of Mark, is more 

associated with the humanity of the Christ and Son of Man 

His deity, then we can better appreciate Saul’s (and that of 
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the executioners) horror in listening to Stephen’s final 

words.166 

If the fledgling Messianic community was tested inter-

nally with the challenge of meeting the needs of their own 

in chapters 2-4, the lies of two of their own in chapter 5, 

the imperative of prioritizing in chapter 6, then the test of 

chapter 7 is overtly external but no less challenging. Chap-

ter 8 (and following) is Luke’s report of how this 

challenge was met. 

 
164Nigel Turner, Christian Words (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1980), 

187; ‘Glory of God’ here is possibly a metonym for God himself; 

cf.McCasland–and 2 Cor 4:6. 
165 Says Beverly Gaventa (Acts [Nashville: Abingdon, 2003], 33): 

“These repeated assertions of Jesus’ location have less to do with ge-

ography [astronomy?] than with theology; as God was with Jesus 

(10:38), now Jesus is with God.” 
166Daniel Boyarin, The Jewish Gospels: The Story of the Jewish 

Christ (New York: New Press, 2012), 30-31. Cf. J.E. Taylor, “The 

Son of Man,” The Bible Translator 48 (1997): 101-108. We therefore 

disagree with Barrett (Acts, 383) that “It would be mistaken to lay too 

much stress on the Christological significance of . . . [Stephen’s] vi-

sion.” 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

 

 

 

 

NOW SAUL WAS CONSENTING to his death. At that 

time a great persecution arose against the church which 

was at Jerusalem; and they were all scattered throughout 

the regions of Judea and Samaria, except the apostles.  2 

And devout men carried Stephen to his burial, and made 

great lamentation over him.  3 As for Saul, he made havoc 

of the church, entering every house, and dragging off men 

and women, committing them to prison.  4 Therefore those 

who were scattered went everywhere preaching the word. 

1-4 The initial verse of this chapter (1a) introduces us to 

the first great persecution against the church and—more 

importantly—the first great preacher to the Gentile world. 

Saul, later called Paul, is Luke’s hero and co-worker in the 

gospel. To judge from Luke’s report, it does appear that 

the early believers did their best in carrying out the Messi-

anic mandate of Luke 24 and Acts 1:8. But a reading of 

verse 1b, with its mention of the Jerusalem-Judea-Samaria 

collocation, seems to suggest that there was still room for 

improvement.  
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The first time we see these place names together is in 

chapter one verse eight. Here the believers are now located 

in these spaces, courtesy of a severe persecution. We are 

not sure how long the new people of God experienced 

their phenomenal growth both in numbers and maturity; 

one thing seems certain: there was no clear evidence of 

any plans on their part to reach out to the Judeans or Sa-

maritans, much less to the Cubans and Jamaicans who 

occupied the utmost part of the globe. 

Bruce comments that the “new Ecclesia, like the old, 

was to have its Diaspora (cf. 1 Pet. I. 1). . . The persecu-

tion led them to carry out further the terms of their Lord’s 

commission in i. 8.”167 The old Ecclesia was definitely 

scattered on account of their sin; it is debatable whether 

their new covenant counterpart suffered a similar fate.168 If 

we assume that the church at this juncture was guilty of 

disobedience, we also note a difference.  

The old covenant people were punished for straying 

(idolatry) in the land, whereas the post-Pentecostal people 

were guilty of staying too long (inertia?) in the same piece 

of real estate, particularly the capital where the success 

was phenomenal.  

Did the apostles stick around to consolidate this suc-

cess, to protect the weak (widows, children, infirmed et 

al.?), or to make themselves available to answer charges 

on behalf of the fledgling Messianic community? Luke 

does not tell us. Luke’s interest at this point is to show us 

how the good news winged its way from Jerusalem to oth-

er parts of Palestine (v 4).169 
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5-25 One particular member of the cross-cultural team 

is singled out for special mention by the writer. This par-

ticular missionary found himself in the north proclaiming 

the good news of Christ to an eager audience. His message 

was accompanied by signs and wonders, resulting in great 

rejoicing (5-8).  

But as in life in general and the Christian sojourn in 

particular, a season of blessing is soon followed by a time 

of severe testing. Verses 9-23 document an example of 

such a test, followed by another brief episode of triumph 

(24-25). 

 

A man named Simon lived there, who for some time had 

astounded the Samaritans with his magic. He claimed that 

he was someone great, 10and everyone in the city, from all 

classes of society, paid close attention to him. “He is that 

power of God known as ‘The Great Power’,” they 

said. 11They paid this attention to him because for such a 

long time he had astonished them with his magic. 12But 

when they believed Philip’s message about the good news 

of the Kingdom of God and about Jesus Christ, they were 

baptized, both men and women.  
13Simon himself also believed; and after being baptized, 

he stayed close to Philip and was astounded when he saw 

the great wonders and miracles that were being performed. 

14 The apostles in Jerusalem heard that the people of Sa-

maria had received the word of God, so they sent Peter and 

John to them. 15When they arrived, they prayed for the be-

lievers that they might receive the Holy Spirit. 16For the 

Holy Spirit had not yet come down on any of them; they 

had only been baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.  
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17Then Peter and John placed their hands on them, and 

they received the Holy Spirit.18170 Simon saw that the Spirit 

had been given to the believers when the apostles placed 

their hands on them. So he offered money to Peter and 

John, 19and said, “Give this power to me too, so that anyone 

I place my hands on will receive the Holy Spirit.”20 But Pe-

ter answered him, “May you and your money go to hell, for 

thinking that you can buy God’s gift with money!  
21You have no part or share in our work, because your 

heart is not right in God’s sight. 22Repent, then, of this evil 

plan of yours, and pray to the Lord that he will forgive you 

for thinking such a thing as this. 23For I see that you are full 

of bitter envy and are a prisoner of sin.”24 Simon said to 

Peter and John, “Please pray to the Lord for me, so 

that none of these things you spoke of will happen to 

me.”25 After they had given their testimony and proclaimed 

the Lord’s message, Peter and John went back to Jerusalem. 

On their way they preached the Good News in many villag-

es of Samaria. (GNB) 

 

The Amazing African 

 

26-40 The mission to Gentiles171 starts here in chapter 8 

with the African,172 then to the European in chapter 10, 

and finally to other Gentiles in chapter 11.173 The mission 

then receives a new impetus in chapter 13 with the com-

missioning of Barnabas and Saul and, of course, the divine 

initiative. The evangelisation of Africans is initiated by a 

divine messenger who instructed Philip to abandon his 

successful mass campaign among the Samaritans and head 
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south (26). Did Phillip expect to find another group of 

people? We don’t know.  All we are told in verse 27 is that 

his obedience was prompt, and that his evangelistic minis-

try is limited to one person—a VIP at that—a leader, a 

reader, a very serious and open-minded religious inquirer, 

reading from the fifty-third chapter of the book of Isaiah 

(28). Rouven Genz, in his doctoral dissertation entitled 

Isaiah 53 as the Theological Centre of the Acts: Studies in 

its Christology and Ecclesiology, in Connection with Acts 

8: 26-40174, posits that the passage from which the African 

national was reading is crucial for Luke the narrator. One 

review175 summarizes Genz’s work as follows: 

Part 1 gives us a structural analysis of Philip’s encoun-

ter with the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26–40), defining its 

narrative function in relation to 1:8 and 8:1ff. Behind the 

apparently accidental encounter of two strangers on the 

Gaza road lies a convergence of spiritual forces (the angel 

of the Lord, the Holy Spirit, the scripture itself). The narra-

tive is structured in such a way that the quotation of Isa 

53:7–8 falls at the focal point of the encounter.  

By citing the text verbatim, Luke invites the reader into 

the revelatory moment: however, the citation is embedded 

in a richly textured narrative that evokes a much wider 

range of prophetic texts, many of them from … Isaiah. De-

tails of time (“about noon”) and place point to a significant 

divine revelation with soteriological import: the wilderness 

setting (foregrounded in 8:26) creates an intertextual link 

with Isa 40:3–5, where the wilderness is a place where “all 

flesh shall see the salvation of our God” (already cited in 

Luke 3:6). The pilgrimage of the nations to find the wis-
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dom of God in Zion is reversed as the good news of Jesus 

goes out from Zion and meets this gentile as he returns 

home.  

The eunuch is a highly placed court official, an Ethiopi-

an from “the ends of the earth,” and a castratus who finds 

a place in the people of the new covenant not by Sabbath 

keeping or pilgrimage (Isa 56:1–8; Wis 3:14) but by hear-

ing and responding to the good news of Jesus. This pagan 

sympathizer with Jewish belief plays a similar narrative 

role to Cornelius in Acts 10 but unlike him is physically 

prevented from full integration into the people of God. So 

his baptism represents a significant new moment in salva-

tion history, a fulfillment of Isa 52:15 (MT). So Isa 53 is 

central to Genz’s argument that Acts 8:26–40 is a “key 

text” in Acts.  

Deacon Phillip, if we may call him that, receives further 

instruction from another divine authority, the one who was 

sent on the day of Pentecost and of highest rank in heaven-

ly quarters. Phillip’s exemplary response is again 

highlighted. Having joined the Ethiopian in his chariot, 

Phillip listened carefully to the reading of Scripture in a 

different accent, and then asked a pertinent question (29-

30). 

The official replied, “How can I understand unless 

someone explains it to me?” And he invited Philip to 

climb up and sit in the carriage with him. 32*The passage 

of scripture which he was reading was this: 

 

‘Like a sheep that is taken to be slaughtered, 

https://biblia.com/books/gnb/Ac8.35
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like a lamb that makes no sound when its wool is cut off, he 

did not say a word. 
33 He was humiliated, and justice was denied him. No one 

will be able to tell about his descendants, because his life on 

earth has come to an end.’ 
34 The official asked Philip, “Tell me, of whom is the 

prophet saying this? Of himself or of someone else?” 35Then 

Philip began to speak; starting from this passage of scrip-

ture, he told him the Good News about Jesus. 36As they 

travelled down the road, they came to a place where there 

was some water, and the official said, “Here is some water. 

What is to keep me from being baptized?” 
38 The official ordered the carriage to stop, and both Philip 

and the official went down into the water, and Philip bap-

tized him. 39When they came up out of the water, the Spirit 

of the Lord took Philip away. The official did not see him 

again, but continued on his way, full of joy. (GNB)176 

 

Phillip’s personal evangelistic endeavour was just as 

joyous as his efforts in Samaria. “Philip [then] found him-

self in Azotus; he went on to Caesarea, and on the way, he 

preached the Good News in every town” (v 40 GNB).  

There is more than enough divine joy to go around.

 
167 F. F. Bruce (Acts, 181. He also cites an interesting parallel from 

2 Baruch i. 4: “I will scatter this people among the Gentiles, that they 

may do good to the Gentiles.”  
168Cf. D. von Allman, “The Birth of Theology: Contextualization 

as the Dynamic Element in the Formation of New Testament Theolo-

gy,” International Review of Mission 64 (1975), 39. 
169 Evidently, the disciples were trained to carry out the task of 

evangelism or quite likely they drew upon their experience of sharing 

their faith in Jerusalem. 
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170 “The Samaritans are said to have believed Philip (not Jesus) in 

Acts 8:12 and that the adverb monos (NIV “simply”) in verse 16 must 

modify “been baptized,” not “in the name of the Lord Jesus.” Thus, 

the contrast has to be with another implied verb, not between baptism 

in Jesus vs. baptism in the Holy Spirit. Perhaps that implied verb was 

“believed.” Perhaps the Samaritans had only been baptized in Jesus; 

they hadn’t actually believed in Jesus (because they had believed in 

Philip). It is true that the issue is not “believe” followed by a dative 

direct object, as Dunn had claimed. It is rather that nowhere else in 

Acts does anyone ever believe (in) a human proclaimer of the gospel 

message, an observation than surely must also be significant for the 

narrative critic.” C. Blomberg,  Denver Seminary. All this seems a bit 

forced.  
171 The Samaritans were mixed. 
172 Luke begins his triadic show-piece by telling the story of a Gen-

tile treasurer, who may well have been regarded as among the first-

fruits of the promise found in Psalm 68:31 (Acts 8). The third example 

of an individual coming under the influence of the Messiah (chapter 

10) appears to be an adumbration of the final episode of Acts which is 

located in Rome. The centre-piece within the triad indicates Luke’s 

main interest in the former Semitic zealot who became the chief agent 

in carrying the evangel beyond the borders of Palestine into the very 

centre of the evil Empire. Saul of Tarsus, then, becomes for Luke the 

best example of a person who has fully committed herself or himself 

to the redemptive and imposing Messianic Presence whose power is 

mediated through the Pentecostal Spirit. This fact can be easily borne 

out by the amount of space (an estimated two-thirds of Luke’s materi-

al) dedicated to the apostle. From chapter 13 to the end, then, Paul has 

been Luke’s hero. 
173Chapt. 9 records the conversion of an Asian, the apostle to Gen-

tiles and Jews. For the significance of  the Eunuch’s salvation for 

Luke’s purpose, see Beverley Roberts Gaventa, “Whatever Happened 

to Those Prophesying Daughters?” in A Feminist Companion to the 

Acts of the Apostles, ed. Amy-Jill Levine, with Marriane Blickenstaff 

(Cleveland, Ohio: Pilgrim Press, 2004), 57; and especially Mickeal 

Parson, Body and Character in Luke and Acts: The Subversion of 

https://denverseminary.edu/resources/news-and-articles/ritual-water-ritual-spirit-an-analysis-of-the-timing-mechanism-and-manifestation-of-spirit-reception-in-luke-acts/
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Physiognomy in Early Christianity (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 

2006), 123-142). 
174 Rouven Genz, Jesaja 53 als theologische Mitte der 

Apostelgeschichte: Studien zu ihrer Christologie und Ekklesiologie im 

Anschluss an Apg 8,26-40 Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2015. [Original 

title] 
175 This review was published by RBL ã2018 by the Society of 

Biblical Literature. For more information on obtaining a subscription 

to RBL, please visit http://www.bookreviews.org/subscribe.asp. 
176 Another statement of the ubiquitous NT ‘I’ is located in this 

chapter. At the start of the chapter, we are informed of the burial of 

Stephen, and the persecution that ensued against the Jerusalem church. 

We are also told of how they who were scattered became bold in 

spreading the good news. Luke particularly singled out one of Ste-

phen’s companions who went to Samaria to carry out his work of 

evangelism. While there he received further marching orders to go 

South. There he encountered an Ethiopian on his way home from Jeru-

salem, reading from an Isaiah scroll. Philip, the evangelist, inquired of 

him if he understood the chapter from which he was, apparently, read-

ing aloud. Philip’s question elicited another from the African (Πῶς 

γὰρ ἂν δυναίμην ἐὰν μή τις ὁδηγήσει με; How can I except someone 

should guide me?). Luke then ‘interrupts’ or slows down the narrative 

by citing some ‘verses ‘from the LXX: 32 ἡ δὲ περιοχὴ τῆς γραφῆς ἣν 

ἀνεγίνωσκεν ἦν αὕτη· Ὡς πρόβατον ἐπὶ σφαγὴν ἤχθη, καὶ ὡς ἀμνὸς 

ἐναντίον τοῦ κείραντος αὐτὸν ἄφωνος, οὕτως οὐκ ἀνοίγει τὸ στόμα 

αὐτοῦ. 33 ἐν τῇ ταπεινώσει ἡ κρίσις αὐτοῦ ἤρθη· τὴν γενεὰν αὐτοῦ τίς 

διηγήσεται; ὅτι αἴρεται ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς ἡ ζωὴ αὐτοῦ. At this point, Luke 

records a third question (34 ἀποκριθεὶς δὲ ὁ εὐνοῦχος τῷ Φιλίππῳ 

εἶπεν· Δέομαί σου, περὶ τίνος ὁ προφήτης λέγει τοῦτο; περὶ ἑαυτοῦ ἢ 

περὶ ἑτέρου τινός;). Both questions on the part of the African have I-

statements (δυναίμην; Δέομαί).176 They both help to highlight the 

questioner’s innocence and humility, and they both stand in contrast to 

another in the chapter whose character is revealed in part by an I-

locution (v. 19; ἐπιθῶ).  
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CHAPTER 9 

 

 

The Austere Asian 

 

 

 

 

 

1-22   IF THE AFRICAN IN THE previous chapter was 

a Jewish proselyte, the European of the next chapter a God 

fearer, the man in this chapter is undoubtedly a zealot of 

no mean order. He was there in chapter 6 witnessing the 

murder of Stephen. He is now on his way to Syria to arrest 

adherents (both sisters and brothers!) of the Way (cf. John 

14:16) to make them pay. He is in for a rude awakening 

(1-3)! “Having fallen to the ground, he heard a voice say-

ing, ‘Saul, Saul why are you persecuting me’?”177  “Who 

are you Lord?” is the somewhat confused response of 

Saul. Then comes the revelation! “I am Jesus whom you 

persecute; v. 5b).178 Barrett sums up the significance of 

verse 5 in this way:  
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The question corresponds to the [“I am,” ἐγώ εἰμι/egō 

eimi] that follows. Saul is aware that he is confronted by a 

superhuman being; . . . The question leads to identifica-

tion: the superhuman stranger is Jesus . . . The discovery 

that the crucified Jesus was in fact alive agrees with Paul’s 

own account of the origin of his Christian life (Gal. 1:15, 

16; Cor 9:1; 15: 8; CF. Phil. 3:7-11), and was the root of 

the new understanding of the OT and the reinterpretation 

of Judaism that were the foundation of his theology.179 

For the first time Saul of Taurus is now receiving orders 

from the very Master he was in the habit of persecuting 

ignorantly (6). If he became a child of God on this very 

day, we should notice that the call of salvation and the call 

to serve are virtually one and the same for him.  

The men travelling with Saul heard a voice but did not 

see anyone; if Saul glimpsed the Lord of glory, he was 

soon blinded by the light of glory that surrounded Jesus (7-

8).180 After that he was without sight and without food for 

three days. But Saul had from that day onwards the Light 

of the world and the Bread of life forever; for the rest of 

his days, he would share the Light, mostly among gentiles 

(v 9). 

But before all of that the former persecutor, prosecutor, 

and police of the church needs help to prepare him for the 

arduous task ahead; so the Lord calls upon a Syrian serv-

ant to begin, or better, continue (for Saul was already 

praying), the process of spiritual rehabilitation (10-11). 

Ananias’ response, though somewhat laughable,181 is un-

derstandable (12-14182).  
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In verses 15-16 the Lord does not engage Ananias in 

any long conversation about his genuine concerns; Jesus 

simply re-issues his command,183 with added details. Ana-

nias complies. Like the three thousand one hundred and 

twenty in chapter 2, the church in chapter 4, and the dea-

cons in chapter 6, Saul is now ready to serve the Lord 

under the full sway and strength of the Holy Spirit.  

Interestingly, Saul apparently became a child of God in 

verse 5, was blessed for the first time by the Spirit’s con-

trol in verse 17,184 and was immersed in the following 

verse! Not even the fullness of the Spirit is any substitute 

for food and fellowship; but without it both fellowship and 

food lose their significance (19).  It is evidently the Spirit’s 

power that enabled Saul to proclaim Jesus as the Son of 

God and Messiah, to the amazement of the Syrian audi-

ence (20-22). 

23-31 But the success of these early days as an evange-

list did not last too long (23-24). If some of Moses’ early 

days were spent in an African basket, another prophetic 

successor will do the same in Asia over a thousand years 

after (25). After the basket experience, Saul headed south 

to attend church, but the disciples of Christ were petrified 

at his presence. Seven or so days ago Ananias felt the 

same way. It took divine revelation to change his mind—

and emotion. There is no such revelation in Jerusalem. 

This time God simply moved Joseph the son of consola-

tion to save the day.  

It was only in this way that Saul was able to resume his 

ministry started in Damascus. If his efforts in the Syrian 

city were risky, Jerusalem will fare no better. As a result of 
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all of this Saul was enabled to visit his ‘Turkish’ home 

town once again (26-30). In his absence, the people of God 

had rest from the man who made them restless (31: “Then 

the church throughout Judea, Galilee185 and Samar-

ia enjoyed a time of peace and was strengthened. Living in 

the fear of the Lord and encouraged by the Holy Spirit, it 

increased in numbers”—The Message); yet Saul himself 

got very little rest for the rest of his life. 

32-43 A broad biographical outline of the book of Acts 

foregrounds both Peter (1-11) and Paul (12-28). But of 

course, chapter 9 provides us with a beautiful overlap of 

the ministries of the two outstanding apostles in Luke’s 

second volume. 

So while Saul withdraws from the scene for the time 

being, Peter takes centre stage once again. At Pentecost he 

was used by God to permanently heal about three thousand 

souls; in chapters 3-5, he was engaged in other healing en-

counters. Here in verses 32-43, he continues in the 

therapeutic steps of the Master, including the raising of the 

dead.  

 

 
177 “Saal, Saal, wai yu mek mi sofa?” (v.4). Saul immediately 

responded: “Uu yu, Laad?” (v. 5a) Then came the surprising 

rejoinder: “Mi a Jiizas, di wan we yu a mek sofa” (v. 5b; JNT). 
178 Like in chapter 7:7 and 32, this saying (Ἐγώ εἰμι Ἰησοῦς ὃν σὺ 

διώκεις) is buttressed by the independent first person pronoun. The 

event is so significant for Luke’s narrative that it is repeated twice, 

each in its own peculiar context (chapters 22 and 26).  
179 Barrett , Acts, 450; cf. Bock,  Acts, 349, 354-362.  
180 Is the opening of the eyes (v 8) a double entendre (i.e., both 

spiritually and physically)? D B Martin (Biblical Truths [New Haven 
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and London: Yale, 2017], 15) feels that Saul was not converted, in the 

sense of giving up Judaism for Christianity; but see Gal 1, Phil 3, and 

1 Cor 9:19-21. 
181 As if the Lord does not watch the latest news or check FB regu-

larly! 
182 Here (14) the new people of God are called those who invoke 

the name of the glorified Messiah and saints in v. 13; in v.10 one of 

them is simply a disciple. 
183ἐγὼ γὰρ ὑποδείξω αὐτῷ (for I-n-I shall show him) is emphatic. 
184 This verse is touching (“brother Saul”) and arresting; Saul is in 

Damascus to lay hands on the disciples. Instead, a disciple lay hands 

on him to advance a different cause.  
185 On this, consult the relevant article in ABD. 
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CHAPTER 10 

 

 

The Exemplary European 

 

 

 

 

 

1-33   THERE IS A SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE that goes 

like this: light received brings more light. Light rejected 

brings only night. The negative side of this equation is 

richly illustrated in Romans 1-3, where the Heathen, Hyp-

ocrite, Hebrew and, in a word, all humanity are castigated 

for ignoring the lit-candle (general revelation), the bulb 

(special revelation), and the Son-light (quintessential reve-

lation).  

The Cornelius narrative illustrates what happens when 

someone—anyone!—accepts the light graciously given 

from above. In Cornelius’s case, two messengers were sent 

to him: one from heaven and one from below (1-8). For 

him, more light is on its way.186  

So, about noon on the following day, while Cornelius’s 

men were on their way to the city, Peter made his way to 

the roof in order to pray. Feeling hungry just at the time 
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when a meal was being prepared downstairs, he fell into a 

trance and saw a large sheet being lowered from heaven 

with all types of quadruped, crawling animals and birds. 

After this a voice said: “Peter, get up, kill and eat!” “No 

way, Lord,” Peter responded, “I have never eaten non-

kosher food.” (9-14). 

Preachers like to remind us: “If you say ‘Lord’ you 

can’t say in the same breath, ‘not so!’” But the voice from 

above is patient, kind, and longsuffering. So the One from 

above speaks a second time (15), and the audio-visual les-

son continues (16).  

In the Gospels, particularly the Gospel of Mark, we see 

that even with the best teacher, students do not get it. 

Verses 17-18 demonstrate that even with the best multi-

media presentation—and the indwelling Spirit—we still 

sometimes don’t get it. So the Spirit seeks to clarify mat-

ters and further directs (19). But the Spirit’s speaking and 

clarification is not always incompatible with human inter-

vention (20-23). 

All this led to a meeting with Cornelius the exemplary 

Roman, Peter the Pentecostal preacher, and a much small-

er audience than the one we encounter in chapter three 

(24-27). After the exchange of how they were providen-

tially brought together, Peter finally got it (well not 

quite!).187 And then he begins the proclamation of his gos-

pel conviction (28-43). 

 

And he said to them, *Ye* know how it is unlawful for a 

Jew to be joined or come to one of a strange race, and to 

*me* God has shewn to call no man common or unclean. 
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29 Wherefore also, having been sent for, I came without say-

ing anything against it. I inquire therefore for what reason 

ye have sent for me.30 And Cornelius said, Four days ago I 

had been [fasting] unto this hour, and the ninth [I was] pray-

ing in my house, and lo, a man stood before me in bright 

clothing, 31 and said, Cornelius, thy prayer has been heard, 

and thy alms have come in remembrance before God.  
32 Send therefore to Joppa and fetch Simon, who is sur-

named Peter; he lodges in the house of Simon, a tanner, by 

the sea [who when he is come will speak to thee]. 
33 Immediately therefore I sent to thee, and *thou* hast well 

done in coming. Now therefore *we* are all present before 

God to hear all things that are commanded thee of God. 
34 And Peter opening his mouth said, “Of a truth I perceive 

that God is no respecter of persons, 35 but in every nation he 

that fears him and works righteousness is acceptable to 

him.” 36 The word which he sent to the sons of Israel, 

preaching peace by Jesus Christ, (*he* is Lord of all 

things,)  
37 *Ye* know; the testimony which has spread through the 

whole of Judaea, beginning from Galilee after the baptism 

which John preached—38 Jesus who [was] of Nazareth: how 

God anointed him with [the] Holy Spirit and with power; 

who went through [all quarters] doing good, and healing all 

that were under the power of the devil, because God was 

with him. 39 *We* also [are] witnesses of all things which 

he did both in the country of the Jews and in Jerusalem; 

whom they also slew, having hanged him on a cross.40 This 

[man] God raised up the third day and gave him to be open-

ly seen, 41 not of all the people, but of witnesses who were 

chosen before of God, *us* who have eaten and drunk with 

him after he arose from among [the] dead.  
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42 And he commanded us to preach to the people, and to 

testify that *he* it is who was determinately appointed of 

God [to be] judge of living and dead. 43 To him all the 

prophets bear witness that every one that believes on him 

will receive through his name remission of sins (DV).  

 

Before Peter was through with his message, a mini-

Pentecost was in the making. Peter and his entourage wit-

nessed for themselves Gentiles receiving the Spirit, 

speaking in tongues, and their being immersed in the name 

of Christ Jesus (44-48). So far in the book of Acts we have 

seen people tarrying for the Spirit (1:5), identifying them-

selves with the name of Jesus to receive the Spirit (2:38), 

having hands laid on them for the Spirit’s anointing (chap-

ters 8 and 9), and now in this chapter people are 

baptized188 by the Spirit before the conclusion of the ser-

mon!  

All this begs the question: Which of these experiences 

is normative today? There is no definitive answer from Dr 

Luke. Another question begs itself: What is the normative 

(if any) accompanying sign of the Spirit’s initial presence 

in the believer’s life—speaking in tongues, prophesying, 

sound of a hurricane, laying on of hands, prayer, cloven 

tongues of fire?  

Only one thing seems certain (according to Luke’s trav-

elling companion); without the indwelling Spirit in my life 

I don’t belong to Christ (Rom 5:5; 8:9). Another thing is 

certain: Peter was asked to tarry in the final verse of this 

chapter! To summarize, in the three crucial chapters end-

ing with this one: 
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We see the divine initiative to salvage and purify the 

three streams of humanity through the Gospel: a repre-

sentative Hamite in chapter 8, a Semite in chapter 9, and a 

Japhethite in chapter 10.189 What this suggests to us is that 

cultural revitalisation is best preceded by new theological 

thinking, which in turn is totally dependent on special rev-

elation/or intervention. Rightly it is said that we were 

made by God, and therefore all our problems are theologi-

cal. Henceforth, all lasting solutions have theological roots 

as well.190  

 
186 V. 4 seems to support the idea that God definitely answers the 

prayers of sincere unbelievers as part of his goodness that leads to 

repentance (Rom 2) “Your prayers,” replied the angel, “. . . have gone 

up into God’s presence, so that he has you on his mind” (Complete 

Jewish Bible). 
187 See Galatians 2. 
188 Can you imagine! In “January 5, 1527:  Swiss Anabaptist re-

former Felix Manz is drowned in punishment for preaching adult 

baptism, becoming the first Protestant martyred by other Protestants.” 

https://www.christianitytoday.com/history/today/january-5.html. 
189 Schnabel (Early Christian Mission, vol. 2, [Deerfield, ILL: IVP, 

2004], 297-299) argues that Paul’s mission was primarily to the Ja-

phetites; in his commentary on Acts (423, n.5), he cites the outline of 

another scholar: “[T]he mission to Shem is described in Acts 2:1-8:25 

. . . Ham 8:26-40 . . . Japheth 9:1-28:31.”  
190 https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/cjet/07_078.pdf p. 89. 
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CHAPTER 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERSES 1-18 CONSTITUTE A virtual repetition of the 

previous chapter; essentially it is Peter testimony.191 

19-21 It seems as if the writer goes out of his way to 

present the church of Antioch as the new model church (cf. 

2:42ff). But before he does so, he informs of the circum-

stances surrounding the planting of this assembly—the 

first outside the so-called Holy Land. 

Sent Disciples (19-21) 

 

Now those who had been scattered by the persecution that 

broke out when Stephen was killed travelled as far as 

Phoenicia, Cyprus and Antioch, spreading the word only 

among Jews. 20 Some of them, however, men from Cy-

prus and Cyrene, went to Antioch and began to speak to 

Greeks also, telling them the good news about the Lord 

Jesus. 21 The Lord’s hand was with them, and a great num-

ber of people believed and turned to the Lord. 
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The martyrdom of  Stephen and the ensuing persecution 

had far-reaching effects: 1) ordinary believers are engaged 

in the process of evangelisation (cf. 1:8; 8:1-4); 2) the gos-

pel reaches the Samaritans (8:5ff); and 3) now the 

ancestors of Lebanon (Phoenicia), the Isle of Cyprus, as 

well as Syrians (from the city of Antioch) have the won-

derful opportunity to be saved (21). 

Spirit-Filled Disciples (22-24) 

 
22 News of this reached the church in Jerusalem, and they 

sent Barnabas to Antioch. 23 When he arrived and saw 

what the grace of God had done, he was glad and encour-

aged them all to remain true to the Lord192 with all their 

hearts. 24 He was a good man, full of the Holy Spirit and 

faith, and a great number of people were brought to the 

Lord. 

In these verses only Barnabas is said to be controlled by 

Spirit. However, the response of the mother church in 

sending one of their best is nothing short of that divine ex-

perience (22), and Barnabas, the generous and faithful man 

of God, did not disappoint (23-24).193  

 Sturdy Disciples (25-26) 
 

25 Then Barnabas went to Tarsus to look for Saul, 26 and 

when he found him, he brought him to Antioch. So, for a 

whole year Barnabas and Saul met with the church and 

taught great numbers of people. The disciples were called 

Christians first at Antioch. 
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Barnabas’ total dependence on the Spirit at this point is 

also made manifest by his genuine humility (put another, 

lack of insecurity) in seeking help; his strength apparently 

is counselling and evangelism (vv 24-24). He could teach 

as well. But he knew someone who could probably do it 

better. May be the task was too much for one man to bear. 

So he sought help (25). 

As a result of the concerted effort of solid Bible teach-

ing by Barnabas and company (and the obedience of the 

people! Cf. Matt 28:19-20), there was evident behavioural 

modification, and a new name for the people of the Way 

(26). Even the great apostle Peter (Primus inter partes) 194 

approved of it! 

Sacrificial Disciples (27-30) 

 
27 During this time some prophets came down from Jerusa-

lem to Antioch. 28 One of them, named Agabus, stood up 

and through the Spirit predicted that a severe famine 

would spread over the entire Roman world. (This hap-

pened during the reign of Claudius.) 29 The disciples, as 

each one was able, decided to provide help for the brothers 

and sisters living in Judea. 30 This they did, sending their 

gift to the elders by Barnabas and Saul. 

Sometime after Barnabas was again sent north to Syria, 

while other members of the Jerusalem congregation made 

their way to the same church to warn the believers of a se-

rious season of testing that was to come upon the Empire 

(27-28).  
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The response of the Antiochan Christians was nothing 

short of stunning; it’s like all the members of the Anglo-

phone Caribbean deciding to help the UK in their 

approaching famine of God’s word (resulting from a 

postmodern stance against the gospel of Christ?) or to a 

lesser extent, another dire situation that would necessitate 

another ‘Windrush’ to rebuild the country (29-30).

 
191 The testimony begins with an  independent first person pronoun 

and ends with another; they both add  rhetorical flourish and  convic-

tion to the testimony: Ἐγὼ ἤμην ἐν πόλει Ἰόππῃ προσευχόμενος καὶ 

εἶδον ἐν ἐκστάσει ὅραμα (5; see also vv 6, 7, 8, 16, 17). 
192 The joy of this counselor par excellence, as well as his wisdom 

of instruction is exemplary.  
193 Verse 21 (The Lord’s hand was with them, and a great number 

of people believed and turned to the Lord) and v. 24b (and a great 

number of people were brought to the Lord) seem to form an inclusio. 

There’s also a ring composition somewhere: A-The Lord; B-great 

number; B1-great number; A1-The Lord.  
194 First among equals. 
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CHAPTER 12 

 

 

 

 

 

1-5   VERSES 1-2 INTRODUCE a particularly trying 

season for the church. One of the first century I-Three (Pe-

ter, James, and John) is murdered by an arrogant 

politician. How could God allow something like this to 

happen? Luke provides us with no answer to this question 

(but cf. 2:23!). However, in the Third Gospel he cata-

logues the worst case of injustice and murder known to 

man (that of his Lord and Saviour) and champions the 

cause that this event is the key to optimum human flour-

ishing in this life and the next (Luke 19:10; 23:34, 39-43). 

It would appear that very few politicians have the will 

power to resist the urge to merely please the people instead 

of standing up for what is right and just. Herod was one 

such. So, Peter is arrested also.195 Years earlier the resur-

rected Lord predicted the last days of Peter and, to a lesser 

extent, John (John 21). On that occasion nothing was said 

about James. Here in this chapter, we see what Jesus could 

have said about the dearly departed. Will Peter meet the 

same fate?196 Yes, but not in Palestine; and not in the 
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prime of his life. Not when the people of God are praying 

(3-5). He will experience old age. 

6-19 The answer to their prayer was fast asleep like Jo-

nah (Jonah 1). I still wonder how Peter managed to close 

his eyes in that environment; the sleep was so sweet that 

he hardly realized that what was happening was real. But 

finally he came to his senses (6-11). By this time the heav-

enly messenger leaves the ‘inmate’, and he heads for the 

gathering of prayer warriors. But how much faith is behind 

the worthwhile exercise? On account of unbelief the an-

swer to their prayer is left standing at the entrance (12-14).  

Verse 15 seems tragic and comical at the same time. 

The ‘angel’ Rhoda announced that God had granted a posi-

tive response to their intercession and supplication. They 

now conclude that she is out of her mind! But in fairness 

to them, sometimes the answers to our prayers appear too 

good to be true.  

The earthly angel insists she is in her right mind. They 

have another tentative conclusion (16-17). The angel 

(Rhoda) must have seen Peter’s angel. Alas, they finally 

dismissed their hypotheses (the first psychological and the 

second theological) and embraced the solid rock of truth 

nicknamed Peter (16). One wonders how many of us be-

lievers twenty centuries removed from Peter’s drama are 

able to recognize the answers to our own petitions. 

But back to the first century: Peter recounts how he was 

miraculously rescued from certain death. This, no doubt, 

was cause for much rejoicing (17).  Meanwhile instead of 

celebration, the following couple of verses speak of con-

sternation and condemnation leading to death (18-19). So 
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the one responsible for the deaths of James—the first to go 

to heaven from the original apostolic band—and some of 

his own, will die an ugly death, not a judicial action from 

Peter’s ‘angel’, but from one mightier than he (20-23).  

Neither the death of Herod nor the ‘sleep’ of James ad-

versely affected the spread of the word. In fact, the passing 

of the latter may have very well aided and abetted that 

spread, since the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the 

church.197 One more thing: whereas wealthy king Herod 

joined the rich man, penniless James had to make common 

cause with poor Lazarus (Luke 16).198 

 

 
195 The Jews were pleased with the death of James. The political 

murderer was more than pleased with his work and hastened to kill 

Peter. But God had other plans; he stirred his people to pray (v 5). The 

first answer to prayer was  sleep after the order of Adam (Gen 2; Psa 

127). 
196 According to reliable tradition, he was executed in Rome by 

Nero. 
197 

http://www.earlychurchtexts.com/public/tertullian_blood_christians_s

eed.htm. 
198 Reminiscent of a statement attributed to Bishop Desmond Tutu: 

“When the white man came to Africa they taught us to sing, ‘Take the 

whole world but give me Jesus’. Now they have taken the whole world 

and left us with Jesus. Now we will see who have the better deal.” 
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CHAPTER 13 

 

 

 

 

 

1-15 BOTH MEN WERE ALREADY missionaries, and 

both were given new assignments through the agency of 

the Spirit and the blessing of their assembly. So, Barnabas 

and Saul: 

 

sent on their way by the Holy Spirit, went down to Seleucia 

and sailed from there to Cyprus.5 When they arrived at 

Salamis,199 they proclaimed the word of God in the Jewish 

synagogues. John was with them as their helper. 6 They 

travelled through the whole island until they came to Pa-

phos. . .13 From Paphos, Paul and his companions sailed to 

Perga in Pamphylia, where John left them to return to Jeru-

salem.14 From Perga they went on to Pisidian Antioch.200 On 

the Sabbath they entered the synagogue and sat 

down.15 After the reading from the Law and the Prophets, 

the leaders of the synagogue sent word to them, saying, 

“Brothers, if you have a word of exhortation for the people, 

please speak.”  (13:4-15).201 
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Above, Luke introduced his first transcript202 of Paul’s 

gospel proclamation to a group. Ten more are to follow; 

they are as follows: to Gentiles (14:15-18; 17:22-31), 

Christians (20:17-38), Jews (22:1-21; 23:1-6), Gentiles 

(24:10-21; 25:8-11; 26:1-23), Jews (28:17-20; 25-28).203 

But before we look at the one below, a survey of  the chap-

ter is in order.  

We understand from the opening verses that the church 

of Antioch was apparently like the one in Achaia in the 

sense that “they came behind in no gifts” (1 Cor 1:7). Only 

teachers and prophets are mentioned in verse 1 but we can 

be certain that they were other gifted people in Antioch as 

well. The leadership, at least, was quite diverse; it has rep-

resentatives hailing from the island of Cyrus (Barnabas), 

and parts of Africa (Simeon and Lucius). 

But the most important thing about these leaders is their 

piety. Their pious posture before God enabled them to hear 

from God and be willing to release two of their choicest 

servants: 

 
2 While they were worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy 

Spirit204 said, “Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the 

work to which I have called them.” 3 So after they had fast-

ed and prayed, they placed their hands on them and sent 

them off (NIV). 

 

So off they went to the home town of Barnabas, Cy-

prus. Almost immediately they began proclaiming the 

word at Salamis. Fully conversant with the law of fishing, 

they began their ministry where there are gatherings of 
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Jews.  It is said that if you are witnessing to Gentile Amer-

icans, you go from house to house; to American Jews? 

You go from store to store. In the Caribbean it is probably 

best done after a football match.205 

John Mark was also a part of the touring delegation. 

But was he called? Yes, but not in the manner of his senior 

partners Barnabas and Saul. Not all calls are dramatic; but 

the call of John is no less a defining moment in his life (4-

5). 

The team will then traverse the entire island of Cyprus, 

encountering opposition and a setback along the way (6-

13), but also making the best of their opportunities (14-

48206). So  

 

The word of the Lord spread through the whole re-

gion. 50 But the Jewish leaders incited the God-fearing 

women of high standing and the leading men of the city. 

They stirred up persecution against Paul and Barnabas, and 

expelled them from their region. 51 So they shook the dust 

off their feet as a warning to them and went to Iconi-

um. 52 And the disciples were filled with joy and with the 

Holy Spirit (NIV). 

 

 
199 A note of further interest is that both visited their respective 

home town early in their missionary career, Saul to Tarsus and Barna-

bas to Cyprus.  
200 “In the heart of present-day Turkey, according to Paul Elling-

ton, “Acts 13.38,” The Bible Translator 45 (April 1994): 242. 
201Were they familiar with the Jesus tradition which likens evange-

lism to the catching of fish? Implied in the metaphor is the thought 

that the best way to catch fish is to go to their natural habitat. The syn-
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agogue in those days was the best place to reach Jews, proselytes and 

God-fearing Gentiles. 
202 The transcript contains seven I-statements. The first is in verse 

22. Like Peter’s sermon in chapter 2, Paul quotes Scripture to bolster 

his argument, and like Stephen’s speech he recites Jewish history. The 

quotation is from 1 Sam 13:14. 
203 Adapted from Eckhard J. Schnabel, Acts: Exegetical Commen-

tary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,  2012), 552. 

For assessments of the discourses in general and  one in Southern Ga-

latia in particular, see respectively, W. Gasque, “The Speeches in 

Acts,” in R.N. Longenecker and M. Tenney, eds., New Dimensions in 

NT Study (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974), 232-250; and “Mission 

and Misunderstanding: Paul and Barnabas in Lystra” (Acts 14: 18-20) 

in Anthony Billington et al., eds., Mission and Meaning: Essays Pre-

sented to Peter Cotterell (Carlisle, UK: Paternoster, 1995), 56-69. 
204 See W C van Unnick, Sparsa Collecta, pt.2 (Leiden: Brill, 

1980), 323-332. 
205 See Appendix 2. 
206 “The present verse is as unqualified a statement of absolute pre-

destination —‘the eternal purpose of God’ (Calvin 393) —as is found 

anywhere in the NT. Those believed who were appointed (the passive 

implies, by God) to do so. The rest, one infers, did not believe, did not 

receive eternal life, and were thus appointed to death. The positive 

statement implies the negative. This can hardly be avoided by saying, 

with Schmithals (127) that what we have here is not Prädestina-

tionslehre [a doctrine of predestination] but Ebrauungssprache 

[edification talk].” (C.K. Barrett, Acts vol.1[London: T &T Clark, 

1994], 658).  
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CHAPTER 14 

 

 

1-10 THERE IS FURTHER SUCCESS at Iconium, as 

well as further setback (1-2). The missioners, however, did 

not allow the latter to dampen their spirit (3). Their resolve 

divided the masses, causing more problems for them. At 

this point they must have recalled an important oral tradi-

tion recorded in the first Synoptic volume (Matt 10:19-20; 

cf. Luke 12:11-12); their obedience turned out to be a 

blessing for the people of Lystra and Derbe (4-10).  

The blessing bestowed deserves more than a thank you 

note, but in a context of gross idolatry and superstition the 

humble missionaries got more than they bargained for! 

What do servants of the living and true God do in such a 

situation? The truth is their only defence (11-18): 
 

In past generations He allowed all the nations to go their 

own way, 17 although He did not leave Himself without a 

witness, since He did what is good by giving you rain from 

heaven and fruitful seasons and satisfying your hearts with 

food and happiness.” 18 Even though they said these things, 

they barely stopped the crowds from sacrificing to them 

(HCSB). 
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19-28 Remember the saying, “Life is hard and then you 

die”? I doubt that these missionaries knew it; certainly, 

they were familiar with the philosophy behind it—and we 

are glad they did not buy into it. As another saying goes, 

“You just can’t keep a good man down,” whether for three 

minutes, three hours or, like Someone Paul knows quite 

well, three days (19-20).  

Despite the hic-cups, the missionary duo continues to 

engage in the good works their Master had ordained for 

them (cf. Eph. 2:10)—particularly evangelisation and 

edification (21-22). If the ultimate goal of their mission is 

to plant churches that are self-supporting (like Antioch), 

self-propagating (like Jerusalem), then local leaders must 

be identified and appointed for the fledgling assembly to 

become self-governing (23). Having done that, Barnabas 

and his worthy companion embarked upon a rigorous re-

turn trip, passing through “Pisidia207 and . . . Pamphylia” 

(24). 
 

25 After they spoke the message in Perga,208 they went down 

to Attalia. 26 From there they sailed back to Antioch where 

they had been entrusted to the grace of God for the work 

they had now completed.27 After they arrived and gathered 

the church together, they reported everything God had done 

with them and that He had opened the door of faith to the 

Gentiles. 28 And they spent a considerable time with the dis-

ciples. 
 

So all’s well that ends well—for the time being (25-28). 
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CHAPTER 15 

 

 

 

 

 

VERSE 1 SETS THE AGENDA for this crucial passage. 

Put another way: By what ethical code will the new people 

of God be guided; and on what is their salvation ground-

ed? The Pharisaic faction in the church stoutly maintained 

the viability of the Mosaic code of ethics as well as its 

salvific relevance, while Barnabas, Paul, Peter, and James 

oppose it. 

The passage209   on a whole: 

 

relates . . . how the early church reached a consensus 

decision regarding the disputed question of whether 

Gentile Christians should submit to circumcision and to 

the wholesale obedience to the Mosaic law. The passage 

states (with Peter) that faith in Jesus and the grace of the 

Lord are the basis for salvation.  

 

It states (Paul and Barnabas) that God has authenticated 

the Gentile mission in which Gentiles are not told to be-

come Jewish proselytes. And it states (James) that Gentile 

Christians are members of God’s people  as Gentiles [ital-
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ics Schnabel’s], worshipping God in the temple . . ., which 

is the messianic community of the last days, and that Gen-

tile Christians need to comply only with some fundamental 

regulations that the law stipulated for Gentiles living 

among Jews.210 

Schnabel continues:  

 

The episode . . . is made up of eight incidents. Luke re-

lates the prehistory of the meeting in Jerusalem . . .  (vv. 

1-3). The Antioch delegation arrives, with a report of 

Paul and Barnabas (vv. 4-5). The apostles and elders 

convene a council meeting . . .  (vv. 6-7a). Peter gives a 

speech . . .  (vv. 7b-11). . . Paul and Barnabas report 

about their missionary work . . .  (v.12). James gives a 

speech (vv. 13-21) that confirms the theological con-

sensus . . . The decision of the assembly (“the apostolic 

decree”) is recorded in a letter (vv. 22-29). Luke ends 

the narrative . . . in Antioch (30-33). 

 

There appears to be another chiastic arrangement within 

this central C-section (1-33): 
 

A  Antioch (v. 1) 

B Revelation of the problem by the delegation, apostles 

and elders (vv2-7a) 
 

         C Peter’s speech (7b-11) 
 

D  Missionary report featuring the acts of God (v.12) 

C´ James’ speech (13-21)211 

B´ Resolution of the problem by the delegation, the 

apostles and the elders (vv 22-29) 

A´ Antioch (30-35) 
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For Luke, then, even when the missionaries are not car-

rying out their substantive responsibility, the acts of God 

in terms of miracles among the Gentiles, take centre-stage. 

The paradoxical silence of the missionaries for the time 

being (no evangelisation) brings another kind of silence 

which seems to echo to echo the solemn affirmation: “Be 

still and know that I am God.” 

We now return to the question of the two ethical codes 

(Mosaic and Messianic) that are at the heart of the discus-

sion at the apostolic council. If this question were not dealt 

with adequately then there would have been a very differ-

ent end to the story—not only for Luke’s two volumes but 

also for subsequent ecclesiology and the missiology that 

drives it. The question is of paramount importance.212 We 

continue with a biblical-theological survey of three crucial 

codes to cement our point. 

Right throughout the canon one senses a strong ethical 

imperative. In both the Old and New Testaments, we see 

that all of humanity is subject to a ubiquitous ethical im-

perative, a strong sense of divine ought. Though not 

explicitly stated, this must have been the basis of the glob-

al-flood judgment; the human race at the time was said to 

be violent and evil.  

Ample time was given to them for repentance but there 

was no behaviour modification. There were murder and 

bigamy before the flood, and the punishment of these sin-

ful acts assumes an ethical frame of reference that was 

divinely sanctioned. Sin in every era then is the transgres-
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sion of an ethical standard. What we are positing here is 

that this standard is part and parcel of the imago Dei.  

It is not surprising therefore to find in Genesis an indi-

vidual called Melchizedek whose commitment to authentic 

ethical behaviour pattern qualified him, among other 

things, to function as priest of the Most High God.  

It is no surprise either to hear God’s word to Isaac that 

his father “obeyed me and kept my charge, my command-

ments, my statutes, and my laws” (Genesis 26:5). And 

given the pre-Israelite background and chronology (twen-

tieth-century BCE) of the protagonist, our understanding 

of Job 23:12 takes on new significance. 

Outside of Scripture, we hear a voice like Epictetus 

echoing Holy Writ with these wise words: “If a man could 

only subscribe heart and soul, as he ought, to this doc-

trine,213 that we are all primarily begotten of God, and that 

God is the father of all men . . . I think that he will enter-

tain no ignoble or mean thought about himself.”214 Such 

laws, we further submit, belong to an ethical system or 

code that we may call the ‘Mesographic Law’.215  

This Law is given to everyone and is therefore univer-

sal in scope (cf. Amos 4:13: “He reveals his will to every 

person . . .”). Thus an observant atheist can write regarding 

the Decalogue: “Admonishments of this kind are found in 

virtually every culture throughout recorded history. . . It is 

a scientific fact that moral emotions—like a sense of fair 

play or abhorrence to cruelty—precede any exposure to 

scripture.”216  

We agree. This innate sense of morality is the basis, for 

example, of the ethical imperative of thanksgiving217 

which in part provides us with a better understanding of 
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humanity’s culpability in Romans 1: 21(they were guilty 

of ingratitude).218 

It was this Mesographic revelation that enabled the 

Greco-Roman philosopher/priest and contemporary of the 

apostle Paul to have penned the following treatise on deity: 

“God is unmoved and timeless, in whom there is neither 

“earlier nor later, no future nor past, no older nor younger; 

but He, being One . . . has with only one ‘Now’ complete-

ly filled ‘Forever.’   

Under these conditions, therefore, we ought, as we pay 

him reverence, to greet him and to address him with these 

words, ‘Thou art’; or even, I vow, as did some of the men 

of old.” 219 Similarly, we have the following testimony 

from Hellenistic Jewry: “[T]hose who dwell on earth shall 

be tormented, because though they had understanding they 

committed iniquity, and though they received the com-

mandments they did not keep them, and though they 

obtained the law they dealt unfaithfully with what they re-

ceived.”220 

But before the Hellenistic age another Law was given, 

the famous Mosaic variety. This Law was limited in scope 

(Psa 147:19-20) but was of much more significance than 

that which preceded it, since its stipulations (613 of them) 

set apart all who had a special covenant with Yahweh.  

So how does this Mosaic variety relate to its Meso-

graphic counterpart? “The moral law in its written 

[Mosaic/Messianic?] form does not contradict or change 

the will of God. Rather, it makes it explicit and amplifies 

that will as originally expressed in natural law [Meso-

graphic]. Since the will of God does not change, the law 
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remains virtually the same throughout redemptive histo-

ry.”221 

The Old Testament which implicitly and explicitly in-

forms us about the Mesographic and Mosaic codes of 

ethics also points to another system in Jeremiah 31: 31-37. 

Like its predecessor, this new system, far superior to the 

others, is also tied to a covenant (Matt 26: 26-29). Based 

on Galatians 6:2 (cf. “rule” v. 16 of the same chapter) and 

1 Corinthians 9:19-21 we are justified in classifying this 

variety the Messianic Law (MeL).  

MeL is promulgated, circulated, and has come to be 

understood as “my commands” (John 14:15), “the perfect 

law of liberty” (James 1: 25),222 “that pattern of teaching to 

[which] you were entrusted” (Rom 6:17 NET), “dominical 

directive” (1 Cor 14: 37, our translation), “the commands 

of God” (Rev 14:12),223 as well as the “but I [egō] say on 

to you” refinements of the Sermon on the Mount.  

In all of these NT genres the ethical imperative is evi-

dent. MeL was first announced by Jeremiah 31:31-37 (cf. 

Isa 55:3; Eze 16:60), and even a fragment from the Qum-

ran community (4Q521) appears to anticipate it, “. . . [the 

hea]vens and the earth will listen to His Messiah, and none 

therein will stray from the commandments of the holy 

ones[qedôsîm].”224 

So where in the book of Acts do we find evidence of 

such a code of ethics? Chapter 1 with its dominical direc-

tives to wait (in prayer?) in Jerusalem for the coming of 

the Spirit, and to witness to the world, along with the de-

votedness of the three-thousand strong to the apostolic 

didache (chapt 2:42) all point in that direction.  
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The resolve of the apostles to give themselves to prayer 

and proclamation in chapter 6 seems to be another exam-

ple. The Jerusalem Council (JC), with its strategic 

placement in the narrative, should not be overlooked in 

this regard. The rhetoric of 15:11 is a timely reminder that 

there is a new Lord who is “large and in charge.”   

If the early disciples are devoted to the apostle’s teach-

ing (chapter 2:42a), as we have seen above, the 

missionaries (to Antioch in chapter 11; from Antioch in 

chapter 13) were no less committed to the “name of our 

Lord Jesus Christ” (15:26b).  

Who can doubt that the mention of Barnabas and Paul 

in such a manner is paradigmatic? One wonders as well if 

the statements concerning the salvific grace of the lord in 

verse 15:11, supernatural acts of God in verse 15:12, and 

the shared goodness of the Spirit in verse 15:28 are not 

theologically pregnant.  

Almost any reading of capter15, then, leaves the im-

pression that the Messianic lordship and law (seen as a 

unit) is prominent and pre-eminent, and the Mosaic law 

which bears witness to it is to be seen as a backdrop—an 

important backdrop to the drama of redemption mind 

you—but should never be foregrounded in any shape or 

form.225 Both the mountain setting (reminiscent of Sinai?) 

and the magisterial statement of Luke 9:28-36 point in the 

same direction: the Messianic law replaces the mosaic. 

In this way the book of Acts (and the mission it pro-

motes) is in sync with the other documents that make up 

the literature of the new covenant.  In sum, the three codes 

of ethics that govern the world look like this: 
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Primarily for every Gentile226   Primarily for every Jew 

 

 

 

 

  Primarily for every Christian227 

 

Interestingly, from a historical perspective the first 

(mesographic) code is tied to creation as a necessary com-

ponent of the image of God; the last (Messianic) is 

intimately connected to the new creation (cf. 2 Cor 5:17). 

Both the first and the last are written within (Rom 2:14-15; 

Jer 31: 31-33, respectively). It is the second that is written 

on stone, possibly suggesting its interim character. 

All three codes, it is to be noted, have the same Parent 

and constitute a graphic triplet. This accounts for their 

strong resemblance. That there are differences among the 

three ‘sisters’ no one denies. The difficulty is to work out 

how much continuity or discontinuity there is between the 

Mosaic that gladly plays the role of a John the Baptist in 

pointing to the Messiah (cf. Luke 24:13-49) and the Mes-

sianic which underscores the importance of the former 

(Matt 5:17-21).  

The way Luke’s companion handles matters of a sacred 

day228 and strict diet in Romans 14 is quite instructive in 

this regard. Nothing is wrong to observe the Sabbath229 or 

Mosaic Code 
Psalm 147:19-20 

Mesographic Code 
Romans 2:12-15 

Messianic Code 
1 Corinthians 9:19-23 
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to pay close attention to one’s diet as it is informed by the 

relevant principles of the Old Covenant documents. Once 

the council members were able to have a consensus on the 

centrality and cruciality of the Messianic categorical, they 

had no qualms in expressing the sentiments of 15: 28-29. 

With this the mission delineated in 1:8 can resume with 

clearer lines of integrity and conviction, for the Messianic 

code (unlike its typological predecessors) not only sends 

(evangelisation); it is also the main basis of the process of 

strengthening believers new and old (edification). 

36-40 So the dynamic duo decides to carry on their 

ministry along the sure lines of Messianic contours (36). 

But there’s a hurdle of inter-personal challenge to get 

across; Barnabas, the man who brought Saul into main-

stream Christianity at the time, again displays his 

magnanimous spirit by suggesting that his cousin John 

Mark be given a second chance.  

Paul, the initiator of this second missionary journey, 

must have uttered something like, “Not over my dead 

body!” (37-38). “They had   a sharp disagreement,230   so 

that they parted company.  Barnabas took along Mark and 

sailed away to Cyprus, but Paul chose Silas and set out, 

commended to the grace of the Lord by the brothers and 

sisters.  He passed through Syria and Cilicia, strengthening 

the churches (39-41, NET).  

Was it nepotism on the part of Barnabas to have elected 

John? Was Paul too harsh on that occasion, not to have 

seriously considered the suggestion? All we know at this 

point is that divine providence231 (not serendipity!) won 
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the day in the sense that, whereas we had one missionary 

team, we now have two.  

It’s a pity though that the career of Barnabas is not fol-

lowed through; which raises another question: Is Luke so 

biased to sacrifice the historical memory of Joseph the 

counsellor par excellence for that of his friend Paul? The 

latter, in his maturing years, did eventually commend 

Mark (2 Tim 4:11). 

 

 
209“It is not by chance that the Apostolic Council occupies the middle 

of the book”;  Hans Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: 

Fortress, 1987), 115. We concur. Fitzmyer (The Acts of the Apostles 

[New York: Doubleday, 1998], 538) supports the centrality of the pe-

ricope by pointing out that both the sections that precede and succeed 

chapter 15 have approximately 1,200 words. 
210Eckhard J. Schnabel, Acts, 621-622. 
211 “Tannehill [too] notes a neat chiasm in v.16, built around four 

first-person singular future verbs beginning with the Greek prefix an-

”; D.G. Peterson, The Acts of the Apostles. PNTC (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 2009), 431. The construction (with some embellishments) 

will look something like this: 

 

A       ἀναστρέψω Μετὰ ταῦτα  καὶ 

        B  ἀνοικοδομήσω  τὴν σκηνὴν Δαυὶδ τὴν πεπτωκυῖαν 

       καὶ 

       B’       ἀνοικοδομήσω κατεσκαμμένα αὐτῆς  καὶ  

A’    ἀνορθώσω αὐτήν 
212M. Dibelius (The Book of Acts: Form, Style, and Theology 

[Minneapolis: Fortress, 2004], 134-139) appears to value the literary 

and theological import of the ‘Council’ but is extremely sceptical of its 

history. 
213Gk. Dogma.  
214Epictetus I-II (Cambridge, MA: LCB, 1925), 25. Of course, one 

has to admit that the echo is faint, since the writer has in mind Zeus 

and not YHWH. He also writes about what we have called above the 

mesographic law: “I cannot transgress any of His commands [entolōn].  

. . . These are the laws [nomoi] that have been sent to you from God, 
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these are His ordinances; it is of these you ought to become an inter-

preter [exēgētēn], to these you ought to subject yourself . . .” Idem II: 

313. 
215 What Bruce Demarest and Gordon Lewis (Integrative Theology 

[Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996], 1: 95) call ‘the implanted law’. Cf. 

Alan F. Segal (“Paul’s Jewish Presuppositions,” in The Cambridge 

Companion to St Paul [ed. James Dunn. Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 2003], 166), who mentions the “seven commandments 

which the rabbis assumed were given to all humanity before Moses.” 

This universal variety is dubbed ‘mesographic’, i.e., written inside (cf. 

Rom. 2:14). We are therefore not surprised at the solemn declaration 

of Micah 5:15.  
216Sam Harris, Letter to a Christian Nation (NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 

2006), 21. See also Simeon McIntosh (Reading Text & Polity: Herme-

neutics and Constitutional Theory [Kingston: Caribbean Law, 2012], 

1):  Every “judicial opinion uttered by the judge in the name of the law 

carries implicitly a claim to moral truth.”  
217Cf. Epictetus, 39, 319: ‘From everything that happens in the 

universe it is easy for a man to find occasion to praise providence, if 

he has within himself these two qualities: the faculty of taking a com-

prehensive view of what has happened in each individual instance, and 

the sense of gratitude [Italics added; Gk. euchariston] . . . we should 

be giving thanks to God for those things for which we ought to give 

Him thanks.’ 
218May be also ‘the law of God’ in Rom 7:22, according to Udo 

Schnelle, The Human Condition (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 71. 
219Plutarch, E Delph. 20, cited in Udo Schnelle, Theology of the 

New Testament, trans. M. E. Boring (Grand Rapids:  Baker, 2007), 

218. According to Schnelle, “There were two sources of the 

knowledge of God: (1) the idea of deity implanted in the human con-

sciousness in view of the majesty of the cosmos [Mesographic 

revelation?], and (2) the traditional images of God conveyed in the old 

myths and customs.” This second ‘source’ is condemned in Rom. 

1:18-32; it is nothing but an imaginative corruption of the first. The 

point is conceded even by a First Century pagan (Pliny, Nat. Hist. 

2.26-27) who excoriates those “worshiping ghosts and making a god 
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of one who has already ceased to be even a man.” Idem, Theology of 

the New Testament, 226. 
2202 Esdras 7:72 (RSV) http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/r/rsv/rsv-

idx?type=DIV1&byte=3652195. 
221 W. A. VanGemeren, “The Law  is the Perfection of Righteous-

ness in Jesus Christ: A Reformed Perspective,” in The Law, The 

Gospel, and the Modern Christian: Five Views, ed. Greg L. Bahnsen 

et al. (Grand Rapids:  Zondervan, 2007), 21. We agree withVanGe-

meren although we express some reservation about the virtual 

immutability of the law. 
222C. L. Blomberg and Mariam J. Kamell, James: Exegetical 

Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids:  Zondervan, 

2008), 91-92. 
223I.e., “the Faith of Jesus”? 
224Geza Vermes, The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English (Lon-

don: Penguin, 1997), 391-392.  Italics added; cf. also the following 

with its NT fulfilment: “He who liberates the captives, restores sight to 

the blind, straightens the b[ent] . . . For He will heal the wounded, and 

revive the dead and bring good news to the poor.” The “holy ones” in 

Hebrew could also be construed as singular (the Holy One) as in Prov. 

9:10; taken this way the reference is to YHWH and not primarily to 

the saints. 
225Conzelmann’s comment on 15:20 to the effect that “The inten-

tion of the [apostolic] decree is not to retain the Law as valid, not even 

symbolically or ‘in principle’” may be too strong; Acts, 118. For  a 

more nuanced approach, see Justin Taylor, “The Jerusalem Decrees 

(Acts 15.20,29 and 21.25) and the Incident at Antioch,” 47 (July 

2001): 372-380. 
226Borrowed from mesographos "drawn [or written] in the middle 

[heart?]” (H. Liddell and R. Scott, An Intermediate Greek-English 

Lexicon [Oxford: Clarendon 1997], 500). 
227 Believers today, like Luke and Paul, should see themselves as 

under law to Christ (1 Cor. 9:21b; D.A. Carson, “Mystery and Fulfil-

ment: Toward a More Comprehensive Paradigm of Paul’s 

Understanding of the Old and the New,” in Justification and Variegat-

ed Nomism: The Paradoxes of Paul, ed. Mark A. Seifrid et al. [Grand 

Rapids: Baker, 2004], 402); their directives (1 Cor. 9:19b) are to be 

found here, minus the command to be circumcised (Acts 15; 1 Cor. 

9:19a)—and a whole lot more. It would appear that Paul mentions all 
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three ethical codes in Romans (the Mesographic for the Gentiles in 

Rom. 1:32—“They know God’s decree ”; The Mosaic for the Jews—

Rom. 2:12—“[A]ll who have sinned under the law will be judged by 

the law,” cf. 3:1-2; and the Messianic for Christians in Rom. 6:17— 

“But thanks be to God that you, having once been slaves of sin, have 

become obedient from the heart to the form of teaching to which you 

were entrusted” ( NRSV; italics mine. See also Isa 42:4b). 
228 See Appendix 6 
229 Or even to circumcise one’s son for that matter; or somebody 

else’s (Acts) as a missionary strategy. The point is none of these Mo-

saic precepts or principles should attain the status of categorical 

imperatives; they are relativized (not abolished) by the coming of 

Messiah and are therefore without salvific value, absolutely. 
230 “BDAG 780 s.v. παροξυσμός 2 has “sharp disagreement” here; 

L&N 33.451 has “sharp argument, sharp difference of opinion” (NET 

notes); interestingly, after this incident Paul will use this term 

(παροξυσμός) in 1 Cor 13 to describe what love is not. S. Lewis John-

son in his commentary on First Corinthians points out that the KJV 

translation “not easily provoked” has no basis in the Greek text. In 

other words, παροξυσμός has no qualifier. If the addition of “easily” is 

misleading, there is at least one modern translation that has followed 

the AV in this error. 
231 Seen here as the outworking of God’s plan (26:30-32; cf. 2:23), 

about which Luke has much to say (e.g., 27:21-25; see also D.G. Pe-

terson, The Acts of the Apostles [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009], 29-

32, and J T Squires, ‘The Plan of God,’ in Witness to the Gospel: The 

Theology of Acts, ed. I H Marshall and D Peterson (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1998), 19-37. 
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CHAPTER 16 

 

 

 

1- 15   WITH THE CONFLICT AND the council out of 

the way, Luke returns to the itinerary of first-century 

Christian missionary engagement. The council, however, 

reminds the reader that such engagement needs the kind of 

theological reflection that will ensure such engagement’s 

integrity vis-à-vis the missionary context and its proper 

canonical alignment. So, in this chapter, Paul is once again 

on the move, this time with a new colleague. His next 

challenge, though not overtly theological as the council, is 

not without doctrinal and inter-personal import.  

Two of the NT books bear the name Timothy; here we 

are introduced to the lad himself—the child of a mixed 

marriage (1-2). He must have been a pious and brave lad 

to agree to circumcision long past eight days old. But 

knowing his own background in Jewry, Paul the delegate 

of Christ will do anything to reach out to his fellowmen (v 

3; cf. Rom 9:1-3; 10:1-3; 11:1; 1 Cor 9:19-21).  

Having circumcised Timothy, they passed on the deci-

sions of the Jerusalem council for Gentile churches (4); 

whether there is a causal relationship between the growth 
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of the assemblies and the events of the previous chapter or 

not, Luke wants us to know that despite pressure of one 

kind or the other churches can still experience genuine 

progress in the faith (5). The Spirit’s prohibition of the fol-

lowing couple of verses (6-7) does not negate this, for the 

steps (as well as the stops!) of good men are ordered by 

the Lord.232 

Following the prohibition of verse 7 we have a night vi-

sion233 in the verses immediately following. It was this 

divine direction that eventually introduced the gospel into 

Europe (8-9). The missioners (including Dr Luke) finally 

settled in Philippi where the church which was to become 

a favourite of Paul was birthed (10-15).234  

The first convert (through open-heart surgery) was a 

godly woman235 who regularly participated in a river-

side236 prayer meeting (13-14). It was her house (with 

husband, children and servants?) that—in all probability—

later  hosted the people of God (including the convert of 

vv 16-34?) on a Sunday237 (15). 

16-34 The book of Acts turns out to be a series of set-

backs238 and successes; the setback on this occasion comes 

from a demon possessed lass. Having arrived in Philippi, 

the chief city of Macedonia, the team’s first converts, as 

we have seen above, were Lydia and members of her 

household. In the case of Lydia, one senses the heart of 

God in his eagerness to reach the heart of humanity (14).  

If there is success with Lydia, there is trouble ahead 

with this other female (16). In contrast to Lydia, this one 

appears willing to help the evangelists announce the way 

(17). Both Bruce and more recently Schnabel express 
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doubts concerning this superficial understanding of the 

girl’s assistance. Bruce, for instance, suggests the follow-

ing translation: “a way of salvation.”239  

Wallace simply labels the construction debatable.240 

Certainly the evangelistic team was not amused with such 

promotion; eventually, the team was incarcerated for voic-

ing their concern in the form of an exorcism (18-24).  

 

But at midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing 

hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening to them.  

26 Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the 

foundations of the prison were shaken; and immediately 

all the doors were opened and everyone's chains were 

loosed. 27 And the keeper of the prison, awaking from 

sleep and seeing the prison doors open, supposing the 

prisoners had fled, drew his sword and was about to kill 

himself.  28 But Paul called with a loud voice, saying, 

"Do yourself no harm, for we are all here."  29 Then he 

called for a light, ran in, and fell down trembling before 

Paul and Silas.  30 And he brought them out and said, 

"Sirs, what must I do to be saved?"  31 So they said, "Be-

lieve on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be saved, you 

and your household."   

 

Verse 25 is a surprising response on the part of Paul 

and Silas. The fact that the prisoners heard, most likely for 

the first time a redemption song, may explain the jailer’s 

question in verse 30, after the divine intervention (26-29). 

He too was a prisoner of sorts; his eyes and those of his 

family were opened that night (31-34).  
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35-40 With the jailer released from his spiritual dark-

ness, it was Silas and Paul’s turn to be free from their 

unjust incarceration (35-39). Before their departure they 

received much comfort from the fellowship of the new 

Macedonian believers (40).  

 

 
232 In verses 6 and 7 the willing witnesses are hindered from serv-

ing in the province of Asia and Bythinnia but allowed to pass through 

“the region of Phrygia and Galatia,” (v. 6) having passed by Mysia on 

their way to Troas (v. 8). 
233 It is said that visions normally come in the day (cf. Paul and Pe-

ter in chapters 9-10) and dreams by night; but what about people like 

myself who day-dream? 
234 In verse 10 “called” is also used not to denote an initial summon 

to missionary engagement but further guidance. The verse also implies 

that visions and dreams must be interpreted correctly. 
235 A friend of mine observed that in the vision Paul saw a man but 

his first convert was of the opposite sex. Would he have responded the 

same way if he had seen a woman? God always knows best. 
236 Lydia was very likely baptized here. 
237 On this see Appendix 6. 
238 One wonders if Paul and Silas entertained any doubt concerning 

their mission (especially the former whose ‘ungrateful’ behaviour to-

ward Barnabas, the brother who was instrumental in introducing him 

to the fledgling Messianic community). If they had any misgivings 

concerning the viability of their missionary enterprise, it was soon 

removed by that Macedonian vision that clarified their mission, while 

at the same helping them to understand the perceived setbacks. 
239 F.F. Bruce, Acts, 316. 
240 Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Ex-

egetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 

1996), 101. 
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CHAPTER 17 

 

 

 

1-12   THE NEXT EUROPEAN STOP is in “Thessalo-

nica where there was a synagogue of the Jews.” There Paul 

expounded the Jewish sacred writings for three weeks with 

much success (1-4). But as we have seen before there is 

trouble on the horizon soon after a new set of people expe-

rience human flourishing as God intends it (5-9).241 This 

new wave of pressure from unbelievers prompts the be-

lievers to act by sending Paul and his companion to Berea.  

In 1997 I was privileged to attend an international con-

ference in Little Rock, Arkansas; there I met at brother 

from Greece. I asked him where in Greece he lived and he 

responded, “Thessaloniki—well not quite; a nearby town 

called Berea”. I recall borrowing his Bible for the night; 

‘twas all Greek to me!’  The Bereans of Paul’s day were 

careful to examine everything the fugitive apostle pro-

claimed from the Greek Bible of the time.242  

Both the expository interpretation of Paul and the thor-

ough investigation of the noble Bereans resulted in a rich 

harvest of souls (10-12). This experience must have had a 
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lasting effect on Paul and explains in part his counsel to 

the Thessalonians (1 Thess. 5:19-22; especially v 21). But 

before Paul wrote he had to beat another hasty retreat (13-

14).  

15-34   He is now in the famous Greek city awaiting 

two of his colleagues; but he is ill-at-ease. To every pious 

Jew or Christian—yesterday and today—the most heinous 

category of sins is that of idolatry (cf. Exodus 20: 1-3). 

That is what piqued Paul the most.  

So he did something about it (15-17). Just when he 

could bear it no longer some philosophers of Epicurean 

and Stoic persuasion challenged him on his talk about one 

Jesus and related resurrection matters. They wanted to hear 

more (18-21). We may paraphrase a part of Luke’s ac-

count as follows:  

 

Then Paul stands in the midst of Mars’ Hill and says, 

“Men of Athens, I perceive that in every respect you are 

quite religious; for as I passed by and observed your 

devotedness, I found an altar with this inscription: ‘To 

the Unknown God’. Well, he whom you worship un-

knowingly I now declare to you. It is this God who 

created the universe and everything in it.  

Since he is Lord of Heaven and earth, he does not 

dwell in man-made temples.  Neither is he in need of 

anything from humanity, because he is the Giver of all 

things, including life and breath. Moreover, he made of 

one blood all nations to dwell on the earth, and has de-

termined the times appointed, and the boundaries of 

their sojourn. He did this so that all peoples should seek 

the Lord, if perchance they might sense his presence 
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and find him, because he is not far from any one of us. 
 For in him we live, and move, and exist; as also certain 

of your own poets have said, ‘For we are also his off-

spring.’  

Since we are the offspring of God, we should not 

think that the supreme Deity is like gold or silver or 

stone, the artistic expressions of any one’s imagination. 

Let it be known that God overlooked such times of this 

ignorance, and now summons all to repentance. In fact, 

he has appointed a Day in which he will bring the world 

into righteous judgment by an appointed Person, whom   

he raised from the dead as proof (22-31). 

 

The majority of the Athenians could not stomach any 

talk of a resurrection, given the philosophy of the day. 

However, a few did respond positively, both women and 

men: Praise the Lord! (32-34) 

Summary 

 

In Thessalonica for over two weeks, Paul “reasoned with 

them from the Scriptures, explaining and proving that the 

Christ had to suffer and rise from the dead” (3). The re-

sults of Paul’s exposition of the Scriptures were 

encouraging; willing hearts—women and men—responded 

positively (4). Others responded negatively (vv 5-10). The 

retreat of the missionaries, Paul and Silas, to Berea re-

minds one of the dominical counsel of Matt 10:23. 

The Bereans, Luke informs us, appear to be model dis-

ciples from the get go (11-12), but just as it was in 

Thessalonica, opposition came from some adherents of 
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Judaism. This resulted in a temporary separation of the 

team with the apostle Paul ending up in Athens. Again, 

Paul’s ministry began in the synagogue, but it was not re-

stricted there (18).  

His presence in the Greek capital afforded Paul the op-

portunity to witness to two of the most prominent 

philosophical groups of the day: The Epicureans and the 

Stoics. Keener’s comment on this episode is apropos: “If 

Paul is like a new Socrates . . ., then he, rather than the 

novelty-seeking Athenians (21), stands in continuity with 

the true philosophic tradition.”243 If philosophy is seen 

(broadly speaking) as a way of life, Paul was completely 

sold out to the Way, the Truth and the Life, and was thor-

oughly convinced that others should be also (cf. Rom. 1:1-

3).  

 

 
241 In v 6 God’s servants are accused thus: “These who have turned 

the world upside down have come here too” (NKJV). The irony is that 

the movement was doing the opposite; it still does by the grace of 

God. 
242 Assuming here that both the preacher and his audience had ac-

cess to the AV of the day: the LXX. 
243Keener, Acts, 2:625. 
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CHAPTER 18 

 

 

 

 

 

THE ABOVE CONVICTION takes the apostle to 

Achaia (18:1-27), to Ephesus (chaps 19-20), back to Jeru-

salem (chapts 21-26), and finally to Rome itself—all along 

through much trial and tribulation. In his own words, he 

has: 

 

been in prison more frequently, been flogged more se-

verely, and been exposed to death again and 

again.24 Five times I received from the Jews the forty 

lashes minus one.25 Three times I was beaten with rods, 

once I was pelted with stones, three times I was ship-

wrecked, I spent a night and a day in the open sea, 26 I 

have been constantly on the move. I have been in dan-

ger from rivers, in danger from bandits, in danger from 

my fellow Jews, in danger from Gentiles; in danger in 

the city, in danger in the country, in danger at sea; and 

in danger from false believers.27 I have labored and 

toiled and have often gone without sleep; I have known 

hunger and thirst and have often gone without food; I 

have been cold and naked.28 Besides everything else, I 
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face daily the pressure of my concern for all the church-

es.29 Who is weak, and I do not feel weak? Who is led 

into sin, and I do not inwardly burn? (2 Cor 11: 23-28). 

 

2-17 Whether Paul is in Athens, Jerusalem or Rome, 

whether incarcerated or not, like his Master, his major 

concern is for people, especially the Messianic community 

and its potential membership. This is also borne out by his 

visit to Corinth (1). There he finds a couple of kindred 

spirit (2-3). 

But Priscilla and her husband were not the only like-

minded companions of Paul in Corinth; Silas, his original 

partner on the second missionary journey, and Timothy 

also joined him. This enabled Paul to give himself more 

fully to the task of teaching and evangelism in the syna-

gogue and elsewhere (4-6). 

After his extended synagogue ministry in Corinth was 

cut short, Paul was fortunate to receive hospitality from a 

God-fearing Gentile. Better still, news came that “Crispus, 

the leader of the synagogue, and his entire household be-

lieved in the Lord and were baptized—as were many 

others in Corinth”! (7-8 TLB). 

Paul and the other members of the team were no doubt 

elated over this turn of events. If the Corinthian hospitality 

and the salvation of the Crispus’ household were not 

enough good news for the team, the blessed Lord himself 

communicated with the team leader and in so doing 

calmed his fears, and shared with him that wicked Corinth 

would have an assembly of genuine believers in short or-

der (9-11). 
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So what’s new? There is opposition just around the 

corner from Paul’s own people once again. This time 

around, though, the opposition was chastened by a new 

governor of the region. The resulting trial of the mission-

ary was adjourned prematurely, leaving the accusers quite 

angry. What happened next is a case of, what they say in 

Jamaica, caa ketch Quaku yu ketch im shut,244 for as Cris-

pus was saved from the wrath of God, his successor was 

not spared the wrath of man (12-17). 

After yet another threat on his life the apostle to the 

Gentiles still lingers awhile in Corinth. Why? It is highly 

likely that the vision he received earlier imparted much 

courage, immediately after his initial fear (cf. 2 Tim 1:7)—

and after all, God’s servant is immortal until the Messiah, 

the One who holds the keys of death, is ready for her or 

him.245  

As he makes his way back to his sending assembly in 

Syria, he is accompanied by his new friends Priscilla246 

and Aquila; he also takes time out to get a haircut (18).247 

So when Paul and his companions Silas, Luke, and the 

married couple, arrived at Ephesus by boat, he went alone 

to the Jewish synagogue to discuss certain matters (relat-

ing to the vow?) and also made plans to return Deo 

volente.248  

His next stop is in the Holy Land, the port of Caesarea 

to be exact. The Paul of Acts was never a busybody. But 

he was certainly busy! At one moment he is in Jerusalem. 

Then he is miles away to the north (Antioch). Next thing 

you know he is in the familiar territory of Asia Minor 

(Turkey; vv 18-23). Shortly after, he meets a Bible teacher 
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that goes by the name of Apollos. This servant appears to 

be an African native of Jewish extraction who is familiar 

with the ministry of the greatest human being under the 

Old Covenant (Matt 11:11).  

Apollos was an orator and shared what he knows with 

much enthusiasm. But his preaching lacked depth, since he 

was unaware of the fact that the One to whom John the 

Baptizer (Dipper)249 pointed was glorified years ago. For-

tunately for Apollos the dynamic team of Priscilla and 

Aquila was on hand to set him straight concerning the 

Way (24-26). The exemplary couple caught up with him 

just in time, because he is heading for Greece. There he 

will make a name for himself (27-28) and become the de 

facto leader of a significant portion of the church at Cor-

inth (1 Cor. 3:4). 

 

 
244 Jean Lee (‘Men and the Family,’ 65-66, 

https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/cjet/11_040.pdf. The phrase also 

helps to explain Jamaica’s high murder rate; every act of murder is 

really rage against the out-of-reach Creator (Gen 9; cf. James 3). 
245 Moreover, if the Narrator is seen as a screen writer and the book 

of Acts the actual movie, then the stars (Peter in 1-12; Paul in the re-

maining chapters) cannot die. 
246 On female leadership in the NT see chapter 10 of Romans in 

Context (Eugene, OR: RP, 2011), as well as Appendix 9. 
247 He was in all likelihood fulfilling a Nazarite vow. At first I 

thought he Dread! 
248 See Appendix 4.  

249 Josephus is worth hearing on this matter:  

Now some of the Jews thought the destruction of Herod’s 

army came from God, and was just punishment for what he 

did against John called the Baptist [the dipper]. For Herod 

had him killed, although he was a good man and had urged 
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the Jews to exert themselves to virtue, both as to justice to-

ward one another and reverence towards God, and having 

done so join together in washing. For immersion in water, it 

was clear to him, could not be used for the forgiveness of 

sins, but as a sanctification of the body, and only if the soul 

was already thoroughly purified by right actions. And when 

others massed about him, for they were very greatly moved 

by his words, Herod, who feared that such strong influence 

over the people might carry to a revolt -- for they seemed 

ready to do anything he should advise -- believed it much 

better to move now than later have it raise a rebellion and 

engage him in actions he would regret.     And so John, out of 

Herod's suspiciousness, was sent in chains to Machaerus, the 

fort previously mentioned, and there put to death; but it was 

the opinion of the Jews that out of retribution for John God 

willed the destruction of the army so as to afflict 

Herod.” (Emphasis added). Antiquities 18.5.2 116-119. 

http://www.josephus.org/JohnTBaptist.htm#Purification 

 

http://www.josephus.org/JohnTBaptist.htm#Purification
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CHAPTER 19 

 

 

 

 

 

1-7 APOLLOS LEFT EPHESUS to go to Corinth 

(18:24). Just around that time Paul arrives in Ephesus, and 

by the time he leaves he will plant a church in that city—a 

church that will become the most fortunate, judging from 

the quality ministry it will receive in the first century. For 

example, by the end of the century it received seven letters 

from God’s choicest servants: Ephesians, First and Second 

Timothy, First, Second, and Third John, and finally, Reve-

lation 2:1-7.  

Interestingly, all of these letters in one way or the other 

deal with the supreme virtue of love as the driving force 

behind the Christian life and ministry. The first (Ephesians 

6:24) provides special incentive for those who take what 

we may call vertical love seriously, and the last—some 

twenty five years after—shows how busy we can become, 

doing the Lord’s work without the proper motivation (cf. 2 

Cor 5:14) that comes from the Spirit (Ephesians 5:18; cf 

Gal 5:15-23).   
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Sadly, the Holy Spirit can be resident (John 14:15-16) 

but not president of our lives. Paul’s ministry this time 

around gives him a wonderful opportunity to introduce the 

Spirit to a group of religious adherents, who, like Apollos 

in the earlier days, just knew about John’s ministry (1-7; 

cf. Rom 8:9).250 

8-20 Verses 8-10 give us a brief account of the found-

ing of the Ephesian Church, with the aforementioned 

twelve disciples as foundation members:  

 

Then Paul went to the synagogue and preached boldly 

each Sabbath day[b] for three, telling what he believed 

and why,* and persuading many to believe in Je-

sus. 9 But some rejected his message and publicly spoke 

against Christ, so he left, refusing to preach to them 

again. Pulling out the believers, he began a separate 

meeting at the lecture hall of Tyrannus and preached 

there daily. 10 This went on for the next two years, so 

that everyone in the Turkish province of Asia Minor—

both Jews and Greeks—heard the Lord’s message 

(NLT). 

 

The ministry of Paul over the three-year period closely 

resembles that of his Lord and Master in terms of its power 

impact on the city (11-12). It attracts attention (what else is 

new!) from the kingdom of darkness and eventually ends 

in triumph for the kingdom of Light (13-20).251 

We suggested earlier that the apostle’s experience in 

Berea influenced his penning of 1 Thessalonians 5:21. We 

further suggest that the power encounters in the city led 

Paul to write these sobering words (Ephesians 6:10-20): 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+19&version=TLB#fen-TLB-24684b
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God is strong, and he wants you strong. So take every-

thing the Master has set out for you, well-made 

weapons of the best materials. And put them to use so 

you will be able to stand up to everything the Devil 

throws your way. This is no afternoon athletic contest 

that we’ll walk away from and forget about in a couple 

of hours. This is for keeps, a life-or-death fight to the 

finish against the Devil and all his angels. 13-18 Be pre-

pared. You’re up against far more than you can handle 

on your own. Take all the help you can get, every 

weapon God has issued, so that when it’s all over but 

the shouting you’ll still be on your feet. Truth, right-

eousness, peace, faith, and salvation are more than 

words. Learn how to apply them.  

You’ll need them throughout your life. God’s Word 

is an indispensable weapon. In the same way, prayer is 

essential in this ongoing warfare. Pray hard and long. 

Pray for your brothers and sisters. Keep your eyes open. 

Keep each other’s spirits up so that no one falls behind 

or drops out. 19-20 And don’t forget to pray for me. Pray 

that I’ll know what to say and have the courage to say it 

at the right time, telling the mystery to one and all, the 

Message that I, jailbird preacher that I am, am responsi-

ble for getting out (The Message). 

 

21-41 Well over two years in one place for Paul is a 

long time. He will stay longer, although the Spirit is lead-

ing him elsewhere. It appears that Philippi, Thessalonica, 

and Athens are still on his mind.  

Definitely Jerusalem and Rome are on the radar. Divi-

sion of labour demands at this time that his colleagues 
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share the burden (21-22). Ephesus will receive more of 

Luke’s attention for the reason that it illustrates how the 

ideals of the Gospel can clash with the greed of big busi-

ness partners who care not about the light of kingdom (23-

41; cf. Mark 5).  

The temple of Diana was at that time one of the seven 

wonders of the ancient world.252 When Paul eventually 

wrote his famous letter to the Ephesian believers, he re-

minded them that it is they that constitute God’s 

masterpiece, not that of Diana or Artemis (Eph 2:10). 

 
250 So far in the book of Acts we have seen people tarrying for the 

Spirit (1:5), identifying themselves with the name of  Jesus to receive 

the Spirit (2:38), having hands laid on them for the Spirit’s anointing 

(8 and 9),  in chapter 11 people are baptized by the Spirit before the 

conclusion of the sermon. Here it is laying on of hands once more, 

accompanied with tongues and prophecy. Which of these experiences 

is normative today? There is no definitive answer from Dr Luke. An-

other question begs itself: What is the normative (if any) 

accompanying sign(s) of the Spirit’s initial presence in the believer—

speaking in tongues, prophesying, sound of a hurricane, laying on of 

hands, prayer, cloven tongues of fire? Only one thing seems certain 

(according to Luke travelling companion); without the indwelling 

Spirit in my life I don’t belong to Christ (Eph 1:13-14; Rom 5:5; 8:9).  
251Note especially vv 18-19: 

“Many of the believers who had been 

practicing black magic confessed their deeds and brought their incan-

tation books and charms and burned them at a public bonfire. 

(Someone estimated the value of the books at $10,000 . . 

. approximately £3,500).  This indicates how deeply the whole area 

was stirred by God’s message.” NLT. 
252 Antipater of Sidon was reported to have said: “I have seen the . 

. . Hanging Gardens of ancient Babylon, the statue of Olympian Zeus, 

the Colossus of Rhodes, the mighty work of the high Pyramids and the 

tomb of Mausoulos. But when I saw the temple of Ephesus rising to 

the clouds, all these wonders were put in the shade.” 

http://www.unmuseum.org/ephesus.htm. See also ABD. 

http://www.unmuseum.org/ephesus.htm
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CHAPTER 20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-6   THESE VERSES NOTE the sequel of the events of 

the previous chapter by setting out the itinerary and obsta-

cles of the missionaries: 

 

After the uproar died down, Paul called together the be-

lievers and with words of encouragement said good-bye 

to them. Then he left and went on to Macedonia. 2 He 

went through those regions and encouraged the people 

with many messages. Then he came to Achaia, 3 where he 

stayed three months. He was getting ready to go to Syria 

when he discovered that there were Jews plotting against 

him; so he decided to go back through Macedo-

nia. 4 Sopater son of Pyrrhus, from Berea, went with him; 

so did Aristarchus and Secundus, from Thessalonica; 

Gaius, from Derbe; Tychicus and Trophimus, from the 

province of Asia; and Timothy. 5 They went ahead and 

waited for us in Troas. 6 We sailed from Philippi after the 

Festival of Unleavened Bread, and five days later we 
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joined them in Troas, where we spent a week (Good 

News Bible). 

 

7-16 Again the apostle Paul is highlighted in these 

verses in which we get a glimpse of the Sunday worship253 

of the early believers outside of Palestine. This time 

around it is a valedictory service in the evening that ended 

in tragedy and triumph—and more travelling. Verse 16 

mentions the day of Pentecost for the final time in this 

book. The first was extraordinary; this one was not. We 

recall that 

The Spirit came on the Jewish feast of Pentecost, a time 

when representatives from different nations and Jews from 

the diaspora converge on Jerusalem for business, pleasure, 

and religion. What Luke calls the Day of Pentecost ... was 

one of the earliest of the three major feasts.... As a means 

of legitimizing their already sacred calendar, Jewish tradi-

tion has it that God also gave the Torah (the law) to Israel 

on the Day of Pentecost, fifty days after Passover, thus 

adding double significance to the feast.254 

So why was Paul rushing to celebrate Pentecost? Cer-

tainly, he must have heard of what happened on the earlier 

Pentecost recorded in chapter 2, even before he became a 

Christian. Possibly his haste was motivated by his mis-

sionary strategy outlined in 1 Corinthians 9. We should not 

be surprised either if he was hoping to reap another harvest 

of souls as Peter did on that very special occasion--and if 

he believed the Jewish tradition cited above, he would 

have been only too eager to teach new believers about the 
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Messianic law that was formerly introduced as in Acts 

2:42a (cf. our notes above on chapter 15).  

17-36 Paul’s next discourse is introduced thus:  

 

And from Miletus he sent to Ephesus, and called the elders 

of the church.  And when they were come to him, he said 

unto them, Ye know, from the first day that I came into 

Asia, after what manner I have been with you at all sea-

sons, serving the Lord with all humility of mind, and with 

many tears, and temptations, which befell me by the lying 

in wait of the Jews:  and how I kept back nothing that was 

profitable to you, but have shewed you, and have taught 

you publicly, and from house to house...Wherefore I take 

you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of all 

men.  For I have not shunned to declare unto all the coun-

sel of God.”  (Acts 20:17-20, 26-27).   

 

Two verses are worthy of serious consideration: verses 

20 and 27.  The latter is an expansion of the former. Once 

again, we turn to Acts 20:17-35.  What Paul did among the 

early converts at Ephesus was not accidental. He con-

sciously stressed certain traits and habits, because he 

wanted his spiritual children to follow suit.   

If the Ephesian elders had missed this point, the apostle 

is at pains here to put the issue beyond doubt.  He wanted 

to underscore such virtues as humility, patience (v. 14), 

longsuffering, boldness (v. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24) faithfulness 

(26, 27) and watchfulness (v. 28-31).  He was particularly 

desirous of imparting to his converts in general and leaders 

in particular a meaningful work ethic.   
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I have coveted no man’s silver, or gold, or apparel. Yea, ye 

yourselves know that these hands have ministered unto my 

necessities and to them that were with me.  I have shewed 

you all things, how that so labouring ye ought to support the 

weak, and to remember the words of the Lord Jesus, how he 

said, It is more blessed to give than to receive (20:33-35).   

 

This is confirmed by his reference to this same kind of 

ethic in Ephesians 4:28, and his use of the word ‘labour’ 

on both occasions.   

If one does not understand the apostle, his anxiety to 

have people follow his pattern of life seems to border al-

most on egotism.  Indeed, an enumeration of the number 

of personal references in Acts 20 would definitely con-

vince some of his conceit.  But statistics in this case does 

not give a true picture of the man.  Living an exemplary 

life was at the root of his strategy to train leaders.   

Twice Paul urged the Philippians to take his lifestyle 

seriously (Phil. 3:17; 4:9). According to Lofthouse, this 

apostle is “the most self-conscious of all writers of the 

New Testament”.255  A perusal of his letters and of this 

chapter in particular (with at least fourteen self-references) 

seems to justify this claim. If John Stott is nervous about 

dominical I-locutions,256 he seems to be more comfortable 

with similar statements by Paul.  

Commenting on verses 22-27, he writes: “In this sec-

tion Luke replaces the ‘you know . . . you know . . . of the 

previous paragraph with I know (23)... I know (23) . . ., I 

know (29) . . .’ For he turns from the past which they 

knew, to the future”.257  These I-sayings highlighted by 
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Stott may be regarded as personal reflections with a defi-

nite paradigmatic design, because the Pauline pronouns, as 

elsewhere, “are not narrowly autobiographical. He pre-

sents his own perspective as exemplary for all 

believers.”258 

Interestingly, NT scholars are more enamoured with the 

‘We’ passages, and as far as I can see, very little attention 

is given to the I-declarations in Acts. Rasta hermeneutics 

has the potential of correcting that. We will now examine 

the other I-statements in Luke’s report of the Miletus 

meeting.  

The declarations within this speech were uttered in 

roughly the same region of Caesar’s “I came, I saw, I con-

quered.”259  They somewhat remind one of a later Lord 

who once came, saw, conquered—and one of whose dying 

words was actually an I-declaration (“I thirst!”), allowing 

the Ephesian elders to later drink of the water of life. The 

temple of Artemis, as we have pointed out before, was 

probably well known to these elders, as one of the seven 

wonders of the ancient world.  

Little did those elders know that they became a part of 

the only institution—a permanent institution of sheer di-

vine artistry (Eph. 2:8-10)—that will integrally constitute 

the new universe,260 purchased with blood divine (“Keep 

watch over yourselves, and all the flock over whom the  

Holy Spirit has appointed you supervisors, to shepherd 

God’s church that He purchased with the blood of His 

own”[Son]261 v. 28).262 It is in this light that we should un-

derstand the other Pauline statement: 
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The ‘I’ of Pastoral Commitment (31) 

 

The ‘I’ of Prayerful Commendation (32) 

 

The ‘I’ of Personal Conviction (33-34) 

 

The ‘I’: The Paradigmatic Christ (35) 

 

This final declaration is climactic, precisely because it 

is Christocentric. It echoes in a very definite way the pro-

grammatic declaration of Luke 4 whose structure, 

according David Pao, looks like this: 

 

A. synagogue (16a) 

B. Jesus standing (16b) 

C. Jesus given the scroll (17a) 

     D Jesus’ reading from Isaiah (18-19) 

C’. Jesus giving back the scroll (20a) 

B’. Jesus sitting (20b) 

A’. synagogue (20c)263 

 

A comparison of the two discourses, that is, of Acts 

20:35 and the longer one in the Gospel, helps the reader to 

appreciate better what Luke means by the ‘weak’ and the 

‘poor’—all the marginalized, disenfranchised, impris-

oned—in a word—the enslaved. The whole discourse of 

Acts is dedicated to fleshing out these themes first enunci-

ated in the Third Gospel.  

But there is a question we need to ask at this juncture: 

Why did Luke not include the dominical saying of verse 
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28 in his first volume? It seems that he, via the route of 

inter-textuality, has done so to tighten the connection be-

tween the Messiah and the apostle to the Gentiles, similar 

to what is done elsewhere.  

For example, in 13:47 there is also an important echo of 

Luke 2:32, where similar language is used of Jesus. The 

Mission of the Servant is undertaken both by Jesus (cf. 

26:23) and, to a far lesser extent, Paul, who with much dif-

ficulty managed to tear himself away from his beloved 

brethren (36). 

 
253 Appendix 6. 
254  N S Murrell, “Hermeneutics as Interpretation, Part 2,” CJET 3 

(1999), 58 
255 Lofthouse 1952, 241 
256 It appears that Stott (2003, 36) finds this Johannine phenome-

non a trifle suspicious: “This prominence of the personal pronoun (“I- 

I- I- . . .”) is very disturbing, especially in one who declared humility 

to be the pre-eminent virtue.” 
257 The Spirit, the Church and the World (Downers Gove, IL: IVP, 

1990), 325.  
258 D.J. Moo, Galatians (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2013), 395. 
259 Suetonius. 
260 On this, see Middleton, New Heavens. 
261The ‘Word’ that became flesh (John 1:14) was a theological and 

redemptive necessity; the Son of God had to become human in order 

to die as the spotless Lamb of God (John 1:29). And he had to retain 

his divinity (John 1:1c), in order to give global and eternal value to his 

sacrifice. If Jesus were a sinner, he could only have died for his own 

sins (Rom 6:23a); if he were only a perfect human, he could only have 

died for one other person—most likely for someone in the Caribbean 

(conventional substitution)! But being the unique (monogenēs) mem-

ber of the God-head, the only one to have taken on permanent human 

status, his death has value for all humanity, and his resurrection by the 

Spirit (Rom 1:1-4), the Father (Rom 6:4), and the Son of Man (John 

2:19) makes available a right relationship with God (Rom 4:25). "'Tis 

mystery all!”  
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262Note the Trinitarian construction in our translation;  Peterson, 

568, following Barrett, sees this verse as  the theological and practical 

centre of the speech, laying bare the apostle’s intention to impress 

upon the elders the gravity of their calling (practical dimension), as 

well as the paramount importance of the atonement (theological di-

mension; cf. Lk 18:31-34; 24: 13-49) as a basis for their continued 

commitment and ministry. 
263 David Pao, Acts, 71-71. 
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CHAPTER 21 

 

 

 

 

 

THROUGHOUT THEIR HISTORY the Jews never had 

any outstanding maritime experience like that of their 

neighbors to the north, such as Tyre.264 Yes, there is the 

famous story of Jonah, that troublesome passenger, who 

wished he had a vessel that could travel the speed of 

light265 (my interpretation of the “wings of the morn”). In 

his desperation he also thought of self-propulsion (“the 

wings of a dove”). He is probably the first to travel in a 

submarine266 (without having a whale of a time at that!). 

Then there is the Ultimate Master of the sea who walked 

on it,267 the One of whom Jonah served as a type. He is the 

same One who made a Rock (i.e., Peter/Cephas) walk on 

water. As was said before, the Book of Acts may be bio-

graphically delineated as follows: Peter (1-12), Paul (13-

28).  

Most, if not all, of Peter’s encounter with the water 

comes in the Gospels, including the walking miracle. All 

of Paul’s in Acts are related to his missionary journeys and 

trip to the eternal city.268 In chapters 21 to the end of the 
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book Paul’s travelling companion chronicles many of 

these voyages. For example: 

 

When we had parted from them and set sail, we came by a 

straight course to Cos, and the next day to Rhodes, and from 

there to Patara. [a] 2 When we found a ship bound for Phoe-

nicia, we went on board and set sail. 3 We came in sight of 

Cyprus; and leaving it on our left, we sailed to Syria and 

landed at Tyre, because the ship was to unload its cargo 

there. 4 We looked up the disciples and stayed there for sev-

en days. Through the Spirit they told Paul not to go on to 

Jerusalem. 5 When our days there were ended, we left and 

proceeded on our journey; and all of them, with wives and 

children, escorted us outside the city. There we knelt down 

on the beach and prayed 6 and said farewell to one another. 

Then we went on board the ship, and they returned 

home.7 When we had finished the voyage from Tyre, we ar-

rived at Ptolemais; and we greeted the believers and stayed 

with them for one day (RSV). 

 

8-26 The team finally arrives in Caesarea and visits 

Philip the evangelist, whose daughters are prophetesses.269 

While there the same prophet who had made his way to the 

north in chapter 11 does something similar on this occa-

sion. The famine he had predicted earlier was evidently 

over, but this time the bad news is for the team leader, 

Paul. His dramatic message to the apostle is reminiscent of 

those of Ezekiel. Agabus’s prophecy is basically a fore-

warning and forearming communiqué, but the other 

members of the team (and the believers present) did not 

see it that way (8-12).  

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+21&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-27653a
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13 Then Paul answered, “What are you doing, weeping and 

breaking my heart? For I am ready not only to be bound but 

even to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Je-

sus.” 14 Since he would not be persuaded, we remained 

silent except to say,270 “The Lord’s will be done.”15 After 

these days we got ready and started to go up to Jerusa-

lem. 16 Some of the disciples from Caesarea also came along 

and brought us to the house of Mnason of Cyprus, an early 

disciple, with whom we were to stay (RSV). 

 

So, Paul finally reaches the Holy City once again, de-

spite warnings associated with the Spirit of God. Was he 

on those occasions disobedient to the voice of God, or was 

he putting into practice his own wise counsel (1 Thess. 

5:21)? The latter is most surely the case. A warm welcome 

awaits him, and his presence becomes the catalyst to give 

God praise (17-20a).  But how good was Paul in accepting 

the counsel of others? (20b-26).  

27-40 The apostle wisely did as he was told by the Jews 

in Jerusalem but some Jews from the Diaspora, who were 

apparently envious of his success among the Gentiles, 

tracked him down with murderous intent. The servant is 

not greater than the Master (cf. John 8). 

 
27 When the seven days were almost completed, the 

Jews from Asia, who had seen him in the temple, stirred 

up the whole crowd. They seized him, 28 shouting, “Fel-

low Israelites, help! This is the man who is teaching 

everyone everywhere against our people, our law, and 

this place; more than that, he has actually brought 
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Greeks into the temple and has defiled this holy 

place.” 29 For they had previously seen Trophimus the 

Ephesian with him in the city, and they supposed that 

Paul had brought him into the temple. 30  

Then all the city was aroused, and the people rushed to-

gether. They seized Paul and dragged him out of the 

temple, and immediately the doors were shut. 31 While 

they were trying to kill him, word came to the tribune of 

the cohort that all Jerusalem was in an up-

roar. 32 Immediately he took soldiers and centurions and 

ran down to them.  

When they saw the tribune and the soldiers, they 

stopped beating Paul. 33 Then the tribune came, arrested 

him, and ordered him to be bound with two chains; he 

inquired who he was and what he had done. 34 Some in 

the crowd shouted one thing, some another; and as he 

could not learn the facts because of the uproar, he or-

dered him to be brought into the barracks. 35 When 

Paul[f] came to the steps, the violence of the mob was so 

great that he had to be carried by the soldiers. 36 The 

crowd that followed kept shouting, “Away with him!” 

(RSV) 

 

The closing verses of this chapter demonstrate without 

the shadow of a doubt that Paul’s love for his people is far 

greater than his love for his own life (Rom 9), and his 

commitment to the defence of the gospel (whether in an 

African,271 Hellenistic or Hebrew tongue) is second to 

none. His apologetic response will await the following 

chapter. Enjoy the cliff hanger.272 

 
264 But see 2 Kings 8. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+21&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-27687f
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265 Psalm 139:9. 
266 Literal meaning: below sea level; not to be confused with my 

grades in school—below ‘C’ level. 
267 John 6:16-21. 
268 What Peter had over Paul was the experience of walking on a 

lake; what Paul had over him was a flight to heaven. 
269 see Beverley Roberts Gaventa, “Whatever Happened to Those 

Prophesying Daughters?” in A Feminist Companion to the Acts of the 

Apostles, ed. Amy-Jill Levine, with Marriane Blickenstaff. 
270 On God’s will, see Appendix 4 as well as Grudem, Prophecy; 

so Dunn ( ‘Prophetic-I’, 186):  “Wherever in pre-Christian Judaism 

and early Christianity men have claimed that the words they spoke 

were inspired by God's Spirit, there has been an accompanying recog-

nition that their claim might be false; wherever in pre-Christian 

Judaism and early Christianity prophecies have been uttered ' in the 

name of the Lord', the need has also been stressed for some degree of 

discrimination and evaluation to test and discern whether they were 

genuine words of the Lord or not. The question then becomes, Was a 

similar degree of caution exercised within the earliest Palestinian 

communities through and from whom the bulk of the Jesus-tradition 

came? Was the need to test prophetic utterances, to discriminate true 

from false?” 
271 He is mistaken for an Egyptian. 
272 Courtesy of poor versification at this juncture. 
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CHAPTER 22 

 

 

 

 

 

1-17   THE PROGRAMMATIC STATEMENT that be-

gins the book of Acts is undoubtedly chapter one and verse 

eight. It encourages witnessing. Both the noun and verb 

forms are related to the concept of sharing one’s testimo-

ny. In chapter two we not only see how witnessing is 

closely associated with the proclamation of the gospel 

message273 but with its defense as well. The following 

verses are tactfully apologetic (defending the faith):   

 

“Brothers and fathers, listen to the defense that I now 

make before you.”2 When they heard him addressing 

them in Hebrew, they became even more quiet 1-2) and 

evangelistic in character (sharing the good news:‘Saul, 

Saul, why are you persecuting me?’ 8 I answered, ‘Who 

are you, Lord?’ Then he said to me, ‘I am Jesus of Naz-

areth[b] whom you are persecuting.’ 7-8), with a strong 

element of personal experience and expression (testi-

mony: I am a Jew, born in Tarsus in Cilicia, but brought 

up in this city at the feet of Gamaliel, educated strictly 

according to our ancestral law, being zealous for God, 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+22&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-27700b
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just as all of you are today. 4 I persecuted this Way up to 

the point of death by binding both men and women and 

putting them in prison 3- 4). The full text follows: 

Then he said: 3 “I am a Jew, born in Tarsus in Cilicia, 

but brought up in this city at the feet of Gamaliel, edu-

cated strictly according to our ancestral law, being 

zealous for God, just as all of you are today. 4 I perse-

cuted this Way up to the point of death by binding both 

men and women and putting them in prison, 5 as the 

high priest and the whole council of elders can testify 

about me. From them I also received letters to the 

brothers in Damascus, and I went there in order to bind 

those who were there and to bring them back to Jerusa-

lem for punishment. 
6 “While I was on my way and approaching Damas-

cus, about noon a great light from heaven suddenly 

shone about me. 7 I fell to the ground and heard a voice 

saying to me, ‘Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting 

me?’ 8 I answered, ‘Who are you, Lord?’ Then he said 

to me, ‘I am Jesus of Nazareth whom you are persecut-

ing.’ 9 Now those who were with me saw the light but 

did not hear the voice of the one who was speaking to 

me. 10 I asked, ‘What am I to do, Lord?’ The Lord said 

to me, ‘Get up and go to Damascus; there you will be 

told everything that has been assigned to you to do.’ 
11 Since I could not see because of the brightness of 

that light, those who were with me took my hand and 

led me to Damascus. 12 “A certain Ananias, who was a 

devout man according to the law and well-spoken of by 

all the Jews living there, 13 came to me; and standing 

beside me, he said, ‘Brother Saul, regain your sight!’ In 

that very hour I regained my sight and saw him. 14 Then 
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he said, ‘The God of our ancestors has chosen you to 

know his will, to see the Righteous One and to hear his 

own voice; 
15 for you will be his witness to all the world of what 

you have seen and heard. 16 And now why do you de-

lay? Get up, be baptized, and have your sins washed 

away, calling on his name.’ 17 “After I had returned to 

Jerusalem and while I was praying in the temple, I fell 

into a trance 18 and saw Jesus[c] saying to me, ‘Hurry and 

get out of Jerusalem quickly, because they will not ac-

cept your testimony about me.’ 19 And I said, ‘Lord, 

they themselves know that in every synagogue I impris-

oned and beat those who believed in you. 20 And while 

the blood of your witness Stephen was shed, I myself 

was standing by, approving and keeping the coats of 

those who killed him.’ 21 Then he said to me, ‘Go, for I 

will send you far away to the Gentiles” (NRSV). 

 

This touching testimony is rich in I-locution. Here 

Bock’s summary is useful:  

“‘I was where you were’ vv.3-5, 

‘I was called by God’ (vv. 6-14),   

‘I was called to be a witness to the nations’ (vv. 15-

21).274 

It is also worthwhile pointing out that the narrator dedi-

cates more space to the apologetic speeches than to the 

apostle’s sermons. Bock observes that there are “97 verses 

of defence speech, which represent 39 percent of the pris-

on defence-section. This compares with 47 verses of 

Pauline missionary speech, or 21 percent of the missionary 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+22&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-27710c
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section.” The significance of this for Bock is that “Paul the 

defender of the faith is as important as, if not more im-

portant than, Paul the preacher of the faith.”275 

But Paul’s impressive defence speech got him nowhere, or 

so it seems (22-29). God’s word, whether as oracle, proph-

ecy or the like, never returns to God without achieving 

something. Moreover, Paul will live to fight (the good 

fight!) another day (30). 

 

 
273 “Evangelism is witnessing which confronts the uncommitted 

with the claims of Christ, with the hope of gaining a positive response; 

Survey of Evangelism (Kingston: Back to the Bible JA, 1988), 1. 
274 Bock, Acts, 659. 
275Ibid., 655.  
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CHAPTER 23 

 

 

1-35 IF PAUL WAS NOT so stubborn, he would have 

saved himself all this trouble outlined in this chapter. But 

then again, what do we know about God’s will, especially 

in light of Luke 23-24: (written by the narrator, Luke) and 

Romans 8:28 (by Paul himself)? Some commentators say 

that the apostle’s missionary endeavours ceased, beginning 

with chapter 21.276 Paul’s view, it seems to me, is that 

though the State or the Sanhedrin may incarcerate, the 

Scripture continues to liberate! (Phil 1). But defending the 

Faith is not always easy (1-4). If the accused lost his tem-

per in verse 3, it appears he repented and resorted to his 

sense of humour in verses 5-6. Of course, Paul’s ‘humour’, 

like that of his Master, is serious stuff—serious enough to 

have brought the house down (7). Preachers like to remind 

us that the failure of the Sadducees to believe277 in the 

basic tenet of the resurrection was why they were sad-u-

see (v 8). That may be so, but it does not explain the sad 
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state of the Pharisees who were also members of the said 

(or sad) Sanhedrin council. Paul’s happiness and joy, on 

the other hand, was never wrapped up primarily in his or-

thodoxy but in his overall posture and commitment to the 

will of God (Phil 4:6-13, 19).  

However, it was his correct notions on the resurrection 

that saved his skin on this particular occasion (9), as well 

as the might of Rome (v 10: The dispute became so violent 

that the commander was afraid Paul would be torn to 

pieces by them. He ordered the troops to go down and take 

him away from them by force and bring him into the bar-

racks). 

In John 16:33 the people of God are warned that living 

this side of eternity will not always be easy, especially if 

doing God’s will is their speciality. Paul must have been 

familiar with this Jesus tradition. What brought him the 

most comfort on this occasion is the very presence of the 

Lord himself (11): “Di neks nait di Laad tan op saida Paal 

an tel im se, ‘Tek aat, kaaz siem ou yu tel di Jeruusilem 

piipl dem bout mi, a siem so yu afi go tel di piipl dem iina 

Ruom bout mi.” JNT 

The word from the exalted Messiah had present and fu-

ture force, because shortly after the divine oracle the 

apostle’s life was in grave danger. The lives of those who 

plotted and fasted were at risk as well; one is only left to 

wonder if they lived to tell the tale. The way how Paul’s 

life was spared (vv 12-22) reminds us of the following lyr-

ics: 

God moves in a mysterious way 

His wonders to perform;  
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He plants His footsteps in the sea 

and rides upon the storm. 

Deep in unfathomable mines 

of never-failing skill 

He treasures up His bright designs 

And works His sovereign will. 

Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take; 

 The clouds ye so much dread 

Are big with mercy and shall break 

In blessings on your head. 

Judge not the Lord by feeble sense, 

 But trust Him for His grace; 

 Behind a frowning providence 

He hides a smiling face. 

His purposes will ripen fast, 

 Unfolding every hour; 

 The bud may have a bitter taste, 

 But sweet will be the flower. 

Blind unbelief is sure to err 

And scan His work in vain; 

 God is His own interpreter, 

 And He will make it plain.278 

 

God will make it plain indeed! Divine providence trans-

fers the apostle to the Gentiles from Jerusalem in the south 

to Caesarea in the north; by night; with infantry; with cav-

alry—the best that earth could have provided, courtesy of 

divine sovereignty (23-35). 

. 
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276 E.g., Marshall, Acts. 
277 The Sadducees, unlike the Pharisees, also denied the existence 

of angels and spirits just like some theologians today. See Bock’s 

(Acts) six ways of understanding v.8. 
278 http://cyberhymnal.org/htm/g/m/gmovesmw.htm. 
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CHAPTER 24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-21  WITHIN A WEEK after the uproar in the south, a 

delegation (consisting of a high profile lawyer, the high 

priests, and elders) was sent to Caesarea to press charges 

against Paul. The prosecuting attorney appears a far better 

orator than Apollos of Christian fame (1-9), but in the final 

analysis it is the defendant (in this case Paul himself) that 

has real ‘power of attorney’. (cf. Luke 21:12-15279): 
 

14 But I confess this to you, that I worship the God of our 

ancestors according to the Way (which they call a sect), 

believing everything that is according to the law and that 

is written in the prophets. 15 I have a hope in God (a hope 

that these men themselves accept too) that there is going 

to be a resurrection of both the righteous and the unright-

eous. 16 This is the reason I do my best to always have a 

clear conscience toward God and toward people.  
17 After several years I came to bring to my people 

gifts for the poor and to present offerings, 18 which I 

was doing when they found me in the temple, ritually 
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purified, without a crowd or a disturbance. 19 But there 

are some Jews from the province of Asia who should be 

here before you and bring charges, if they have any-

thing against me. 20 Or these men here should tell what 

crime they found me guilty of when I stood before the 

council, 21 other than this one thing I shouted out while I 

stood before them: ‘I am on trial before you today con-

cerning the resurrection of the dead’”( NET). 

 

22-27 Having listened to the defendant carefully, the 

judge on this occasion adjourned the case. Felix must have 

heard about the personal Way (John 14:6) from Scriptures 

like Genesis 3:15, Deuteronomy 18 (the Law), as well as 

Isaiah 9:6; 53: 1-13; and Daniel 2 (the Prophets). He will 

hear these matters (and more!) again and again, and with a 

bigger audience. Paul’s hope mentioned in verses 15 and 

21 would surely include Daniel 12:1-3. This he was con-

vinced of before becoming a Christian.  His major concern 

prior to that was the Jesus of Nazareth who was hung on a 

tree. So he could not understand why Jesus had such a 

large following having been (in his mind) accursed of 

God. 

Twenty centuries later scholarly minds like the apostle 

Paul still struggle with the idea, and possibility of the res-

urrection of Christ. Martin, for example, reminds us that 

the canons of modern-day historiography do not allow us 

to speak with any conviction regarding what the apostle 

himself is persuaded of. Since historical events are unre-

peatable, no one can say for certain what happened back 

then. In some strange sort of way (that is by faith) Martin 
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affirms his belief in Jesus’s resurrection but not with the 

same type of certainty with which Paul writes (1 Cor 15) 

and testifies.280 

 

 
279 “[T]hey will seize you and persecute you. They will hand you 

over to synagogues and put you in prison, and you will be brought 

before kings and governors, and all on account of my name. 13 And so 

you will bear testimony [μαρτύριον; witness] to me. 14 But make up 

your mind not to worry beforehand how you will defend 

[ἀπολογηθῆναι·; apologetics] yourselves. 15 For I will give you words 

and wisdom that none of your adversaries will be able to resist or con-

tradict.” The translation ‘words and wisdom’ brings out the alliteration 

of the original (στόμα καὶ σοφίαν) nicely. 
280 Biblical Truths, 198-215. 
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1-5  WHEN THE JUDICIAL  machinery of any country 

goes awry the whole society unravels. On the surface of it 

the Jewish leaders appear to be seeking justice but murder 

is on their mind. About thirty years before they murdered 

the Prince of Life, and they are about to do the same thing 

to his chosen vessel. This chosen vessel was himself a 

murderer along the same lines. It is good that Festus, a rep-

resentative of the state, is manifestly interested in justice 

and probity—at least on this occasion (5). 6-12 It’s also 

amazing how history seems to repeat itself, for this round 

of trials resembles that of Stephen’s, in terms of the preju-

dice on display (6-7).   
 

Then Paul made his defense: “I have done nothing wrong 

against the Jewish law or against the temple or against 

Caesar.”9 Festus, wishing to do the Jews a favour, said to 

Paul, “Are you willing to go up to Jerusalem and stand 

trial before me there on these charges?”10 Paul answered: 

“I am now standing before Caesar’s court, where I ought 
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to be tried. I have not done any wrong to the Jews, as you 

yourself know very well.11 If, however, I am guilty of do-

ing anything deserving death, I do not refuse to die. But if 

the charges brought against me by these Jews are not true, 

no one has the right to hand me over to them. I appeal to 

Caesar!”12 After Festus had conferred with his council, he 

declared: “You have appealed to Caesar. To Caesar you 

will go!” 

 

The Lord did promise that the apostle to the Gentiles 

would have his day in the Supreme Court, but it is doubt-

ful that he knew how things would turn out where that is 

concerned. He still does not know at this juncture. He is at 

sea about the whole affair.281 13-27 Since nothing happens 

to the servant of God by chance, we are not surprised that 

the next trial date affords Paul the opportunity to speak to 

more people with political clout (13-22). Dr Luke captures 

the moment with these words: “On the following day 

Agrippa and Bernice made their entrance into the assem-

bly hall, along with the military officers of high rank and 

some other prominent people, with much pomp and 

pride282 (φαντασίας,283 phantasias)” (v 23). And having 

summoned the detainee, Festus opened a new round of 

cross examination with these opening remarks: 

 

King Agrippa, and all you gentlemen here present with 

us, you see this man about whom all the people of the 

Jews appealed to me, both at Jerusalem and here, loudly 

declaring that he ought not to live any longer. 25 But I 

found that he had committed nothing worthy of death; 
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and since he himself appealed to [p]the Emperor, I de-

cided to send him. 26  

Yet I have nothing definite about him to write to my 

lord. Therefore, I have brought him before you all and 

especially before you, King Agrippa, so that after the 

investigation has taken place, I may have something to 

write. 27 For it seems absurd to me in sending a prisoner, 

not to indicate also the charges against him (NASB). 

 
281 For the next three chapters! 
282 The hendiadys is from a Jamaican Festival song by Toots and 

the Maytals. 
283 “Pomp,” The UBS Greek NT (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesell-

schaft), 400. The word “Pomp” is from the Greek pompē; in Old 

English it means ‘vain and boastful display,’ according to the Concise 

Oxford English Dictionary. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+25&version=NASB#fen-NASB-27822p
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1-18 AFTER RECEIVING PERMISSION to speak (in 

Greek? v.1), Paul proceeds to share his revolutionary ex-

perience; and for the first time we are explicitly told that 

the resurrected Lord spoke in a Semitic tongue (v.14; ‘He-

brew language’ [RSV]; ‘Aramaic’ [NIV]). Again we have 

the contrastive egō . . . egō (I … I), as in 22:8. The fact 

that egō, is placed on the lips of Jesus in all three Lukan 

passages seems to justify Dalman’s Aramaic re-

construction of  ‘anā Yēshûa‘ (I am Yeshua),284 as well as 

shows Luke’s interest in the Dominical285 ‘I’.  

What appears certain here is that Jesus spoke a Semitic 

language,286 at least on this occasion, and the dominical ‘I’ 

has definitely played a prominent role in the dialogue. One 

could say that egō not only adorned the authority of the 

Dominical ‘I’ but also points in the direction of his divini-

ty as well (I am Jesus whom you persecute; v. 15, is  

preceded by ‘Lord’).287 This no doubt left an indelible im-
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pression on Saul, and his own employment of ‘I’ would 

never approach anything like what he encountered on the 

Damascus road.  From now on there is only one Supreme 

‘I’ (egō [ἐγὼ]; 17) clothed in humanity—the one who 

spoke from heaven about his love for the Gentiles.288 An 

interesting observation is the apostle’s own use of egō in 

verse 10 (cf. 22:3), and especially in verses 9 and 15 where 

it is set in contrast to a dominical ‘I’.  

This Pauline ‘I’ is undoubtedly auto-biographical. 

Verses 4-11 correspond well with another testimony writ-

ten in a different genre and for a different purpose:  

 

If someone else thinks they have reasons to put confi-

dence in the flesh, I have more: 5 circumcised on the 

eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Ben-

jamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a 

Pharisee; 6 as for zeal, persecuting the church; as for 

righteousness based on the law, faultless (Phil. 3:4b-6 

NIV). 

 

But everything changed about 12:12pm that day while 

Saul and his ‘swords-men’ saw a light 

 

from heaven, brighter than the sun, blazing around me 

and my companions. 14 We all fell to the ground, and I 

heard a voice saying to me in Aramaic,[a] ‘Saul, Saul, 

why do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick 

against the goads’ (12-14 NIV). 

 

The commission that was given on that occasion reveals 

important insights into Luke’s soteriology: for the writer, 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+26&version=NIV#fen-NIV-27838a
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salvation is an eye-opening experience (cf. 2 Cor 4:4-6) 

which involves a turning from spiritual darkness to the 

light of God’s kingdom (John 8); it inevitably results in 

freedom (from the power of Satan to God) and for-

giveness, as well as positional and practical holiness (16-

18). The narrator continues: 
 

19 “So then, King Agrippa, I was not disobedient to the vi-

sion from heaven. 20 First to those in Damascus, then to 

those in Jerusalem and in all Judea, and then to the Gen-

tiles, I preached that they should repent and turn to God 

and demonstrate their repentance by their deeds. 21 That is 

why some Jews seized me in the temple courts and tried 

to kill me. 22 But God has helped me to this very day; so I 

stand here and testify to small and great alike. I am saying 

nothing beyond what the prophets and Moses said would 

happen— 23 that the Messiah would suffer and, as the first 

to rise from the dead, would bring the message of light to 

his own people and to the Gentiles.” 24 At this point Festus 

interrupted Paul’s defense. “You are out of your 

mind, Paul!” he shouted. “Your great learning is driving 

you insane.” 
25 “I am not insane, most excellent Festus,” Paul replied. 

“What I am saying is true and reasonable. 26 The king is 

familiar with these things, and I can speak freely to him. I 

am convinced that none of this has escaped his notice, be-

cause it was not done in a corner. 27 King Agrippa, do you 

believe the prophets? I know you do.”28 Then Agrippa 

said to Paul, “Do you think that in such a short time you 

can persuade me to be a Christian?” 
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29 Paul replied, “Short time or long—I pray to God 

that not only you but all who are listening to me today 

may become what I am, except for these chains.”30 The 

king rose, and with him the governor and Bernice and 

those sitting with them. 31 After they left the room, they 

began saying to one another, “This man is not doing an-

ything that deserves death or imprisonment.”32 Agrippa 

said to Festus, “This man could have been set free if he 

had not appealed to Caesar.” (NIV). 

 

 
284 (2004, 241) 
285 Lordship.  

286 On this question, see Ken M. Penner “Ancient Names for Hebrew 

and Aramaic: A Case for Lexical Revision,” NTS 65.3 (July 2019):  

412-423. His summary on page 412 reads as follows: 

The view expressed in BDAG that Hebrais refers not to Hebrew 

but to ‘the Aramaic spoken at that time in Palestine’ derives from 

a century-old argument that because Hebrais could mean either 

Aramaic or Hebrew, and since the average person could not un-

derstand Hebrew, Hebrais must mean Aramaic. This article 

challenges the view that Hebrais(ti) could mean Aramaic (1) by 

using an exhaustive list of all instances to show that Aramaic was 

consistently distinguished from Hebrew, and (2) by explaining the 

evidence to the contrary: Aramaic-looking words in John, Jose-

phus and Philo that are said to be Hebraisti. 
287 Dalman The Words of Jesus, 330. Mit . . . hebräischen Sprache . 

. . in welcher nach Apg. 21, 40; 22, 2 Paulus zu den Jerusalemern, 

nach 26, 14 Jesus zu Paulus redete, wird das Aramäische gemeint sein 

(Dalman 1965, 5)/‘Aramaic . . . must be meant by the “Hebrew 

tongue” in which . . . Jesus spoke to Paul (Acts 26: [14])’ (Dalman 

1997, 7). As above, another of Dalman’s (1967, 17) original reads: 

‘anā jēshûa‘/Ich bin Jesus.  

https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Ken%20M.%20Penner&eventCode=SE-AU
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We therefore cannot agree with the following Johannine assess-

ment by Dunn:  “Had the striking ‘I am’ self-assertions . . . been 

remembered as spoken by Jesus, how could any Evangelist have ig-

nored them so completely as the Synoptics do?’. But see Luke’s (7: 

27) intriguing omission of egō , from Malachi 3:1 (LXX). But see 

Luke’s (7: 27) intriguing omission of egō, from Malachi 3:1 (LXX).  

’ The NRSV has the identical rendering accompanied with a mar-

ginal note that reads “That is, Aramaic”. The NLT has just the 

opposite, and the REB with its ‘Jewish language’ is non-committal.   
288 “We have seen that Paul’s previous self-concept portrayed the 

features of someone who was highly satisfied with his religious 

achievements. This self-appraisal was totally shattered by the Damas-

cus event. …He realized that, because of human sin, man not only has 

no ground for any selfboasting before God (Rom 3: 27; 4:2; [7: 1-25] 

2 Cor 12:5); he is totally and irrevocably dependent on grace [as a 

spiritual weakling. Therefore] Paul’s new self- understanding [as de-

pendent ‘I’] also becomes clear in the radical way in which he 

understands himself as transformed by God” (du Toit 1996, 84; my 

italics). 
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CHAPTER 27 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-12 FINALLY, PAUL IS ON his way to Rome, not on a 

cruise liner, but on a rugged first century vessel, along 

with Luke his friend and private physician, a Thessalonian 

brother, and fellow prisoners. Dr Luke is careful to note 

how Paul is singled out for special treatment—an early 

line of evidence that the Lord himself is with them (1-3). 

Luke will continue to provide details of the voyage to 

Rome with his mention of places like Asia Minor (a part of 

Turkey today), Thessalonica (a part of Greece), Sidon (a 

part of Lebanon), Cyprus, Cilicia and Pamphylia, Myra, 

Lycia, Cnidus, Crete, Salmone, Phoenix, and “a place 

called Fair Havens, near the town of Lasea.” He also 

makes mention of relatively minor challenges along the 

way (6-9). 

In Luke chapter 5 we have a carpenter (or builder) tell-

ing a seasoned fisherman where to cast his nets; now in 

verse 10 we have a tent-maker (leather worker) instructing 

seasoned sailors about the high seas. In Luke 5 the fisher-
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man listened to the carpenter and was flabbergasted— 

penitent even! Here the Roman officer ignores the advice 

of the prisoner. This is understandable.  

Little does he know that the said prisoner is reflecting 

the mind of God (9-12; cf. John 1:11, 14, 18). On account 

of the fact that only a gentle breeze was blowing from the 

south, the chief stakeholders on board thought that they are 

relatively safe. So they pull up the anchor and continue 

their journey. However, they did not throw caution to the 

wind, gentle or not. They made every effort to keep as 

close as possible to the Cretan shore (13). But not too long 

after that, another 

 

wind of hurricane force,289 called the Northeaster, swept 

down from the island. 15 The ship was caught by the 

storm and could not head into the wind; so we gave way 

to it and were driven along. 16 As we passed to the lee of 

a small island called Cauda, we were hardly able to 

make the lifeboat secure, 17 so the men hoisted it aboard. 

Then they passed ropes under the ship itself to hold it 

together. Because they were afraid they would run 

aground on the sandbars of Syrtis, they lowered the sea 

anchor[b] and let the ship be driven along. 18 We took 

such a violent battering from the storm that the next day 

they began to throw the cargo overboard. 19 On the third 

day, they threw the ship’s tackle overboard with their 

own hands.20 When neither sun nor stars appeared for 

many days and the storm continued raging, we finally 

gave up all hope of being saved.290 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Acts+27&version=NIV#fen-NIV-27873b
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The verses above (particularly v. 20) paint a very bleak 

picture—one of hopelessness. So Paul’s (on the surface of 

it) I-told-you-so posture and pronouncement come across 

as a bit callous (21). But when we read verse 21 in light of 

what follows, we see the glimmer at the end of the tunnel, 

or better, the sunrise on the horizon (after that dark night 

of the soul. 22-25). Gaventa291 divides the voyage into 

seven ‘sea’ sections, which we have rebranded:  

 

• Difficulties (vv 1-8) 

• Disappointment (9-12) 

• Disaster (13-20) 

• Declaration (21-26) 

• Despair (27-32) 

• Decisiveness (33-38) 

• Destruction (39-44) 

 

 
289 This forms an inclusio with the sound of a hurricane in chapter 

2 (second chapter with the second to last). 
290 “wi did shuor se wi don fa, notn kudn siev wi” JNT. 
291 Acts, 350. 
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1-31 THIS ENDING CHAPTER begins with some good 

news—the fulfilment of prophecy that no life would be 

loss. The ship was destroyed but all are ‘now on board’ on 

the island of Malta, with showers of blessing from above 

and from below. They are safe but cold. So warm-hearted 

Paul (prisoner though he may be) decides to share the 

warmth, but a viper took a liking to him to the point where 

the philanthropic islanders misinterpreted the situation. 

Yes, Paul was once a murderer; but now he’s a changed 

hombre. Through Christ and the Spirit he shares his life (1-

10; cf. Phil. 4:13).  

Certainly, from a literary point of view this is the end of 

the journey for Paul. That’s where the writer locates him. 

That is where the apostle was headed. There are more op-

portunities in Rome for apologetics and witnessing, 

courtesy of divine providence (11-29).292 
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Then Paul dwelt two whole years in his own rented 

house, and received all who came to him, 31 preaching the 

kingdom of God and teaching the things which concern the 

Lord Jesus Christ with all confidence, no one forbidding 

him.   

Summary and Conclusion 

 

One of the ways in which the Lukan plot is advanced in 

Acts is by the provision of a variety of progress reports. 

These reports serve the trajectory of his narrative which 

moves inexorably from the religious capital (Jerusalem) to 

the imperial capital that was no less religious but much 

more pluralistic in orientation. A central part of the narra-

tive juxtaposes the conversions of three prominent 

individuals who appear to be descendants of Ham, Shem 

and Japheth, the three men given the primary responsibil-

ity of re-populating the earth, according to the Genesis 

record.293  

After citing a few instances of ‘mass’ conversions, 

Luke begins his triadic show-piece by telling the story of a 

Gentile treasurer, who may well have been regarded as 

among the first-fruits of the promise found in Psalm 68:31 

(Acts 8). The third example of an individual coming under 

the influence of the Messiah (chapter 10) appears to be an 

adumbration of the final episode of Acts which is located 

in Rome. The centre-piece within the triad indicates 

Luke’s main interest in the former Semitic zealot who be-

came the chief agent in carrying the evangel beyond the 

borders of Palestine into the very centre of the evil Empire.  
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Saul of Tarsus, then, becomes for Luke the best exam-

ple of a person who has fully committed herself or himself 

to the redemptive and imposing Messianic Presence whose 

power is mediated through the Pentecostal Spirit. This fact 

can be easily borne out by the amount of space (an esti-

mated two-thirds of Luke’s material) dedicated to the 

apostle. From chapter 13 to the end, then, Paul has been 

Luke’s hero.294 Now the hero is in Rome. Why Rome? 

Kilgallen’s response to this query is worth considering: 

One of the teachings to Theophilus in this tumultuous 

century is, it seems most likely, an explanation as to how it 

is that he, a pagan, has become a full number of an exclu-

sionary religion that began as thoroughly Jewish.  This 

attention to Theophilus, it is suggested, makes necessary a 

story that geographically and chronologically arrives and 

finishes at the place where Theophilus and his community 

are; it is to them the story is written (Luke 1, 4).  Luke’s 

work does not stop till Rome, 61 AD, but stops there and 

then.  This strongly suggests Luke’s satisfaction that he 

has told a story which finally arrives where Theophilus is.  

That Luke stops his work at Rome, 61 AD indicates The-

ophilus and his church are there.  By Luke’s story, 

Theophilus understands the truth many teachings, particu-

larly about his place in God’s plan of salvation.295 

There is a sense in which the book of Acts is a tale of 

two cities: Jerusalem and Rome. The former was one of 

the largest centres of Jewry; the latter was an urban area of 

around a million people, roughly half of whom were 

slaves.296 Both in Luke’s first and last chiastic frames (A-
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A')297 he has the willing-and winning God reaching down 

and reaching out to “the poor . . . the prisoners . . . the 

blind . . . [and] the oppressed,” and others (Luke 4:18) in 

the most significant metropolitan areas.298 It is a sacrificial 

venture.  If the Messiah (Act 2:23) and Stephen (Acts 

7:54-59) die in Jerusalem, Peter and Paul will die in Rome. 

The deaths of these witnesses did not signal the end of the 

Way (John 14:6 admits no cul-de-sac). They point to a 

new beginning. Put another way, Rome makes way for 

new frontiers (cf. Rom 1: 1-16).299 So the apostle’s will-

ingness to go to Rome was an assault300 on the capital of 

Empire, not to take life but to give life through the One 

whose life was taken by Rome.  

In chapter 28:30, Paul’s willingness was matched by 

that of his visitors, and, in a sense, by Rome in allowing 

him the privilege of proclaiming another king and king-

dom (28:31).If Luke’s first volume begins with the 

anointed One par excellence (Luke 4:18), his second ends 

with another anointed (Acts 13:46; Isa 49:6) who takes his 

paradigmatic role with the utmost seriousness (e.g., 1 Cor 

11:1). So does Luke.  And it was after the first missionary 

journey of Barnabas and Paul, sent out from Antioch, that 

Luke reports the first major theological and missiological 

discussion, involving the two main centres of Christianity 

at the time. After the apostolic council and the promulga-

tion of the first and foremost of letters of earliest 

Christianity, Luke began to narrow his focus on the life of 

one missionary whose training and commissioning made 

him especially equipped to embody and expound the sig-

nificance of the Jerusalem-council letter that has so much 
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import for the Messianic community in general and Gen-

tile Christianity in particular.  

So, in this commentary, I have posited that Luke em-

ployed chiasmus301 to delineate the way in which the 

gospel reached Rome from Jerusalem.302 The structure 

highlights certain divine initiatives303 (two centrifugal and 

two centripetal) that engaged the Messianic community in 

a dominically motivated mission. A fifth initiative, the 

centrepiece of the macrostructure, focuses attention on the 

importance of theological discussion for the enterprise of 

gospel contextualization. Finally, Luke’s two volumes end 

the way they began, with both the prologue (Luke 1:1-4) 

and the epilogue (Acts 28:30-31) marked by a certain 

weightiness of literary style that forms an unmistakable 

inclusion.304  

 
292 Seen here as the outworking of God’s plan (26:30-32; cf. 2:23), 

about which Luke has much to say (e.g., 27:21-25; see also D.G. Pe-

terson, The Acts of the Apostles [PNTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 

2009], 29-32). 
293On these see J. Daniel Hayes, From Every People and Nation: A 

Biblical Theology of Race (Leicester: Apollos, 2003), 51-65, 157-180. 
294 For an interesting take on this hero, see Brittany E. Wilson, 

“The Blinding of Paul and the Power of God: Masculinity, Sight, and 

Self-Control in Acts 9,” JBL 133 (2014): 367-387. 
295John Kilgallen, “Luke Wrote to Rome—a Suggestion,” Biblica 

88 (2007), 255. For a credible proposal as to why Luke is silent on the 

outcome of Paul’s trial in Rome, see Daniel Marguerat, “The End of 

Acts (28:16-31) and the Rhetoric of Silence,” in S.E. Porter and T.H. 

Olbricht, eds., Rhetoric and the NT: Essays from the 1992 Heidelbeg 

Conference (Sheffield: SAP, 1993), 74-89. In one of her latest papers 

(“Imaging the Divine: Idolatry and God's Body in the Book of Acts,” 

NTS [May 2019] ), she writes (unconvincingly in my estimation): 
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This article problematises the widespread assumption that the 

God of early Christianity is an invisible God. This assumption 

is found in both popular and academic discourse and often ap-

peals to biblical critiques of divine images to make its case. Yet 

while Hebrew Bible scholars have recently questioned this axi-

omatic belief, New Testament scholars have yet to do the same. 

To address this oversight, this article first looks at divine imag-

es and idol polemic in the ancient world and then turns to 

Luke's depiction of divine images in the book of Acts as a test 

case. Here I demonstrate how Acts depicts God as a visible – 

and even embodied – being, while at the same time critiquing 

visual representations of the divine. With Acts, we find that not 

all Christians ‘imaged’ God as invisible 

 
296Stanley Porter, The Letter to the Romans: A linguistic and Liter-

ary Commentary (Sheffield: Phoenix, 2015), 4. 
297 The other points of the frame, especially B-B´, are suffused in 

the book of Acts. 
298 On God’s heart for the upper echelon of Roman society, see 

James Edwards, “‘Public Theology’ in Luke-Acts: The Witness of the 

Gospel to Powers and Authorities,” NTS 62 / Issue 02 (April 2016): 

227 – 252. 
299If Christianity back then was “turning the world upside down” 

and if in the twentieth century it was the opiate of the people, it re-

mains today an equal opportunity ‘fix’; what it did to Rome it will do 

to other cities. For example, Luke’s trajectory takes us from the mono-

theistic capital in the east (Jerusalem) to the polytheistic centre of the 

west (Rome), with a brief stop at the ‘unknown god’ city of Athens. 

Luke wrote after the dispatch of the book of Romans, knowing fully 

well that the Gospel left none of these cities untouched (A Christocen-

tric and triune monotheism captured the imagination of many). If he 

were/was familiar with Ephesians, he would have known that Artemis 

of Ephesus was unfavourably compared with the people of God in 

2:10. In other words, if the temple of Diana was one of the seven won-
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ders of the world, God’s ‘poem’ outlasted it, and is the only temple 

that will make it into eternity (Matt 16:18). 
300Like Mark’s gospel and Priscilla’s homily that has come down 

to us as the book of Hebrews, and drafted by her male amanuensis 

(Heb. 13). 
301In commenting on Luke 9:6, Darrell Bock( Luke 1:1-9:50, vol. 1 

[Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994], 817-818) comments: “By way of con-

clusion, Luke summarizes the mission briefly by referring to two 

primary tasks of the twelve: preaching the good news and healing (so 

also Acts 13:3 with 14:1-18). These are the same two categories with 

which Luke introduced the passage (Luke 9:1-2), except that he now 

gives them in reverse order (9:2 also spoke about the kingdom). The 

summary thus forms an inclusio with the introduction (Bovon 1989: 

460). Some have pointed out the inclusio of Acts 1:6 (“kingdom”) and 

28:31 (“kingdom”); and the  “reverse order” relative to the relevant 

Lukan mission mentioned by Bock appears to parallel the purported 

macro-structure of  Luke’s second volume.  
302See https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/cjet/17_094.pdf. For the 

chiasmus; and for one that includes the Lukan Gospel, see Kenneth R. 

Wolfe, "The Chiastic Structure of Luke-Acts and Some Implications 

for Worship," Southwestern Journal of Theology 30 (Spring, 1980): 

62-63. 
303See also Beverly Gaventa, “Initiatives Divine and Human in the 

Story World of Acts,” in G.N. Stanton et al. eds., The Holy Spirit and 

Christian Origins (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 79-89. According 

to J.B. Green (The Gospel of Luke [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997], 

830), “[T]he story of Luke-Acts is, in large part, the tale of two com-

peting purposes---that of God and that which opposes God.” 
304 J. Nolland, Luke 1-9:20 (Waco, Texas, 1989), 4. 

https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/cjet/17_094.pdf
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The Apostle Paul and the Church 

 

 

 

 

 

ALTHOUGH PAUL, in and around 49 A.D, founded the 

set of churches in South Galatia,305 he is definitely not the 

founder of Christianity, as Richard Dawkins claims.306 

Matthew 16 and Acts chapters 1-2 are far better witnesses 

where the origin of the Messianic community is con-

cerned. Though not as great as the founder of the Christian 

faith, in the minds of many, the Apostle Paul is the greatest 

missionary the world has ever seen.  Even if we disagree 

with this judgement there can be no doubt regarding the 

tremendous impact he has made in advancing the cause of 

Christ in our world. 

Yet, in the words of Dr Tucker, “Paul is a less awesome 

figure than some adulatory devotees would have him to be.  

In many ways, he was a very ordinary man facing ordinary 

problems that have confronted missionaries ever since.”307 

This observation, paradoxically, serves to highlight the 

Apostle’s greatness even more, for if he was so ordinary, 
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whence his greatness as a missionary?  An examination of 

the Apostle Paul’s role as an evangelist, Pastor and teacher 

may furnish the answer to the above query. 

Paul was an evangelist indeed.  But he was not always 

so, because he once sought to impede the progress of the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ.  He relentlessly persecuted the 

people of God until he himself submitted to the Lord of 

Glory one bright and sunny day on the way to the city of 

Damascus.  It was the Lord who announced to Ananias 

that this once proud Pharisee would be an evangelist.  

“GO!  This man is my chosen instrument to carry my 

Name before the Gentiles and their kings before the people 

of Israel,” was the heavenly injunction. 

It was not very long before the now converted Saul be-

gan preaching the good news of Christ in Damascus, 

showing convincingly that Jesus who was crucified was 

indeed the awaited Messiah (Acts 9:19-22).  He began, 

quite naturally, with his own people.  However, his effort 

was greeted with almost immediate opposition.   

Sometime after this bitter experience the Apostle Paul 

began to have a more or less settled ministry in the thriv-

ing assembly at Antioch.  It was from this church that he 

received further direction through the Spirit to be involved 

in a wider ministry.  He was to embark on a missionary 

career that would take him as far as Rome, the capital of 

the world, and he was to henceforth serve not as a loner, 

but as a labourer among many.  His evangelistic partner 

from the home base was Barnabas—the man who was in-

strumental in gaining an entry for him among the believers 

at Jerusalem. 
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Having left the church at Antioch to fulfil their mis-

sionary vocation, Barnabas and Saul stopped in Salamis, 

after passing through Seleucia on the mainland.  Salamis 

was a city on the isle of Cyprus which boasted an appar-

ently large community of Jews, so “they preached the 

Word of God in the synagogues” (Acts 13:6). 

If evangelism is witnessing that confronts the uncom-

mitted with the claims of Jesus Christ, then Paul was an 

evangelist par excellence.  As a fisher of men he went 

where the fish were and as a result he was constantly 

found in the synagogues where there was always a gather-

ing of Jews with their proselytes, “For Moses of old times 

hath in every city them that preach him, being read in the 

synagogues every Sabbath day”  (Acts 15:21). 

But Paul in particular was not just acting out a princi-

ple.  He was expressing a heartfelt concern for first century 

Jewry.  He confessed: “I say the truth in Christ, I lie not, 

my conscience also bearing me witness in the Holy Ghost, 

that I have great heaviness and continual sorrow in my 

heart.  For I could, that I myself were accursed from Christ 

for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh:  who 

are Israelites” (Rom. 9:1-4a). 

However, while the apostle Paul had the privilege of 

seeing a number of Jews coming to the Lord, his greater 

success was with the Gentiles.  And as he moved along, he 

evangelized, preached, argued, testified, and persuaded his 

non-Jewish audiences (e.g. Acts 17: 1ff; 26:27ff). The 

missionary activities of the Apostle Paul were not confined 
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to evangelism alone but included a calculated effort to fos-

ter the spiritual development of new believers. 

Even before Paul went on his first missionary journey 

the importance of nourishing babes of the faith was im-

pressed on him when he first visited the church of Antioch.  

A revival had broken out in that city after certain itinerant 

evangelists powerfully proclaimed the gospel to both the 

Jewish and Gentile inhabitants.  News of this activity 

reached Jerusalem, and the church there sent Barnabas to 

conduct follow-up work.   

After being involved in some intensive counselling ses-

sions with the new believers and seeing further numerical 

growth, Barnabas decided to instruct them more accurately 

in the things of the Lord.  To help him accomplish this 

task, he enlisted the help of Saul of Tarsus, a man in whom 

he had discerned the gift of teaching.  “And when he had 

found him, he brought him unto Antioch. And it came to 

pass that for a whole year they assembled themselves with 

the church, and taught much people.  And the disciples 

were called Christians first in Antioch” (Acts 11:26). 

This must have been a memorable experience for Paul, 

because as a result of this concentrated teaching the disci-

ples were dubbed “Christians”.  Their fellowmen had seen 

a difference in their life-style.  There was no doubt in the 

young teacher’s mind that there was a close connection 

between the nickname CHRISTIAN and the creed he and 

Barnabas had so faithfully expounded.  Later on in his 

writing to the church at Ephesus he had clearly thought-out 

philosophy of edification.   
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The flow of Paul’s thought expressed in chapter 4:11-

15 is as follows: The risen and glorified Christ has given 

certain gifted persons to His church (v. 11); The task of 

these persons is to equip the saints for service (v.12a); The 

involvement of the saints in the ministry is with a view “to 

the edifying of the body of Christ …  till we all come ... 

unto the measure of the statue of the fullness of Christ” 

(vv. 12b, 13). 

Paul’s plan to see the maturity of God’s people was 

squarely based on the Word of God.  Writing to Timothy 

just before his martyrdom he reminds the young pastor of 

the authenticity and potency of Scripture (2 Tim. 3:15-17) 

and proceeded thereafter to urge its proclamation. With a 

note of sadness, the aged Apostle anticipated a time when 

even saints will resist any effort made to ensure genuine 

spiritual maturity (2 Tim. 4:1-4). 

Prior to writing this epistle to his young companion, he 

had met briefly with the Ephesian Elders en route to 

Rome.  In this solemn meeting the ten-making missionary 

who was instrumental in founding the church at Ephesus, 

unburdened his heart to the elders of that church.  His 

heart was for their survival.  Committed as he was to spir-

itual development, his concern went beyond this:  he 

wanted to leave behind a vibrant, God-glorifying church 

that would make him proud at the BEMA (cf. 1 Thess. 

2:19). 

It is in this light that we must understand Paul’s dis-

course at Miletus.   
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And from Miletus he sent to Ephesus, and called the el-

ders of the church.  And when they were come to him, 

he said unto them, Ye know, from the first day that I 

came into Asia, after what manner I have been with you 

at all seasons, serving the Lord with all humility of 

mind, and with many tears, and temptations, which be-

fell me by the lying in wait of the Jews:  and how I kept 

back nothing that was profitable to you, but have 

shewed you, and have taught you publicly, and from 

house to house...Wherefore I take you to record this 

day, that I am pure from the blood of all men.  For I 

have not shunned to declare unto all the counsel of God 

(Acts 20:17-20, 26-27).   

 

Yet another aspect of Paul’s concern for the people of 

God is seen in his prayer life.  If, as the epigram goes, “in-

tercession is love on its knees,” then there is no doubt that 

the Apostle to the Gentiles really loved his converts.  It is 

worthy of note that in most of his epistles written from 

prison, prayers are mentioned at the beginning and end of 

the letters.  (Eph. 1:3f, 6:18f;  Phl. 1:3f,  4:6;  Col. 1:9f, 

4:1).  

 

Paul’s prayer for the Colossians is quite significant in 

the light of the fact that he did not start that assembly. He 

was so committed to helping people attain Christ-likeness 

that he constantly cried out to God, who alone can effect 

any lasting change in human nature. 

Did the Apostle Paul have any plan to ensure that the 

church through-out her history would have a true “Apos-

tolic” succession – that is, an unbroken line of leaders who 
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would genuinely care for God’s heritage?  And if so, what 

is it?  I believe that the answer to the first question is in the 

affirmative.  The balance of this article attempts to address 

the second. 

Already in Paul’s day there was a shortage of Christian 

leaders.  He could say to Timothy, his trusted co-labourer, 

“Do thy diligence to come shortly unto me:  for Demas 

hath forsaken me, having loved this world, and is departed 

unto Thessalonica” (2 Tim. 4:9-10).  

It must have been with tears in his eyes he penned these 

words to the Philippians Christians, “But I trust in the Lord 

Jesus to send Timothy shortly unto you, that I also maybe 

of good comfort, when I know your state.  For I have no 

man likeminded, who will naturally care for your state.  

For all seek their own, not the things which are Jesus 

Christ’s.” 

But if this was indeed the case in the first century 

church it was not Paul’s fault, for it is evident from a study 

of his ministry that one of his priorities was the training of 

Christian leaders.  This he sought to do by way of positive 

example.  Once again, we turn to Acts 20:17-35.  What 

Paul did among the early converts at Ephesus was not ac-

cidental.   

Evidently from 2 Timothy 2:2, Paul had a class of spe-

cially handpicked people whom he trained to carry the 

burden of the ministry in the succeeding generation.   Eve-

ry believer should be concerned about telling the gospel to 

others.  However, this passage is particularly applicable to 

leaders.  
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Every such servant of God, while not neglecting the 

whole congregation, should endeavour to develop other 

leaders who will be qualified and competent to carry the 

gospel effectively to others.  This is how the gospel 

reached us.  It is our responsibility to prepare others to 

reach the next generation. 

What was Paul’s curriculum for potential Church lead-

ers like?  This we are not explicitly told, but from his 

various emphases here and there in the New Testament it 

may be possible to put together a fairly accurate picture of 

at least his “core disciplines.” 

We can be fairly certain that such a curriculum, if it ev-

er existed, was squarely based on the sacred writings.  It is 

highly improbable that the young pastor at Ephesus was 

hearing the words of 2 Timothy 2:2 for the first time.  The 

apostle must have imparted to his students sound Bible 

study principles, drawing both from his rabbinic and 

Christian traditions. 

 

In some places we find this missionary theologian 

stressing (rather than straining) certain points of grammar 

(eg. The singular number in Gal 3:16).  He wanted Timo-

thy to give heed to “sound words” (11 Tim. 1:13). 

Imprisonment itself and impending execution did not 

stop the apostle Paul from serious study of God’s Word 

(11 Tim. 4).  This must have had a tremendous effect on 

his student, Timothy. 

As a missionary, the Apostle Paul was faithful both to 

his evangelistic call and his follow-up efforts.  He also 

sought to reproduce himself in men and women (“men” 
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generic in 2 Tim.  2:2) who would carry the torch of lead-

ership to yet another generation of believers.   

It is the apostle’s work in these three areas that made 

him great in our judgement.  It seems evident then that 

Paul was consciously carrying out in his ministry what is 

commonly known as the great commission (Matt. 28:18-

20, et cetera; cf. Jn. 14:15; 2 Cor. 5:14). What the apostle 

Paul and others did for the first century is left for us to do 

in the twenty-first. 

 
305Schweiser, Eduard, A Theological Introduction to the New Tes-

tament. Translated by O. R. Dean, Jr. (London: SPCK  1992), 73.  
306The God Delusion, 58. 
307 Ruth Tucker, From Jerusalem to Irian Jaya (Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan, 2004), 27. 
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APPENDIX 2 

CAFU 

 

Chronological Survey 

 

 

 

 

FORTY YEARS BEFORE Pogba and company won the 

World Cup, the Christian Ambassadors Footballers United 

(CAFU) came into being with the express purpose of 

reaching other men with the Gospel. The movement first 

started with a group of Christians from Maranatha Gospel 

Hall in the Vineyard Town-Franklyn Town community, 

who was desirous of entering a team in the local corner 

league competition. Later Christians from other churches 

were invited to participate to strengthen the team and be-

fore long a ministry of rich inter-denominational 

endeavour was born. 

Over the years CAFU has engaged Manning Cup, Ma-

jor League, Premier League and other teams in order to 

spread the word. CAFU has also entered a few competi-

tions, namely, the former Red Label league, as well as the 

Tourers and Masters League competitions, all under the 
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auspices of the JFF. Twice in the 80s the squad travelled to 

Washington D.C. to enter the annual Bob Marley tourna-

ment. In October 98 CAFU toured Cuba, and in 2003 and 

2006, Orlando. 

Today the group is now divided into two squads, one 

bearing the name M V (Men of Vision) Exodus and the 

other bearing the original Christian Ambassadors label. 

This has resulted in a more effective witness. Both squads 

are made up of pastors, lecturers, physicians, engineers, 

students, attorneys, artisans, accountants, business men, 

technical directors (formerly Rene Simoes and Carl 

Brown), a translator, one scientist and a few unemployed. 

A chapter of CAFU was established in Florida in the 90s 

and there are plans afoot to do the same for Boston, Toron-

to and New York. Another tour is also planned for Orlando 

in short order. Like the local church, CAFU seeks to be 

always self-governing, self-supporting, and of course, self-

propagating in its auxiliary ministry. 

Canonical Support 

 

Superficially, CAFU is encouraged by a text like John 4 

which talks about the ‘fields’ (football, that is) that are 

white and ready to harvest. Members of both squads are 

also impressed with the ‘beautiful feet’ which are men-

tioned in connection with the evangel expounded in 

Romans (10:15). 

 

Substantially, it is recognized that reaching men is a 

much more daunting task than is first realized. Ever since 
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the ‘seed’ (masculine in the original) was announced in 

Genesis 3:15 there has been a conspiracy of the enemy to 

madden some males (like Cain) and murder others (like 

Abel; ever wondered why Cain killed Abel, without cable? 

Check out 1 John 3:11). Either way there was an attempt 

to prevent the ‘Bruiser’ from carrying out his work. Wit-

ness as a well the work of Pharaoh in Exodus 1 and the 

move of Herod in Matthew 2. 

Of course, Satan did not prevent the Seed from accom-

plishing his task (Colossians 2:15), but this does not 

prevent the enemy from unleashing his fury against all 

who have the same gender of his Bruiser. After all, the 

more youths he kills the fewer will benefit from the 

salvific achievement of Calvary. I very well believe that 

this dynamic goes a far way in explaining the spiralling 

murder rate in our country—and elsewhere (a case of caan 

ketch Quaku yu ketch im shut?). It may also partially ex-

plain why males are marginalizing other males and why 

the educational system does not seem to be working for 

‘mankind’ in Jamaica. Most certainly the prevalence of 

illegal drugs particularly among the male population is 

more than a pharmaceutical matter. It is spiritual to the 

core. 

 

If the forgoing thesis is correct it is understandable why 

Christ laid such emphasis on the calling and training of 

men, why he concentrated his efforts in the area of Galilee, 

which could be considered the ‘ghetto/inner-city’ of Pales-

tine in those days. A similar emphasis for women was 
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hardly needed, since they routinely came for help (Luke 

7:36ff) and readily understood his mission (John 12:1ff). 

The contrast of the male disciples would have been hilari-

ous if it was not so serious (John 18:1ff). It is no wonder 

that James likens the disobedient to a male who looks in 

the mirror and promptly forgets to make the requisite ad-

justments (James 1:23ff). Neither 1st females nor 21st 

women are in the habit of doing that. 

The thesis also adds meaning to the enigmatic phrase, 

‘the disciple whom Jesus loved.’ Why was this disciple 

given this special privilege? Was he that special? Was it 

because his family was wealthy? When I first made my 

probe of these questions, I knew from the outset that there 

was no partiality on the part of the Master. So why then 

was John known as the disciple whom Jesus loved? The 

answer to this question I found revealing. 

When John and his brother James first met the Lord 

they were nicknamed sons of thunder. The new name was 

hardly complimentary. It was more descriptive of their 

fiery and misplaced zeal more than anything else. In a fair-

ly objective profile of these sons of Zebedee, the gentile 

Gospel writer, Luke, enlightens our darkness in chapter 9 

of his first volume. In verse 46 we are told of a heated dis-

cussion among the disciples concerning bragging rights. (It 

is Matthew’s gospel that informs us as to what precipitated 

the quarrel. The boys’ mother had come requesting special 

(cabinet?) privileges for her sons. And the other disciples 

were indignant. 

Possibly, James and John must have openly supported 

and defended mom’s request. What exactly Jesus per-
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ceived in their hearts we are not told. But whatever it was 

warranted a mild rebuke (Luke 9:46-48). What I find intri-

guing is that it was John who stood to give the ‘vote of 

thanks’ in the following verse. Well not quite. Verse 49 

appears to present John as making some attempt to redeem 

himself. After all, if yu trow stone inna pigpen di fus wan 

whey bawl out a im get lick! But John should have kept his 

mouth shut. Here comes another rebuke in verse 50. 

Jesus and his disciples are now on their way to the capi-

tal city. Needing visas to pass through central Palestine, 

messengers were sent to the Samaritan embassy (v. 52). 

The application was promptly turned down. No surprise 

here, for Jews have no dealing with Samaritans (today it is 

the Palestinians!). ‘And when his disciples James and John 

saw it, they said, “Lord, do you want us to command fire 

to come down from heaven and consume them?”’ (v. 54). 

Sons of thunder indeed! Needless to say, another rebuke 

follows (vv. 55-56). 

 

Personally speaking, if I were Jesus John could never 

be a part of my apostolic band in training much more to be 

known as the disciple whom I love dearly! Neither James 

nor Peter who completed the unholy trinity. All three were 

from Galilee known in those days for its pugnacious and 

foul-mouthed citizens. If Peter’s denial of his Master was 

accompanied with expletives, we are not surprised. He was 

Galilean. If Peter was aiming for the head of Malchus, we 

are not surprised. He was brought up in Galilee, and can 

anything good come out of any of its towns (John 1:46)? 
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So why then was John so privileged? To reach men in 

general special effort must be made. But to reach really 

bad men like Peter, James and John special effort must be 

doubled. Whenever the Lord went on a special mission, he 

would take three of his students with him (guess which 

three?) for at least two reasons: 1) it was too much risk to 

leave them behind, and 2) because his brand of love is tai-

lor-made for sinners (Rom. 5:8).  
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APPENDIX 3 

 

Reflections on Theological Education 

Rev’d Anthony Chung (Pastor of the Ridgemount United 

Church, Mandeville, JA) 

 

 

 

 

EVERY EDUCATIONAL ENDEAVOR has some distinc-

tive and undergirding philosophy upon which it is based. It 

is this distinctive that sets it apart from the others. Such is 

the case with theological education. We in theological ed-

ucation feel that there is something in our field that sets us 

apart from the rest. What are the distinctives? Or, to put it 

another way: What is it that makes “theological educa-

tion,” theological education? After pursuing theological 

education for over four years, I have given thought to this 

question as it relates to what theological education must 

do. 

Firstly, theological education must make the student in-

tellectually proficient. By this I mean that our minds and 

thinking capacities must be expanded and widened as we 
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pursue theological education. As theological students we 

must be able to examine the issues critically and see what 

is really at stake; what is central and what is peripheral.  

Intellectual proficiency means being able to present 

well thought-out and well-reasoned positions on the perti-

nent issues. The Bible is clear that we are called to use our 

minds. In a culture that is high on subjectivism, in general, 

and experience, in particular, those of us in theological ed-

ucation must be the ones who will step back from personal 

involvement and present truthful, objective, and well-

reasoned arguments on the issues involved. 

At another level, intellectual proficiency is what is 

needed to respond to heresies within the Church and at-

tacks from without. In many of our churches, 

emotionalism has been equated with true spirituality and 

reasoning with spiritual coldness. Additionally, experience 

has become the measure of most, if not all, things. Against 

this, we who pursue theological education must be the 

ones to correct heresies and provide the Biblical position.  

This can only be used correctly if we are intellectually 

proficient. From outside the church come the attacks from 

the self-appointed philosophers of the day. Materialism, 

relativism, individualism, scepticism, and secular human-

ism have all been presented as the best way to go in this 

time. Where are the Christian thinkers of our day who are 

going to respond and chart a new course? Where will they 

come from? They must come from among us, from we 

who are involved in theological education. However, we 

can only accomplish this task if we are intellectually profi-

cient. 
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Secondly, theological education must make us ministe-

rially competent. Ministerial competence speaks of 

effectively serving the needs of those in our churches and 

our communities. It means being able to listen to them and 

to answer their existential questions. Ministerial compe-

tence means more than just saying “Don’t Worry” or 

“Jesus is the Answer.” Ministerial competence means find-

ing out what is the question. Yes, Jesus is the answer, but 

what is the question? How is Jesus the answer in their par-

ticular situation? Theological education must prepare us to 

answer that question. That which is gained in the class-

room and in the library must be transferred to the 

churches, the classrooms and the counselling rooms in 

which we will serve. 

When we leave an institution of learning we must be 

able to help the mother who has just seen her son gunned 

down and does not understand why. We must be able to 

say something to the woman in the ghetto who has six 

children for six different men and none is providing sup-

port. These things are all involved in ministerial 

competence for they all have to do with serving others. 

Our theological education must take us beyond the shel-

tered walls of the classroom and the library. If our 

theological education does not do that, then it needs to be 

re-thought. Our theological education must involve a the-

ology of ministry. 

Finally, theological education must make us spiritually 

eminent. Whereas intellectual proficiency has to do with 

our heads and ministerial competence has to do with our 
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hands, spiritual eminence has to do with our hearts. Or, to 

change the analogy, whereas intellect relates to what we 

know and think, and ministry to what we do, spirituality 

has to do with who we are. There are many instances of 

people who developed full heads and empty hearts, or, to 

put it another way, hot heads and cold hearts. However, we 

are called to have cool heads and warm hearts. Spiritual 

eminence means that our theological education must draw 

us closer to God. It means that our relationship with God 

must deepen as our knowledge about Him increases. Spir-

itual eminence means that our knowledge about God must 

be translated into knowledge of God. 

It is spiritual eminence that provides the love and power 

that is so vital for an effective ministry. It is spiritual emi-

nence that will protect us from pride and arrogance, two of 

the theological students’ most present temptations. If our 

theological education does not result in spiritual eminence, 

“education” it may be, but “theological education” it most 

certainly is not. 
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APPENDIX 4:  

GOD’S WILL 

 

 

Distinction 

 

 

 

 

WHAT SHOULD BE THE most important issue in your 

life and mine? The divine will. It is the will of God that 

Christians talk about the will of God (Eph. 5:24; Col. 3:16, 

17).  So we feel it fitting to confront you with the doctrine.  

Of course, it is more important to do God’s will than to 

talk about it.  That is why we shall discuss the matter of 

obedience to God’s will later. 

The importance of the will of God is seen in our Lord’s 

life and teaching (Heb. 10: 5-7; Luke 22: 41-42; John 

7:17).  Probably the most crucial command for the believer 

is Ephesians 5:17; because if s/he truly obeys this injunc-

tion, s/he will be at least acquainted with the others. The 

will of the Lord should be made a matter of constant pray-

er (Luke 11:1-2; Col. 1:9; 4:12) 
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Description 

 

In Romans 12:1-2, we see that the will of God is related to 

our dedication.  It is described as “good and acceptable 

and perfect” in verse 2.  The word “good” is sometimes 

used to describe God himself!  As it relates to verse 2, the 

terms “useful, satisfactory, and beneficial” could make the 

description more meaningful for us.  God’s will is also ac-

ceptable.   

This means that it is pleasing both to God and to us.  As 

we shall try to show later, every aspect of God’s will is 

perfect.  Therefore, we should be careful how we talk 

about “God’s perfect will,” implying that sometimes there 

is an aspect that is less than perfect.  

How do you feel after eating a good meal?  It is a satis-

fying experience, isn’t it?  In John 4:31-34, the Lord seems 

to say exactly that.  Doing God’s will brings true and last-

ing satisfaction (1 John 2:17). God’s will is always done in 

heaven.  May we strive together to see it done here on 

earth (Matt. 6:10) 

Definition 

 

What is the will of God? It is said that for every complex 

question, there is a simple answer – and that answer is 

wrong!!!  The answer to this question is somewhat in-

volved but is of paramount importance. 

There are (at least?) two aspects of the will of God:  i) 

His decisions (or decrees; Dan 4:34-35; Eph. 1:3-5); ii) 
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His directions (eg., The law of Moses –OT; the law of 

Christ–NT, Gal. 6:2). It is the latter that is directly ad-

dressed to us.  However, every Christian needs to be aware 

of the former. It is worthwhile noting that God’s decisions 

are inscrutable.  Not even the Apostle Paul fully under-

stood them (Rom. 11:33). This is instructive. 

Because of God’s decisions we must pray, “Thy will be 

done” and we need to say, “God’s willing” (James 4:13-

15).  Knowing God is sovereign should give us true poise 

(Rom. 8:28, Gen 50:20, Dan. 3:16-28). Though the deci-

sions of God cannot be resisted (Dan 4:35), there is no 

injustice on God’s part in their outworking (Rom 9:14, 19-

20).  And man is still free, though not absolutely. 

It is the directions of God in the Bible, which are con-

stantly resisted and disobeyed. Aren’t we glad that there is 

an aspect of God’s will that is irresistible?  If this were not 

so, man would certainly turn the universe into a chaos. 

According to Dr Charles C. Ryrie (Balancing the Chris-

tian Life, p.30), Israel had 613 commands (directions) to 

obey.  He also says that there are hundreds of directions in 

the NT for believers today. 

Do you want to know God’s will?  Our knowledge of 

God’s will for the most part is in direct proportion to our 

knowledge of His directions (John 7:17). 

Determination 
 

To determine God’s will for one’s life means studying the 

Bible to discover His directions.  The following outline, 

with God’s guidance, may prove quite helpful. 
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Prayer: Am I earnestly seeking God’s guidance? (Rom 

1:10; Col. 1:9; 4:12). 

Precept: Are there any commands, exhortations or pro-

hibitions to obey? (Eph. 5:18). 

Principles: Will I violate a scriptural guideline? (I Cor. 

8:13; 10:31). 

Precedents: Is there an example to follow or shun? 

(Phil 3:17; 1 Cor. 10: 1-13). 

People: Am I seeking the advice of godly people, pas-

tors, professors and parents, et al? (Prov. 11:14; 

Heb.13:17). 

Promise: God’s promises suggest a course of action 

(Study: Phil. 4:19 in context). 

Preference: Am I making a wise choice based on the 

above?  For example, “In 1 Cor. 7, several times Paul says 

that the will may choose among several correct possibili-

ties (emphasis mine) so that any choice would be correct 

(vv. 36, 37, 39).”  Charles C. Ryrie, Balancing the Chris-

tian Life, p. 47). 
 

Demonstration 

 

Our obedience to God’s directives affords us the greatest 

opportunity to express our love to the Lord Jesus Christ 

(John 14:15).  But doing God’s will is never easy.  One 

eminent seminary professor says that doing God’s will is 

not difficult – it is impossible!  He is right.  In our own 

strength we are just like the Apostle Paul in Romans 7, 

(notice his frustration in verse 24). 
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Fortunately for us we are not under law but under grace 

(Rom. 8:2-3).  One of the major differences between law 

and grace is this: The law gave directions but no dynamic, 

but grace proffers both. (cf. Acts 15:10; John 1:16-18). 

The dynamic of grace is the fullness of the Spirit. If 

Ephesians 5:17 is the most crucial verse for the Christian, 

then the following one (5:18) is the most powerful.  God’s 

will must be done in God’s strength. Do you think Samson 

did God’s will through mere muscles?  If so, why were 

those muscles not evident to Delilah? (Notice her question: 

“Please tell us where your great strength is” Judges 16:6 

NASB.  It would seem to me that if Samson were very 

muscular, Delilah would not have asked such a question). 

Samson’s “muscles” were invisible (Judges 14:6; 

16:20; 28, 29. Cf. Zech 4:6).  Although our enemies are 

different, the source of our strength is the same (Eph 6: 10-

18). And we become weak for the same reason – disobedi-

ence to God’s directives (cf. Judges 16:17). 
 

Discussion 

 

In defining the will of God, what about His perfect and 

permissive will?  And in determining God’s will, what 

about providence and peace? The adjective “perfect” is 

used to describe God’s directives both in Psalm  19:7 and 

Romans 12:2.  So to be in God’s perfect will is to be in 

obedience to God’s perfect law (i.e. directives James 

1:25).The term “permissive” is used by theologians to des-

ignate certain aspects of God’s decrees which are 
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inexplicable.  For example, Acts 2:23 speaks about the 

crucifixion as being an outworking of God’s decree.  But it 

is equally clear from this verse that our Lord was mur-

dered.  This wicked act is said to be in God’s permissive 

will. 

Both peace and providence are unreliable means of as-

certaining God’s will.  Of the former, Dr Dwight Pentecost 

writes: “…we must be careful if we have peace in doing a 

certain thing, because that peace may not be coming from 

the Spirit of God.  The peace may come from the old na-

ture that wanted to do that thing” (Man’s Problems God’s 

Answers, p. 164).But what about Colossians 3:15? “Peace 

may be defined negatively as the absence of anxiety within 

a person (as in Philippians, 4:6-7), or as the absence of 

hostility between persons.  In Colossians 3:15, it is clearly 

the latter.” (Gary Friessen, Decision Making and the Will 

of God, p. 142). 

The same author puts the matter of providence in prop-

er perspective, thus: “The only time that circumstances can 

be ‘read’ is when a divine interpretation is placed upon 

them by supernatural revelation.  Apart from such revela-

tion, circumstances may be taken to mean almost anything. 

. . Solomon made it clear that watching providence makes 

life seem futile (Ecclesiastes 1:1-11).” (Friesen, op. cit, p. 

213.) 

Documentation 

Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven (Matt. 6:10 

NIV) 
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I have not sought happiness.  I have sought to do the 

will of God and happiness has sought me. (E.S. Jones; cf. 

Ps. 23:6). 

The will of God: nothing more, nothing less, nothing 

else (William Tyndale College) cf Heb 10:7. 

Peace is the deliberate adjustment of my life to the will 

of God (Alan Redpath) cf. Phil. 4:6-7. 

The Bible does not provide a map of life – only a com-

pass. (H.W. Robinson) cf. Ps. 119:105. 

Do God’s will as if it is yours and He will do your will 

as if it were His (Gamaliel). 

 

Whoever is willing to do what God wants will know 

whether what I teach comes from God or whether I speak 

on my own authority. (John 7:17 – Good News Bible). 

Mining the Scriptures 

 

Proverbs 2:1-6: Look for these nuggets: The will/wisdom 

of God: anything He: 
 

• Prizes (Gold) — Ex 34:18, 19; Jn 1: 14 

• Prescribes — Eph. 5:18; 1 Thess. 5:16 

• Proscribes — (Rom. 12:17, 19) 

• Promotes — 1 Cor 9:1-27*Promotes (Silver) 

• Promises — 1 Jn 1:9 

• Provides — 1 Cor. 10:1-14 

• Permits (Diamonds) —Rom. 15: 20, 22-29*  
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APPENDIX 5 

THE JNT AND ACTS 

 

 

 

IN THIS COMMENTARY, we have included excerpts 

from the JNT, because language is near the heart of every 

culture. And once again the Bible Society of the West In-

dies has made its clearest intention to translate the entire 

Bible into the Jamaican language commonly called Patwa, 

Jamaican Creole, or simply, Jamaican. The announcement 

has sparked a heated discussion in the form of a flurry of 

letters to the editors of our leading print media.  

Most of the responses express the view that the project 

is ill-conceived, and, if carried through, will be a colossal 

waste of time and money. One seemingly strong argument 

for the continued marginalization of the Jamaican lan-

guage is the ubiquitous character of English and the 

contrasting narrow confines of Patwa.  

A few writers, mostly academicians,308 have come out 

in support of the idea, pointing out that a possible reason 

for the poor performance of many of our young people in 

their English examinations is the failure of the education 
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system to recognize Jamaican Creole as the mother tongue 

of the majority. They also point out that in other countries 

like Haiti and the ABC islands, where the languages of the 

majority are duly recognized, the learning of French and 

Dutch, colonial languages like English, is made far easier.  

Some prominent individuals who have spoken or writ-

ten on what is now becoming the Patwa-English impasse 

include former Prime Minister the honourable Mr. Bruce 

Golding. He is a representative of those who strongly feel 

that the promotion of the Jamaican language at this time 

may be counter-productive to the proper grasp of English, 

the official language since independence. But perhaps the 

most worthwhile contribution to the debate so far is that of 

the Honorary Consul for the Federation of St. Kitts-Nevis 

to the Republic of South Africa and lecturer at the Univer-

sity of KwaZulu-Natal, Dr Gosnell L. Yorke.  

Dr Yorke spent over fifteen years in Africa, and was for 

ten years a Bible translation consultant with the United 

Bible Societies. In a recent Gleaner article, Dr Yorke in-

forms us that our region is witnessing what he calls a 

linguistic phenomenon in that the four European languages 

that were imperially imposed on our African ancestors are 

now undergoing a process of “creolisation." What he 

means by this is that  the early slave settlers of  Jamaica, 

for example, “were forced to creatively adapt” the lan-

guage of their European overlords, and their adaptation 

blended with the various west African languages to pro-

duce before long a new authentic language we now call 

Jamaican Creole . Professor York went on to say that: 
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Since the various Bible translation agencies in the Car-

ibbean are driven by the defensible conviction that all 

6,000 or so languages currently spoken in the world at 

large are equal, that English is only one of them, and that 

God does speak most compellingly to each of us in our 

mother tongue or heart language . . . it is not at all surpris-

ing that the Haitian Bible Society, the Bible Society of The 

Netherlands Antilles, and the Bible Society in the Eastern 

Caribbean have already translated and published . . . the 

complete Bible or at least the New Testament in some of 

the Caribbean creoles.309 

We are informed as well that ongoing translation work 

is also going on in Belize and the French Antilles—and, 

further afield, in many parts of Africa. A few contributors 

to the debate, some as far as Canada and the USA, who are 

largely in disagreement with the likes of Dr Yorke, appear 

to say that Jamaica Creole only has entertainment value. 

For instance, where else in the world do they go to a shop 

and order wan drinks and two patti! Or where on earth do 

competent speakers of their mother tongue drop their 

aches at Arba Street and pick it up at Heast Street? The 

present attitude toward the Jamaican language is strikingly 

similar to that toward English in the Middle Ages. Thus 

Alister McGrath could write: 

It is not generally realized that the languages of the elite 

in English society in the early fourteenth century were 

French and Latin. English was seen as the language of the 

peasants, incapable of expressing anything other than the 

crudest and most basic of matters. . . . How could such a 
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barbaric language do justice to such sophisticated matters 

as philosophy or religion?  To translate the Bible from its 

noble and ancient languages into English was seen as a 

pointless act of debasement.310 

In this regard, a Jamaican proverb comes readily to 

mind: ol’time sinting cum bac hagain! Or in the language 

of King Solomon, “There is nothing new under the 

sun.”Again we cite professor Yorke’s insightful comments 

on the matter: 

After all, Jesus himself is known to have spoken Ara-

maic, his own mother tongue, and not only Hebrew, the 

language of the Jewish Scriptures but (and if He did at all) 

also the two dominant languages of his day, namely, the 

commonly-spoken Greek which was made possible by the 

colonial exploits and exploitation of Alexander, the Great, 

who lived and died before His time or Latin, the official 

language of the conquering Romans-those who ruled the 

world when He both lived and died; when He uttered His 

life-changing words and performed His life-changing 

works. And if Jesus showed no hesitation in embracing 

Aramaic, His mother tongue, in His conduct and conversa-

tion with others around Him, including when dying on the 

cross, then why should one hesitate do so in Jamaican-if 

that just happens to be one's mother tongue?  

In John 3:7 this same Jesus is reported to have said to 

Nicodemus: Marvel not that I said unto thee, ye must be 

born again. This, of course, is the King James translation 

of a fairly well-known text. What apparently is not fairly 

well known is that modern English has not really improved 
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on this rendition due to the fact that its pronominal system 

is sometimes quite vague, especially in the second person.  

Therefore, one finds the same verse translated in the 

New International Version (NIV) as: “You should not be 

surprised at my saying, “You must be born again.”’ In the 

King James language of over 400 years ago the distinction 

between ‘you’ singular and ‘you’ plural is clearly marked 

by the pronouns ‘thee’ and ‘ye’ respectively; but in the 

NIV there is no such clarity, except for a footnote to the 

effect that the second occurrence of the pronoun in ques-

tion is plural.  

This is not the fault of the NIV translators; it is the 

weakness of the Queen’s English in modern dress. Other 

Europeans languages such as German, French and Span-

ish, can make the distinction and so bring a better 

understanding to the verse. There is still another language 

that says it better than modern English: So no fraitn wen yu 

ier mi tel yu se, ‘Unu afi baan wan neks taim!’311 

The same insight can be gained from passages like 

Genesis 3:1 and Luke 22:31where the word ‘you’ is also 

plural and where the Jamaican unu would make better 

sense than its official counterpart.  We therefore cannot 

wait to see what other insights the full Jamaican Bible will 

bring. In the meantime, we will continue to make much 

use of this delicate language.  

 

 
308 See especially E. Christine Campbell in the Bibliography. 
309‘Patois Bible in Pan-African and Pan-Caribbean Context.’ 

http://jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20080629/lead/lead8.html. 

http://jamaica-gleaner.com/gleaner/20080629/lead/lead8.html
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310The Story of the King James Bible and How it Changed a Na-

tion, a Language, and a Culture (New York: Doubleday, 2001), 24. 
311Di Jamiekan Nyuu Testiment (Kingston: Bible Society of the 

West Indies,2012); wan neks taim, i.e., ‘from above.’  
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Sabbath, Sunday, and the Third-

Millennium Saint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A VERY STRANGE situation exists among Christians 

today. All Christians worship the same God; they all have 

the very same Jesus as saviour. All Christians accept es-

sentially the same Bible. Yet they have two days of 

worship! On one hand there is a large group of sincere 

Christians, who tell us, “Sunday is the Christian day of 

worship!” Another equally sincere group replies, “no, Sat-

urday, the seventh day, is the day on which Christians 

should worship!” How can we decide the question? The 

only way to know religious truth is to go to God’s word. It 

does not matter what a church may teach or what a preach-

er may preach; the only really important question is: 

“What does God say in the Bible? 
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The paragraph above forms the introduction to a pam-

phlet entitled, “How Sunday Keeping Started.” The 

purpose of the pamphlet is to demonstrate that the day of 

worship was never divinely changed from Saturday to 

Sunday.312 The author of the pamphlet first discusses eight 

occurrences of the phrase “first day of the week” and con-

vincingly shows that none of these texts authorizes such a 

change. The references are Matthew 28:1; Mark 16:1,2; 

Mark 16:9; Luke 24:1; John 20:1; and 1 Corinthians 

16:1,2. 

The writer then argues that the term “Lords day” found 

in Revelation 1:10 is not a reference to the first day of the 

week. Based on Matthew 12:8, s/he concludes that the 

“Lord’s day” is Saturday. “How then did Sunday ob-

servance come into the Church?” s/he asks. Taking a cue 

from Daniel 7:25, the writer answers the question: “It 

came about as a direct result of Satan’s attempts to coun-

terfeit God’s work.” Later on, the Roman Catholic Church 

is clearly identified as the group which “took the lead 

among Christians in attempting to change the weekly day 

to Sunday.” 

I am in agreement with the pamphlet on a couple of 

matters. First, I thoroughly endorse the statement which 

affirms that the only thing that matters on the question of 

the Sabbath is what God says in His Word. I also agree 

that there is no text in the Bible that mentions any change 

of the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday.  

However, to insist that Christians keep the Sabbath to-

day is entirely a different matter. While it is true that the 

idea of the Sabbath is as old as creation (Gen. 2:2-3), it is 
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to be carefully noted that the command to keep the Sab-

bath was given only to the Israelites (Ex 31:12-17). In 

Psalm 147:19-20 the Psalmist celebrates the fact that 

God’s law was received by his people alone. He concludes 

by saying, “He hath not dealt so with any nation; as for his 

judgements they have not known them.” In other words, 

the Egyptians, Babylonians, and other nearby peoples did 

not have the written word of God.  

Therefore, those surrounding nations were not required 

to worship on a Saturday. The same is true today. If, how-

ever, an outsider wanted to enter into covenant relationship 

with the God of the Israelites, that person would have had 

to accept the Mosaic stipulations as well. 

When we come to the New Testament, we find the Lord 

Jesus Christ keeping the Sabbath as an obedient Jew. The 

Apostle Paul also visited the synagogues on the Sabbath. 

Was he merely keeping the Sabbath as a good Christian? 

Before this question is answered, let us examine two pas-

sages from his writings. 

Colossians 2:13-15 

 

In this portion the apostle carefully points out some of the 

accomplishments of Christ on the cross. These include: 

1. Remission of sins and their consequence (v. 13) 

2. Cancellation of Sinai and its Covenant (v.14) 

3. Spoliation of Satan and his cohorts (v. 15) 
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Based on these achievements the apostle warns: “Allow 

no one, therefore, to take you to task [or criticize you] 

about what you eat or drink or over the observance of a 

festival, new moon, or Sabbath” (v. 16, REB).313 

In light of the above, the following question should be 

pondered:  why is the Sabbath imperative conspicuously 

absent from the New Testament? I am quite sure that Sab-

batarians have an answer to this query, but I find it 

difficult to see how they can avoid its implication for the 

believer today.314 

Romans 14:5-7 

 

Although the Apostle Paul recognized that the Old Testa-

ment law was not binding on believers in his day (Rom. 

6:14, cf. Heb. 7:12), he nevertheless allowed for the ob-

servance of any day a Christian may have wished to set 

apart. Thus, he writes, “One man considers one day more 

sacred than another; another man should be fully con-

vinced in his own mind. He who regards one day special 

does so to the Lord” (Rom 14:5-6a; REB). 

So, is Sunday the Christian Sabbath? Certainly not. 

However, since Christians have been delivered from the 

Mosaic Law (Rom. 7:1-6), they now serve God “in new-

ness of spirit, and in the oldness of the letter.” This allows 

freedom to worship on any appropriate day. Knowing this, 

the early Christians settled into a pattern of Sunday wor-

ship. It would appear that it was these same believers who 

dubbed the first day of the week “the Lord’s day” (Rev 

1:10), most likely because of its association with the resur-
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rection of Christ (Matt 28), his subsequent Sunday appear-

ances (John 20:19, 26), and the advent of the Spirit on the 

first day of the week.315 This may be confirmed by other 

early Christian writings.316 

Why then did the Apostle Paul visit the synagogues on 

the Sabbath? Without a doubt, he was carrying out the 

very principle he wrote about in 1 Corinthians 9:19-21. He 

wanted to evangelize his fellow Jews. Of particular interest 

here is the Apostle’s testimony regarding his relationship 

with the Old Testament law on the one hand and its New 

Testament counterpart on the other. “To Jews I behave like 

a Jew, to win the Jews, that is, to win those under the law I 

behave as if under the law, though not myself subject to 

the law (v. 20, REB).” 

Those who are under the law according to this verse are 

the Jewish people. The Apostle Paul himself was a Jew. 

Yet, writing as a Christian missionary, he categorically 

declares that “I  

myself [am] not subject to the law” Amazing! But does 

this mean that the Apostle to the Gentiles was lawless? 

God forbid! The cowboy from the Wild West could have 

shouted “hallelujah”! I’m no longer under the law; I’m an 

outlaw,” but he would not have had any support from 

Paul’s letters. Some first-century believers may have 

thought along those lines but this kind of thinking was se-

riously challenged (cf. Rom. 6:14-23; Gal 4:21-5:1). 

There was a time when a certain Saul of Tarsus took 

pride in being under the Mosaic Law (Phil. 3:5-10). But 

the Christ event made a gigantic difference in his life, so 
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much so that his new ground of boasting was in the Messi-

anic code (1 Cor 9:21; “under law to Christ”) and the 

Messianic cross, which forms its basis (Gal. 6:14). So 

must the twenty-first century saint keep the Sabbath? S/he 

may if s/he wishes. But if s/he mandates this for everybody 

s/he would, I believe, be guilty of putting a yoke on the 

necks of God’s people which many are unable to bear. 

 
312 Another tract, entitled “The Mark of the Beast,” goes a step fur-

ther by identifying Sunday observance as the mark of the beast. 
313 In the following verse the Apostle points out, with some literary 

flourish, that the Sabbath (along with rites mentioned in v. 16) is a 

shadow (skia), the substance (soma) of which is Christ. 
314 Especially in the light of the fact that in Col 2 the nearest 

(though not exclusive) antecedent of “which” (AV; v. 17) or “these” 

(NIV) is the Sabbath.  
315 This can be inferred from the “7 weeks since Passover that had 

been fulfilled.” (F.F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles. London: Tyn-

dale, 1951, p. 81). 
316For example, in the Didache, xiv. 1, the term rendered “Lord’s” 

(Kuriake) in Revelation 1:10 is used for Sunday. “After having assem-

bled and confessed your transgressions break the bread [and] give 

thanks on 

The Dominical day (kuriaken) of the Lord.” G.P Gould (ed.), The 

Apostolic Fathers vol. 1 (Cambridge, M.A: Harvard, 1912), 330. “The 

phrase [the Lord’s day] is clearly and consistently used of Sunday 

from the second half of the second century on,”G. K. Beale, The Book 

of Revelation (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 203. Even the SDA 

scholar, S. Bacchiocchi, (From Sabbath to Sunday [Rome: PGU, 

1977],  123-30) rejects the Lord’s day=Sabbath view. Unfortunately, 

though, he opts for the equally untenable eschatological day of the 

Lord.  
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PENTECOST AND THE BRIDE 

 

 

 

 

 

THIS YEAR THE ISLES of Cyprus and Jamaica (and 

many other countries around the globe) celebrate the Feast 

of Weeks popularly known as the Day of Pentecost. Cy-

prus, unlike JA, dates back to Bible times and came into 

prominence during the reign of King David in the tenth 

century BC.  

During the Christian era their most famous son of the 

soil is one ‘Bar-Nabbas’ Joseph who was nicknamed the 

Counsellor par excellence. The word Pentecost (fiftieth 

day) is derived from one of the two national languages of 

Cyprus. This is how the term Pentecost is used in the so-

called Maccabee Bible, because the festival was celebrated 

fifty days after the Passover celebrations. 

It is also well known that the Jewish Scriptures were 

written in the Hebrew language, but what is not apparently 

well known is that the Jews themselves were the first ones 

to translate the Hebrew Bible into Greek, while they were 

living in Africa. The translation was done over two hun-
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dred years before the birth of Christ and is still being used 

to this day. It is this version, popularly known as the Sep-

tuagint (LXX), that first associated the term Pentecost with 

the feast mentioned in Leviticus 23:16. A literal rendering 

of this text reads “you shall number pentekonta days”; here 

the verb ‘number’ is related to our English word ‘arithme-

tic’ and of course the numerical adjective pentekonta is the 

term for fifty. 

In Second Maccabees 12 we have an interesting ac-

count of a Jewish battle against their enemies. In verse 31 

we read about what happened before this skirmish: “and so 

they came to Jerusalem, to the feast of weeks,” and we al-

so read in the following verse “And after . . . Pentecost 

they went . . . against . . . the governor of Idumea.” 

The verses are interesting because they give us two of 

the names of this great Jewish festival—the one preferred 

by Jews themselves living in and around Jerusalem and the 

other which became popular among the people of God liv-

ing in the diaspora, that is, the Hag Shavuot or feast of 

weeks found in, Deuteronomy 16:10. 

The term feast of weeks refers primarily to the seven 

weeks or forty-nine days between the Jewish Passover and 

the fiftieth day of special celebration that normally falls on 

a Sunday. The same event is also called the feast of first 

fruits, because Pentecost was originally a harvest festival. 

For a number of Orthodox Jews it is still commemorat-

ed as such. Whereas it is a one day celebration for Jews 

today, the Orthodox Christians on the island of Cyrus do 

so over three days. Day one is dubbed Trinity Sunday, day 
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two, Spirit Monday, and the Tuesday, the Day of the Trini-

ty. 

Christianity in the west for the most part seldom high-

lights Pentecost, the day the church became the bride of 

Christ. But what has left an indelible mark on the West is 

the spiritual awakening of the early twentieth century 

known has the Pentecostal movement. The movement it-

self is heavily indebted to Luke’s account of the coming of 

the Spirit recorded in Acts 2. 

While Pentecostal Christians cannot claim all the credit 

for the fifty-percent of Jamaicans who testify that the Spir-

it of God is living in them, it would be foolhardy and 

unkind to ignore their contribution to this aspect of authen-

tic nation building; for without it, there shall no flesh be 

saved alive! We thank God, then, for the first Christian 

Pentecost and the harvest of souls then and now, as well as 

the three thousand one hundred and twenty who received 

the Spirit on that memorable day. Shalom. 
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A Birthday Worth Celebrating 

[Dr David Corbin] 

 

 

 

 

UNLIKE CHRISTMAS, THE BIRTHDAY of the church 

gets little visibility in most churches. That is so unfortu-

nate, considering that the church was birthed on a 

celebrative day, an occasion that brought together thou-

sands of Jews for the Feast of Weeks.   

he Feast of Weeks is the second of the three “solemn 

feasts” that all Jewish males were required to travel to Je-

rusalem to attend. To the Jews, this time of celebration is 

known as Shavuot, which is the Hebrew word meaning 

“weeks.” Shavuot marked the beginning of the new agri-

cultural season.   

Shavuot was a joyous time of giving thanks and pre-

senting offerings for the new grain of summer wheat 

harvest. At times Shavuot was called the Feast of Harvest 

and the Feast of First Fruit. Whereas these titles reflect the 

agricultural nature of the celebration, the Feast of Weeks 

addressed the timing of the festive celebration.   

The celebration started seven full weeks, or exactly fif-

ty days, after Passover. In the Old Testament, we read 
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where God commanded the Jews to count seven full weeks 

(49 days), beginning on the second day of Passover (Levit-

icus 23:15-16). For this reason, some refer to this festival 

as the Feast of the Fiftieth Day - from the Greek 

word pentecostes, meaning fiftieth. This is the same day 

referred to as the Day of Pentecost in the New Testament.   

According to the New Testament, it was on the Day of 

Pentecost that the church was launched (Acts 2). Thou-

sands of Jews were in Jerusalem to celebrate the start of 

another agricultural season. They approached that festival 

with thoughts of a new harvest, new beginnings and new 

hope. No one expected that that year’s festival would be 

unique. That festival, fifty days following the death of Je-

sus, coincided with the promise of Jesus – “do not leave 

Jerusalem, but wait for the gift my Father promised...”.   

Acts 2:1 begins with the words, “when the day of Pen-

tecost came...”. That simple statement is loaded with 

history and expectation. That was to be an occasion of 

thanksgiving and acknowledging God’s provision. An oc-

casion when non-Jews could celebrate with Jews.   

That was the context in which the church was launched. 

On that day of Pentecost, the Holy Spirit empowered sim-

ple fishermen from Galilee to speak in languages they did 

not know. On that day more than 3,000 persons were con-

verted to a new faith, affirming that Jesus of Nazareth was 

the promised Messiah. On that day the prophecy of Joel 

was partially fulfilled – “I will pour out my Spirit on all 

people...”   
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This weekend marks the anniversary of that festival. 

While Jews are celebrating Shavuot, some Christians are 

celebrating Pentecost. Sunday, May 20 is referred to as 

Pentecost Sunday. Some churches in Europe talk about 

Whit Sunday, from an old English idea of wearing white 

on that day. Both Jews and Christians celebrate the day, 

fifty days after Passover.   

According to the Jewish Talmud, it was on that day, the 

Law was given to Moses. So, as Jews celebrate Shavuot 

this weekend, they will read portions from the Book of 

Ruth. They will be reminded of the Law that provides for 

the non-Jew, as in the case of Ruth. Some will gather at 

late-night study sessions to commemorate the giving of the 

Torah.   

Christians on the other hand, will remember the birth-

day of the Church. Christians will remember the coming of 

the promised Holy Spirit. More liturgical churches observe 

this day annually on the seventh Sunday after Easter. Pen-

tecostal churches within evangelical traditions also 

celebrate Pentecost Sunday.   

Although my local church does not traditionally ob-

serve Pentecost Sunday, I intend to use the time to reflect 

on the rich harvest of converts at the launching of the 

church. I hope to reflect on the promise of the prophet Joel 

concerning God’s desire “to pour out His Spirit” on all 

ethnic communities. Pentecost Sunday is a great time to 

revisit our attitude to immigration; wouldn’t this be a 

wonderful opportunity to reach out to persons who are 

ethnically different from us?   
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More than anything else, this would be a great oppor-

tunity to experience the control of the Holy Spirit in our 

lives. Try to imagine a world with Spirit-controlled per-

sons, infiltrating our communities with “love, joy, peace, 

patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and 

self-control” (Galatians 5:22-23). 
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APPENDIX 9 

 

 

Prima Inter Partes? Prisca as Pastor and 

the People of God 

 

 

 

 

THIS PAPER JOINS RECENT researchers (Keller 2014; 

cf. Smart 2012) in investigating the probability that there 

were female leaders in the earliest church. It begins with a 

poem summarizing the traditional position and proceeds to 

make a modest case against it by examining some of the 

scriptural pillars on which it is grounded, bearing in mind 

the hermeneutical challenge and caveat posed by a leading 

advocate of Caribbean Theology and gender inclusiveness: 

“A Gospel entrapped in Third World prejudiced interpreta-

tions is no better than one entrapped in Western 

inconsistencies, betrayals, and speculations” (Boothe 

1996, 21). Now for the poem (Hall 2011, 210): 

 

Women in the Church 

Have their special role 

Equal in salvation 
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But not to have control 

 

Preaching is forbidden 

And so is pastoral rule 

But apart from those restrictions 

Everything is cool 

 

This doesn’t mean we are inferior, 

Less intelligent, gifted or weak 

It simply means what it says 

We are not to rule or speak 

 

We are called to function 

Each, in a peculiar way 

To Minister with our spiritual gift 

For which we are the perfect fit 

 

Therefore, we implore you sister 

There is much scope to serve 

For needs are always many 

And hands are always few 

Just waiting dear sister 

For God to hear from you 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

I believe the traditional position on female leadership in 

church can only be strengthened, modified or overturned 

by listening/reading to a robust presentation of an alterna-

tive reading (e.g., Howe 1982) of the main biblical texts on 

which it is based. Unfortunately, this paper is definitely 

not rigorous enough to meet the demands of such a work. 

What it does attempt to do, however, is to provide basic 

bibliographical leads (see Works Cited) within the context 

of my own survey of what is considered to be a better ap-

proach to the question.  

We may begin with the founding of the church in Acts 

2. When the Spirit came at Pentecost in fulfillment of the 

Founder’s promise (Acts 1: 5; cf. 11: 15-17), one hundred 

and twenty believers were awaiting his arrival in an upper 

room--both sisters and brothers (Acts 1: 12-14).  

These were not only the embryonic members of the 

soon-to-be-formed body of Christ; they were in a real 

sense the first leaders of that entity. At the very least this 

was true of the men (Peter, ‘solid as a rock’, et al). All 

were intimately related to the ascended Lord and were 

uniquely equipped to teach the 3000 people who became 

believers (Acts 2: 42). It is difficult to imagine only the 

men teaching the new converts in the several house 

churches in and around Jerusalem (Liefeld 1990, 31).  

In support of the above, Peter's citation of Joel 2 regard-

ing God's Spirit being poured out on all flesh is saying, 

among other things, that leadership among the people of 
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God will no longer be confined to male prophets, priests, 

kings but upon potential 'prophetesses' (Jewish tradition 

recognizes seven prophetesses: Sarah, Miriam, Deborah, 

Hannah, Abigail, Huldah and Esther! [Rabbi Scherman 

1998, 2038]),  and ‘priestesses’ as well (Acts 2: 16-18; cf. 

Rev. 1:6). So we are not surprised to find within the pages 

of Acts a wife and husband team engaged in the exposition 

of sacred scripture: 

 

An im [Apollos]  neva fried, so im staat fi taak chrang 

chrang iina di Juu dem choch, bot wen Prisila an Akwila 

ier im, dem tek im wan said an tiich im so im kuda an-

dastan Gad wod beta. (Acts 18:26; JNT). 

 

He [Apollos] began to speak boldly in the synagogue. 

When Priscilla and Aquila heard him, they invited him to 

their home and explained to him the way of God more ad-

equately (Acts 18:26; NIV). 

 

Romans, the book following Acts, further informs us 

that this wife and husband team had a church in their 

house (Rom. 16: 3-5: ‘Greet also the church that meets at 

their house’-v. 5. Note the order ‘Prisca and Aquila’ in 

Rom.16: 3 and Acts 18: 27. The expected word order for a 

union of this nature is found in 1 Cor. 16: 19). Bearing in 

mind Acts 18:26, that Priscilla and Aquila were not merely 

hosting the people of God on a week-end; they were actu-

ally providing leadership to the nascent church, 

particularly in the area of the exposition of Old Testament 
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scripture (cf. Acts 2:42; 2 Tim. 3:16-17).  1 Cor. 16:19 

makes a similar point: ‘. . . Aquila and Prisca send their 

best wishes in the Lord, together with the church that 

meets in their house’(NJB;my emphasis).  In this context, 

the mention of children in 1 Timothy 3:4 makes better 

sense, since the household is the church on Sundays (cf. 1 

Cor. 16:2). 

 

THE CONGREGANTS OF EPHESUS AND THE 

LEADERSHIP QUESTION 

Ephesians 4 

 

‘The church of Ephesus is perhaps the most fortunate in 

the New Testament in that it is somehow associated with 

seven inspired epistles . . . Ephesians . . . 1 Timothy . . . 2 

Timothy, 1 John, 2 John, [and] 3 John. . . .’, and the last in 

Revelation 2 (Quest 2002, 21-22; cf. Hultgren 2003, 150). 

What is the relevance of all this? At least three of these 

letters make a contribution to our understanding of what 

church leadership was like in the first century. 

In Ephesians 4, for example, we are informed that when 

Christ ascended he gave gifts to ‘people’ (v. 8; NRSV). 

The term translated ‘men’ in King James as well as the 

New International Version is a generic one and has refer-

ence to both genders. The linguistic phenomenon of using 

a masculine plural term to include both sexes is common 

to the two main languages of the Bible. For instance, most 

of the references to ‘children of Israel’ in the Old Testa-

ment are literally ‘sons of Israel’. The same is true of 
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passages like Romans 8:14, Galatians 3:7, 26; 4:6; 1 Thes-

salonians 5:5, and Hebrews 12:8. 

So all the gifted individuals mentioned in Ephesians 4: 

11 are to be understood as male and female leaders who 

function according to the  ‘ grace . . . [and] the measure of 

the gift of Christ.’ (v.7). It is clear from the context that 

these sisters and brothers alluded to in verse 11 are exer-

cising leadership, or better, are expected to carry out 

leadership functions, because verses 12 and 13 in particu-

lar lead to such a conclusion: ‘to prepare God's people for 

works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built 

up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the 

knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attain-

ing to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ’ (NIV; 

italics added). 

If, as we are positing, the gifts of Ephesians 4:11 are 

special leadership endowments, how do they differ from 

other lists, and how do believers with similar endowments 

function within or without the corpus Christi? In order to 

formulate an answer, some important distinctions must be 

made. If, for example, the gift of evangelism enables a sis-

ter/brother to effectively witness to unbelievers, it is still 

the privilege of every believer to witness. But the broth-

er/sister with this gift has the additional responsibility of 

training or equipping members of the body to do evange-

lism. The same line of reasoning applies to the gifts of 

teaching, church planting (apostles), pastoring, and proph-

esying. To adapt a truism from education: these gifted 

individuals not only give a fish to be eaten for a day; they 
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equip others to do fishing so that they may eat for a life-

time. This is an essential part of Christian leadership 

within the local church, since ‘Equipping the Saints is the 

purpose, task and responsibility of the Church leaders’ 

(Roper 1999, 55). Thus we hear from one first century 

leader to another first century leader (ministering in Ephe-

sus):  

And the things you have heard me say in the presence 

of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be 

qualified to teach others (2 Tim. 2: 2; NIV).  

Bearing in mind the nature of our study, we will now 

focus our attention on only two of the gifts mentioned in 

Ephesians 4:11, that of the apostle and that of the pas-

tor/teacher. If we are correct in coming to the conclusion 

that all the gifts in this verse are special leadership gifts 

and that none of them is limited to a particular gender 

within the body of Christ, then the further conclusion is 

escapable: Christ has also given to his church female apos-

tles and pastors ‘to prepare God's people for works of 

service, so that the body of Christ may be built up’ (v. 12). 

To have it any other way is to short circuit the divinely 

intended process of edification, and so impoverish the 

body. We have already seen from Acts 18 and Romans 16 

that Prisca was carrying out a pastoral role in her house-

church, along with her husband. In the same chapter of 

Romans (v. 7) we have another prominent sister (Junia) 

being classed among the apostles:  

Greet Andronicus and Junia, my relatives who were in 

prison with me; they are prominent among the apostles, 

and they were in Christ before I was (NRSV). 
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The verse presents two pertinent exegetical problems. 

The first has to do with the gender of ‘Junia/s’. The NIV 

(‘Greet Andronicus and Junias . . . .’) construes the origi-

nal as masculine (contra the NRSV above), and at least 

one commentator believes ‘It is impossible to know for 

sure if the second of the names is the feminine . . . .’ (Kroll 

2002, 239). Notwithstanding this level of skepticism, the 

evidence for taking the original term as feminine is getting 

stronger by the hour, because whereas Junia was a com-

mon first century name,317 Junias is still unattested (  

Osborne 2004, 406-407; Schreiner 2001, 400; see also 

Lampe 1991, 222-224). 

The next problem surrounds the phrase ‘prominent 

among the apostles’ (KJV: ‘who are of note among the 

apostles’). Does it mean that Andronicus and Junia were 

well known by those within the apostolic circle or that 

they themselves were outstanding apostles? Our answer in 

part depends on our definition of ‘apostles’. In the New 

Testament there are at least two classes of apostles are de-

lineated: those that belonged to the original band (Acts 1: 

12-26; cf. 1 Cor. 15:9) and those who possess the gift (1 

Cor. 12: 29a). Based on the criteria of Acts 1, Barnabas 

has to be placed in this latter grouping (Acts 14: 14). And 

if we understand ‘prominent among the apostles’318 in an 

inclusive way (like Johnson 2001, 233-234; and others)319, 

Junia320 is also similarly positioned—and, of course, the 

other female apostles of Ephesians 4:11.   

The other key term of Ephesians 4: 11 is that of the pas-

tor/teacher, one of  ‘the main offices’ emphasized by the 
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writer (Black 2002, 128). Black (2002, 130) rightly points 

out that the one definite article governing both ‘pastors and 

teachers’ strongly suggests that one office is view. This is 

done, presumably, to underscore the main function of the 

church leader, that of teaching (cf. Acts 20: 27-30). 

If we treat the two terms separately or together, there is 

just nothing within the context that says that any of these 

gifts is limited to a certain segment of the priesthood (cf. 

Rev. 1:5b-6). If the inspired writer had wanted to, he 

would have most certainly made it clear that only brothers, 

and not sisters, can occupy the office of the pastor. 

 

First Timothy 3 

 

This is the most discussed passage in the world today. In-

terpretations range from seeing Paul as a liberator and 

champion of women’s rights to dismissing Paul as wrong 

and irrelevant in today’s culture. George Bernard Shaw 

even called Paul, the “eternal enemy of women” (Mounce 

2000, 103). 

Regarding the qualifications of 1 Tim. 3, we need to 

bear in mind that it is natural for the language to be 

couched in such a way as to give the impression that only 

males can become church leaders, because of the nature of 

the common form of communication of the day. So, simi-

lar to the point made above regarding terms such as 

‘pastors’ and ‘apostles’, a word like ‘Brethren/brothers’ 

actually means ‘sisters and brothers’ (e.g. 1Cor. 10:1; 

Rom. 12:1).321 The same is true of the key pronoun of 1 
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Timothy 3: 1. The Authorized Version, both in its ‘an-

cient’ (17th cent.) and modern (20th; i.e., the New King 

James) forms, renders this indefinite pronoun (tis) as 

‘man’. Of course, such a translation can be understood in a 

generic sense, but, especially in this passage, it can be mis-

leading.  

Other English Versions, therefore, have ‘anyone’ (NIV) 

or ‘whoever’ (NRSV; cf. Louw and Nida 1989, 814-815 ) 

instead.  A partial survey of the usage of this pronoun in 

the Pauline literature may be useful (the occurrences cited 

below are in bold type and are taken from KJV): 

For scarcely for a righteous man will one die: yet 

peradventure for a good man some [one] would even 

dare to die (Rom. 5:7). 

But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be 

that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man 

have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his (Rom. 

8:9). 

Lest any [one] should say that I had baptized in 

mine own name (1 Cor. 1:15). 

For while one saith, I am of Paul; and another, I am 

of Apollos; are ye not carnal? (1Cor. 3:4). 

Now if any man build upon this foundation gold, sil-

ver, precious stones, wood, hay, stubble. . . (1 Cor. 

3:12). 

If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God 

destroy; for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye 

are. Let no man deceive himself. If any man among you 
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seemeth to be wise in this world, let him become a fool, 

that he may be wise (1 Cor. 3:17, 18). 

Moreover, it is required in stewards, that a man be 

found faithful (1 Cor. 4:2). 

But now I have written unto you not to keep compa-

ny, if any man that is called a[ny]  brother/[sister]322 be 

a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or 

a drunkard, or an extortioner; with such an one no not 

to eat (1 Cor. 5:11). 

Dare any of you, having a matter against another, go 

to law before the unjust, and not before the saints? (1 

Cor. 6: 1). 

And if any man think that he knoweth any thing, he 

knoweth nothing yet as he ought to know. But if any 

man love God, the same is known of him (1 Cor. 8:2, 3). 

But we know that the law is good, if a man use it 

lawfully (1 Tim. 1:8). 

Whenever this pronoun is employed it is invariably a 

reference to ‘someone’ without any regard to gender, un-

less it governs a noun that is gender specific (Louw & 

Nida 1989, 814-815).323 An example from 1Timothy may 

be cited: 

If any woman who is a believer has widows in her 

family, she should help them and not let the church be 

burdened with them, so that the church can help those 

widows who are really in need (5:16).324 

The point of this survey is to lay emphasis on the apos-

tle’s opening statement of 1 Timothy 3:1: ‘Here is a 

trustworthy saying: If anyone sets his [or ‘her’] heart on 

being an overseer, [s/]he desires a noble task.’  Writing 
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today in our gender inclusive culture, Paul, I believe, 

would have written just a sentence. 

But what about chapter 2 of First Timothy, which ap-

pears to strictly prohibit a woman from teaching or having 

authority over the man? As is pointed out (e.g. Fee 1988, 

72-79325), this prohibition against women (better, 'wives' in 

my view) addresses a situation of heresy at the time--

underscoring the need to remind ourselves of the occa-

sional nature of the letter.326 In other words, if both wife 

and husband are co-pastors (Aquila and Priscilla or Junia 

and her husband), there is no need for one or the other to 

'usurp authority',327 which, apparently, some of the Ephe-

sian wives were doing. The principle is applicable to both 

genders, just as 1 Tim. 5: 6 would apply as well to a wid-

ower.328 

1 Timothy 2: 8-15 is the paragraph in the New Testa-

ment which provides the injunctions. .  . most cited as 

conclusive by those who oppose preaching, teaching, and 

leadership ministries for women in the church.329 It is in-

appropriate, however, to isolate verses 11-12 from the 

immediate context of 1 Timothy 2: 8-15. If any paragraph 

is perceived as culturally bound (as 2:8-10 often is) or es-

pecially difficult in terms of Pauline Theology (as 2: 15330 

often is), it must realized that these same issues must be 

confronted in understanding 2:11-14 (Scholer 1985, 7; see 

also Tee 2002, 1-42, 105-122). 
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2 John 

 
The final Ephesian331 (house) church we will look at is the 

one addressed in the epistle of 2 John. ‘John addresses this 

short letter to “the chosen lady” (and her children), whom 

some take to be a woman who allowed a church to meet in 

her house and others take to be a personification of a par-

ticular church’ (Elwell and Yarbrough 1998, 369). The 

perspective that is deemed to be the correct one here is that 

the letter is addressed to ‘a woman who allowed a church 

to meet in her house.’332 In the wider context of epistolary 

literature, every letter written to an individual (such as 

Timothy or Titus or Philemon) presupposes a literal per-

son. The main difficulty here is that the person is a 

woman. So it would appear that many Bible students pre-

fer to ‘allegorize’ her.  

Such an allegorical or metaphorical approach also elim-

inates the question as to what role does this woman play in 

the church she houses. If Paul, when addressing a 1st Tim-

othy or his ‘brother’, 2nd Timothy (or Titus or Philemon) is 

writing to a church leader (and by extension his church), 

why is it that the apostle John is writing only to a ‘congre-

gation’ (Westermann 1969, 159), and not to a church 

leader, as he does to Gaius (3 John)? 

It is Spencer (1985, 109-111) who has provided the 

most compelling argument at this juncture for taking the 

‘The elect lady’ as a duly elected church official. She 

points out that the term translated ‘lady’333 is the feminine 

of ‘lord’ or ‘master’, and, like its grammatically masculine 
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counterpart, ‘lady’ (especially in this context) represents 

an authority figure. ‘Consequently, the children are “hers,” 

just as the children of 1 John are “his” (John’s). . . Moreo-

ver, in the last verse John indicates that there was another 

such woman who also was an overseer over a church 

community.’  

Admittedly, 2 John provides the weakest argument for 

female leadership in the early church, but, if accepted, it is 

a part of the cumulative evidence presented earlier. 

Conclusion 

 

We have presented a case for seeing within the pages of 

the New Testament a phenomenon that is seldom exam-

ined—that veiled within the language of grammatically 

plural nouns, such as ‘apostles’ and ‘pastors’, is the stark 

reality of female church leaders. The case is strongest, we 

believe, in Ephesians 4 and meets its stiffest challenge in 

First Timothy 2. But once the two letters are interpreted 

within their own occasional contexts (the former less so 

than the latter), the tension between the two is greatly min-

imized.  This relatively new way of looking at ancient 

Scripture, it is hoped, may aid in the cause of inter-

denominational and intra- denominational justice issues, 

especially as they relate to the employment of ecclesiasti-

cal power, for, by and large: 

 

Justice as equality calls for the dismantling of all relation-

ships of oppression and domination, which result when 
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the fundamental equality of all human beings [Gen 1:26-

28; Gal 3:28] is disregarded. In so doing, it takes account 

of the multiple dimensions of the human person (social, 

spiritual, material) and calls a society just when it allows 

for the flourishing of every member, specifically through 

full participation in the life of the society [and church?] 

(Perkins, 2013, 167; emphasis original).  

 
317 It ‘occurs more than 250 times in Greek and Latin inscriptions’ 

(Metzger 1994, 475). 
318 Declares Belleville (2005, 231): ‘Church tradition from the Old 

Latin and Vulgate versions and early Greek and Latin fathers onwards 

affirms and lauds a female apostle. Yet modern scholarship has not 

been comfortable with the attribution . . . [A]n examination of primary 

usage in the computer databases of Hellenistic Greek literary works, 

papyri, inscriptions, and artifacts confirms . . . [Junia] and shows with 

[‘chief among’] plus the plural dative bears without exception the in-

clusive sense “notable among”.’ 
319 For example, Browning (1997, 213); Bauckham (2002, 109-

202). 
320 Witherington (2004, 399) conjectures that Junia may have been 

‘among those mentioned in 1 Cor. 15:7 as apostles to whom Christ 

appeared’ and therefore an apostle in the primary sense. 
321 See, for example, Paul’s OT citation in which he fleshes out 

‘daughters’ 2 Cor. 6:18. 
322The word ‘brother’ in the original is preceded by tis and clearly 

refers to either gender within the context. Sisters are not exempt from 

the strong censure. There are approximately 383 occurrences of this 

pronoun in the Greek New Testament, many of which are employed as 

interrogatives. The same inclusive idea is true of pas in 1 John 3:2: 

‘Everyone [pas] who has this hope in him purifies himself, just as he is 

pure’. Clearly, the 'everyone’ in this context does not exclude the sis-

ters, notwithstanding the masculine gender of pas. The feminine, 

interestingly, is pasa-pasa (making room for my ‘stammering’).  
323 And even in some cases such as 1Cor. 5:11 (see above) it is ge-

neric. 
324 Here, interestingly, the KJV ‘man or woman’! 
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325‘The little evidence we do have implies that heads of households 

from the earliest converts were normally appointed to such positions’ 

(Acts 14: 23; 1 Cor. 1:16 and 16: 15-16)’ (p.79). 
326 For example, only the Ephesian-Laodicean churches are given 

instructions concerning love of spouses and children (Eph. 5: 25; Col. 

3:19; Tit. 2:4); only the Corinthians are rebuked for their abuse of 

tongues, etc. 
327 For study of this term, see Baldwin (1995, 65-80). 
328  Again, when the Ephesian believers first heard that the ascend-

ed Lord gave gifts to humankind (Eph. 4: 11ff), in terms of apostles . . 

.pastors and teachers, they in all likelihood would have understood that 

these 'offices' were not limited to men, simply because the plurals are 

gender inclusive like the 'all' of Rom. 3: 23. 
329 See especially Piper and Grudem (1991).  
330 According to Waters (2004, 734) ‘“Childbearing in 1 Tim 2:15 

is . . . metaphor for “virtue-bearing.” . . . All women and men [particu-

larly leaders] must give birth to and continue in faith, love, holiness, 

and temperance in order to be saved.’ His italics. 
331 Smalley (1991, xxxiii); Westcott (xxxii). Says Irenaeus: ‘Now 

the church at Ephesus was founded by Paul, but John stayed there until 

the times of Trajan . . .’ (Cited in Eusebius 1926, 243). 
332Based upon the hermeneutical canon: ‘If the plain sense makes 

sense, seek no other sense, lest you end up with nonsense.’ Grassmick 

(1974, 12) calls this principle the ‘Plain meaning’. 
333333333 kuria (verses 1, 5).  ‘From ancient times opinion has been 

divided as to whether this letter was addressed to an anonymous noble 

lady, though she might have actually been called “Electa” (from the 

Gk. Ekleka, “chosen”), as Clement of Alexandra supposed, or even 

“Kyria” (a direct transliteration from the Gk. Kyria, “lady”), or wheth-

er it was addressed to a Christian community metaphorically identified 

as “the chosen lady and her children.” Some commentators (. . . Ryrie) 

favour a person as the designee, while other commentators (. . . Bruce, 

Marshall, Stott, . . .) favour a local church’ (Barker 1981, 361). 
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GRATEFUL  

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

 

 

Pastor Andre Crouch of blessed of memory has taught me 

to sing, How can I say thanks you have done for me! His 

song was undoubtedly inspired by that wonderful anthem 
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